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CATALOG ARRANGEMENT AND INDEXING

A

Goal:

The student will be able to recognize

methods of arranging and indexing

catalogues.

PerforMance Indicatcmns:

The student will demonstrate "knowledge

of the subject by successfully complet-

ing a 'Self Assessment, an Assignment

page and a Post Assessment.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and PerforMance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will -tell you what-You will learn by studying the modille, and how`

you will,show you've learned it.'

2.' Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacherto quiz you 0 the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section.- Thissection will give you the informa-
,

tior. you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment e)am. This is a test for you to prOve to your-

self that you have learned the material you haVe studied. CoMpare your

answers with the answers.on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, whichis

'on the page following-the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask youi. teacher for. help.

Do the Assignment page.. Fellow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Take the Post A:sessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

4111
.you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING ,,,SYSTEMS

Introduction
Fa

Parts catalogs are the "tools" of a parts department. The information they

contain.makes it possible fo'r a parts person to identify, locate and price

the merchandise he or she handles. A very good working knowledge of parts

catalogs and related manuals is needed for the parts employee to do a good

job.

The auto parts industry is_continuing to grow and become more complex. This

means that the parts worker must spend more and More time in the study and use
,

of the parts, atlogs.

The catalogs are always being improved and changed to make them more uniform

and up-to-date. Since 1965 there has been a 46% increase in car sales in the '

U.S.A. It can be a hard job to keep up with the increasing number of different

models made within just the past 10 years. Ford cars give a good example of this

trehd toward model changes or diversification. In 1958 Fo ,rd offered 4 models -

and 3'engines. In 1975 Ford offered 10 models and 8 different engines! This

has made itihard to,keep catalogs uniform and organized. The value of an organ-

ized method of catalogarrahgement, regardless or the system used, is that it

makes'it easier to locate and sell the correct part.

-r
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Vocabulary
16011lII

5

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you (pi the words and their Meanings.

INDEX--A0 alphabetical list of names, subjects, etc., together with the page

number or section where they may be found.

CATALOG--A book or pamphlet printed by a manuta'aurer containing a complete

listing of its items for sale. A catalog will normally also contain

photograph's 'and illustrations of many of the items for sale.

ORGANIZE--To arrange in an orderly way so that things maybe found quickly.

MERCHANDISE--Things bought and sold; goods; wares.

DIVERSIFICATION--The increase in business as a result of *creasing the variety

of4things produced.

JOBBER - -One who buys goods in quantity from manufacturers or importers, and sells

them tadealers. A "middleman."

AERONAUTICAL -= Concerning making or flying airplanes.

'SUPPLEMENT--A section added to a book or catalog to give igditional information.

PROFIT--Money made from sales of merchandise 'ter deducting the ccsts of the
w.

merchandise.

5



MARINE--Concerning.boats or ships.
; .

FASTENERS - -Nuts 'and bolts, etc;

DIFFERENTIAL- -Gear mechanism.

1.

\-,

RE-MANUFACTURER--A person who replaces worn out components in used parts and

re-sells them.

4
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Supplemeptary
References
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1. The Inside Salesman. NAPA.

'2. Auto Parts Manual. California State'Department of Education.

3. Counterman's Handbook. Automotive Service Industry Association.
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.INDIVIDUALIZED LEARN* G SYSTEMS

Information

4

.
There are several methods used to index and arrange parts catalogs. The three

most widely used in the industry will be covered here. jo,become skilled in

one or Alien 2 methods will enable you to gofrom one place oemployment to

another and the arrangement-of the catalogs would be the same or very similar.

The three most common methods used to organize parts catalogs are:

1. The Weatherly System. .

2. Factory Group Number Systems.

3. Manufacturers Name.
7

0 No single method is better or worse than another. 'For example, to use the

Weatherly system and the,numerical,'you must first look up the part c..tegory

in an alphabetical index in front of the catalogs to find which section will

contain the catalog for that-part category. The "manufacturers name" system

has no index, butyou will have to know who manufactures the part in order to

find the right catalog.

The 'Weatherly System

The Weatherly system is the most widely used by jobbers--independent parts

stores that sell parts made by many different manufacturers. The Weatherly

index system was first used in 1932. It provides a complete alphabetical

and numerical index designed to be used in automotive, aeronautical, and
.

marine supply catalogs.,

. Very simply, here is how the Weatherly system index works. It is an index rang-
,

- ing numerically from 002 to 998 using only the even number All items are

grouped either by loution.on the automobile or truck or by the relationship to
I

a system of the automobile or truck. The 10 major categories are:

1. 000 group contains those parts with a fixed location in the

central- or drive section 0' the vehicle. It ranges from engine

0-
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to differential.

2. 100 group contains those parts with a fixed location on the
frame and axle.

3. 200 group contains those parts on and around the body..

4. 300 group contains gaskets, grease Seals and beartaal.

5. 400 group contains allparts in the cooling system.

6. 5Q0 group contains parts in ignition, electrical and lighting
systems.

7. 600 group contains fuel and lubrication parts.

8. 700 group contains items used in and'hround service and repair

shops, also chemicals and fasteners.

9. 800 group contains hand tools.

16. 900 group contains power tools and heavy tools and equipment.

Most of the auto parts manufacturers now use the_Weather'y system to key their
catalogs to an index. Inject, the Weatherly-index number is printed in the
upper-right hand corner of the cover or first page of most manufacturer's cata-
109S,

The use of the Weatherly index is the revere at the ordinary method. Catalogs
are usuaAy made up first and then provided withaninc1:2?( of their contents. In
the Weatherly system, the index is.provfded first and catalogs and informetion
sheets are fitted into the indexing system by placing them between the cardboard
dividers which show the appropriate group number.

Not all manufacturers print ttiei ,catalogs with the Weatherly neex number. If

you are working in a parts s re which uses the Weatherly system and you receive
aicatalog or information sheet that has no Weatherly index number in the top
right-hand corner, you would:

1. Look at the alphabet;ical liSting of the Wedtherly'index to
find the correct group.

2. Stamp or print the group number in the upper right-hand corner

of each un-numbered sheet or catalog.

3. After the material has been4iven a proper-group number, it

can then be placed in the section that contains that group
number in the counter catalog.



A lot of times, manufacturer's catalogs will contain several groups of items

and may have several Weatherlyindex numbers. For example, ore catalog may

list parts or items in group 136, a principle number, but the catalog may

also contain items listed in groups 126, 130, and 134. In some cases the

catalog may be taken apart or pages removed so that they may be placed in

the correct order.

the West Coast uses a Weatherly index containing 34 major divisions or groups, -

qt.

while the Mid-west and Southwest use 58 divisions or,groups.

Factory Group Numbering Systems

finder these systems, catalogs are organized using the group numbers thr,t are

assigned by the major automobile manufoctuers to their'parts.

A study of the major auto manufacturers' catalogs shows that they all have the

same basic structure. All contain an alphabetical and a numerical index. All

Show pictures of the part, usually before each group division. Each manufac-

turer uses a group number, or part,number prefix, to identify the major assem-

blies and subassemblies of the vehicle. Manufacturers also use part numbers

to identify- each individual part. In addition,ilmahufacturers' catalogs present

a lot of related information to help the parts worker

1. Model identification.

2. Interior trim classification.

3. Engine and option specifications.

4. Ordering procedures.

5. Other information pertinent to ordering and stocking parts.

Each new part produced by an auto manufacturer must be assigned its own part

number in order to be able to identify it. The methods of assigning parts

numbers are slightly different among different manufacturers.

General Motors parts manufacturer's numbers are usually 6 or 1 digits long and

are used oply to describe an individual part. The same number is used by all

divisions to describe the same part. If a certain part were used by Pontiac

and Chevrolet, both divisions would use the same part number to identify that

part.

General Motors has certain blocks of numbers assigned to parts thaare pro-

duced by different manufacturing divisions. As new parts are'developed, numbers

o 1:3



from these blocks are assigned in a -otating manner. This means that no digit

in a manufacturer's number would identify parts in a certain categovf.

An example would be a number 7450745. The number alone doesn't show that it

is a s;de carrier bearing for a differential that is found in Group 5.535.

The group numbers before the decimal point identify the major assemblies or

auto systems. Numbers after the decimal point relate to subassemblies or indi-

vidual parts. For example, "5" refers to the group of parts pertaining to

brake, propeller shaft and rear axle. Further breakdown rf E.000 separates the

parts into specific use and vehicle application. There ae about 25 group num-

bers used by G.M.

Ford Motor company part numbers are formed by "expanding" the basic group num-

bers that further divide the catalog into smaller groups or sections. Unlike,

Gener.-al Motors parts numbers, Ford parts numbers are "significant" because they

identify what the part Goes and where the part goes. For example, for part

number C3AZ-6303, A tells the experienced Ford parts counter worker that the

part is a crankshaft, since all crankshafts have a 6303 basic number, and that

it fits a 1963 series A vehicle (C3 means 1963 and the A identifies the model).

By using various combinations of letters and numbers added to the beginning or-

end of was ; part number, new parts can be added to the existing system,

while the basic part number will remain the same. The Ford parts catalog is

divided into sections which are further- divided into basic groups. These basic

g.roup numbers are divided into sub-groups and these are the base on which each

part number is made. The assignment of part numbers in the Ford system then is

based on individual sub-group divisions that have already been established.

Group numbers in manufacturers' systems are important because some numbers are

nonsignificant, they tell nothing. For example,G.M.'s part number 7450745 tells

nothing about the application of that particular part. You would have to turn

to'the group numbers fot informationon where and how the particular part would

be applied or used.

Some method of dividing parts into major groups and sub-grjoups is followed in

all catalogs. Each group division represents a major section or area of the

vehicle.' Each group is further divided into sub-groups within which the vari-

ous manufacturers may give different numbers to groups and sub-groups, but the

basic system is similar. Since most catalogs cohtain 25 or less groups and

1 1(
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sub-groups, the new parts counter worker should memorize what each-group-or

sub-group contains as soon as possible. You shouldn't try to memorize large

blocks of parts numbers, since these change a lot, but the group numbers sel-

dom, if ever, change. Once group numbers are memorized, looking up the part

will become much easier and faster.

Three general methods are used to locate parts in manufacturers' catalogs.

The most common method is by looking up the part in the alphabetical index.

Louk for the part by its main name. The alphabetical index is keyed tq the

group in which the part can be found.

The second common method of locating parts is by referring to illustrations

that are in front of each major group division in most manufacturers' catalogs.

The third method is used only when the part number is known. By referring to

the numerical index or price index, the group number can be found. This method

simply places the catalogs in the alphabetical order of the company name, with

"A" on the left end of the catalog file or holder. For example, the left-most

catalog-in the catalog file holder would be "A-1," then ANCO, and the "ATP"

and so on down through the alphabet. Zollner's catalog would be filed on the

right-most end of the catalog file holder. Using this method requires the new

parts counter worker or trainee to find out which firm or supplier furnishes

the part required by the customer. For example, the parts worker will have to

learn that "A-1" is a re-manufacturer that supplies windshield wiper motors and

"Blackhawk" suppl-ies; lifting equipment, floor jacks, etc., as well as tools

for body and frame repair. Then, if a 'customer asks for a windshield wiper

motor the parts person will look in A-1's catalog. Since not all suppliers are

nation-wide and scale only supply a local area or only a few states, parts jobbers

will not all have the same supplies.

The new parts counter worker should memorize as quickly as possible those manu-

facturers that supply parts for his or her particular store to sell.

All systems, regardless of the type, try to organize the filing of catalog

informat.un in such a way that the parts counter worker can find part numbers

quickly and easily.

12
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The first step toward becoming good at finding information to become very famil-

iar with whatever index system is being used. It is very important to keep

counter catalogscatalogs current with new supp'.ments and new suggested prcce sheets.

Most suppliers publish a complete up-to-late catalog every other year, with a

supplement in between. Suggested price schedules may occur more'often. It

takes effort to insert new catalog material, but failure to do so will cause

missed sales. Using out-of-date price sheets cuts the store's profit.

4.

ry
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEAliNtNG SYSTEMS-

Self
Assessinent

9

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. -How many popular systems of indexing catalogs are in use today?

2. When was the Weatherly index system first used?

3. How,many numbers are basic to the Ford Motor Company system of assigning

part numbers.

4. What is the G.M. parts numbering system based on?

what is the first and most important thing a new parts counter worker should

memorize when he or she goes to work for a G.M. parts dealer?

I
14



-INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

DO FIVE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING.

I. Obtain a G.M. parts catalog, and look up 5 items and list their part numbers.

2. Obtain a Ford Motor Company parts cataldg and look up 5 items and list their

part numbers.

3. Visit a local parts jobber and examine the parts catalog system. Tell how

- the system is indexed and how the system is used.

4. Visit a local parts store or jobber that uses the Weatherly index system.

List the number of manufacturers in the 400 section.

5. Find'out how many crankshafts are listed in that section of the Ford Motor

company catalog.

6. Obtain 25 parts and look their numbers up in a catalog system that uses an

alphabetical index. List the manufacturer's name and part numbers.

16
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. Major groups of parts are given the same numbers by all auto.manufac-

turers.

2. The Ford parts number system is being expanded throughout from 5 to 6

numbers.
k

3. Helpful supplementary tables, data, and information are found in most

parts catalogs.

4. Hand tools are not indexed in'the Weatherly index system.

5. A G.M. parts dealer would probably use the Weatherly index system.

5. Weatherly index numbers are really random groupings.

7. All parts numbering systems are the same.

8.= The new or beginning parts counter worLer should memorize aslany part

numbers as possible.

9._ In the G.M. system "blocks" of numbers are assigned to different manu-

facturing divisions.

10. The assignment of Ford part numbers depends on individual sub-group

divisions already assigned.

17
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answefs

1. F

.
2. F

3. T

4. F

5. F A G.W. parts,dealer would use the G.W. catalogs:: Independent jobberi who

sell parts made by many different manufacturers would use the Weatherly

index system.

6. F

8.

9. T

10. T

i

NI
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KEEPING CATALOGS CURRENT,

Goal:

)

71,The student will understand the impor-

tance of keeping catalogs current and

will be able to identify:procedures for

keeping catalogs current.

19

Performance Indicators:
Given a set of old and current catalogs,

the student will'update a liatalog set,

and will complete a Self and Post

Assessment.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

I. - Read the Goal and Performance Indicators On the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and how

you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

%3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. . Take the Self 'Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the-material you have studied. Compare yOur

answers with the answers onthe Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re -study the Information section or ask your-teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.'

7. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Jot Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful, to you.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for'you.

20
Or)
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-INDIVIIILIALIZED. LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction

Keeping catalogs up-to-date is an important part of thq job of an auto Parts

counter worker. Without current zatalogs, sales will belost and locating

parts can be more difficult and time consuming-. Incorrect prices may be

charged, lowering profits or making overcharged customers unhappy.

The parts counter worker must have the most current listings of new products

or parts on the market if they,are to be located and sold. If catalogt are

not kept up-to-date the store will lose money and customers will go elsewhere

for their parts.-

21
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Vocabulary

ri

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher toy _

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

PERFORMANCE--Best effort and output of work.

COMPILE--Put together in an orderly manner; such as a long list of numbers or

letters in sequence or order.

EFFECTIVE DATE--The time at which the use of a part number, part price'or catalog

should be started.

SUPPLEMENT--Sheets or lists that are printed later and added to or replace parts

of a catalog.

REVISED--Changed.

SUPLkSLDED--Replaced by something new.

4.1MINIV
22
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Supplementary
References

1. _Auto.Parts Counter Worker. University of Texas.

2. The Inside Salesman. NAPA.

3. Counterman's 'Handbook. A.S.J.A:

3
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

Keeping catalogs up-to-date is a job shared by both the manufacturer or supplier

and the, parts store worker. Keeping "up-to-date" means something different to

each of.them. From the manufacturer's,or supplier's point of view, ft mans

keeping listings of vehicles, applicationS of parts, prices and other supple-.

memtal information.

From the wholesaler or parts jobber's point of view-it means having all the

latest catalogs, price sheets and other information praperlyfiled.

The suppliers or manufacturers can help the jobber by doing these four things:.

1. Compile and publish new listings, applications, and prices

as soon as they become available.

2 New price catalogs should be produced and distributed by the

manufacturers well beforenew'prices go into effect. The

warehouses, the parts stores suppliers andthe parts stores

themselves need price change information in advance. They

can use this information to help them decide when to order and

how much stock to keep on hand to maximize profits. Some

prices change more quickly than others do. e

3. Print enough new catalogs and price lists to meet the demand

of all the levels of the industry that the information will

effect.

4. Catalogs should be planoed so that supplements can be kept to

a minimum. it is-best to avoid issuing supplements whenever

possible. They are difficult to insert into the catalogs and

are frequently lost, or not available for use by the parts

counter work,-,r when they ire needed.

The duties of the jobber in keeping catalogs and prime lists current are

outlined in the four steps listed below.

Z4
26



I. Schedule a regular time for up-dating.

2. Set up a procedure for changing, adding, discarding or

correcting, sheets.

3. Lndividual parts' counter workers should be assigned up-dating

jobs to do and a check sheet posted to insucv that he or she

has done it. . m
4. One person should be made responsible for overseeing the revi-

sions of the catalogs and price lists.

s
Successful jobbers mail new or revised catalogs arid price sheets once a week.

They are sually mailed so that they are received by Saturday. Price lists

and changes on fast selling items are distributed as soon as they are availably.

Instructions for the use of new pages or shet+s are prepared by the manufacturers.

These instructions include information on what to add and what to take out of

the zatalogs. The parts store involved can make its own rules and instructions

for its employees.

By making'several copies of the instructions for distribution within a store,

all the parts counter workers can be informed'on what to do with catalog and

price list changes when they receive them-

Some parts stores have the parts counter worker who makes catalog changes

,
ir!itial and date'the catalog sheet he or she has changed to help keep track

of the process. (See :'lure 1 on the following page.)

Spme jobbers keep a'master'file of all the latest catalogs of each type. The

other catalogs can be checked against the master to see if it is up-to-date.

Some parts stores make this check every threa months, some do it only once

,a year.

Woe rou receive pages from the supplier or warehouse, watch for words such as

"superseded," Ito replace," "corrections,' ".rvised" or "add to." These words

.
help the parts counter worker identify the kind of change being made in the

catalog,. Other key words such as, "revised price list" or iprices effective"

(on such a date) also help to identify the type of Oartge:-: All such sheets

received sViould be filed immediately.

25
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I WEATHERLY INDEX NO. 310

FORM NO.
PL-3103-76
Effective Date

February 2, 1976
Supersedes Price List PL-3103-74

VIC
AII

II 1161.111111
SUGGESTED TRADE AND WHOLESALE

OIL SWAM '1,6/

i...4A,
NET PRICE LIST

FOR
THE UNITED STATES

PRICES

Prices are subject to change without notice and include Federal Excise Tax where applicable No lo,:al taxes are Included.

For your convenience, this price list has been arranged in alpha-numeric sequence. All non-prefixed num-
bers will appear first, then "EP", "SS", and "TK" prefixed numbers.

1

i,

See separat.-4 list 'prices covering Gaskets, Assortments, and Gasket Materials.

INDEX
NON - PREFIX :.. 14114418ERS

13,000 - 72.: ".

PREFIXED NUMBERS
EP

SE

TK

PAGE
2-7

7-8
8

. 8

* REORDER is used on part numbers that will be
superseded in the future. THe6E PART NUMBERS
SHOULD NOT BE RETURNED. Reorder parts are
currently cataloged, classified and priced. Therefore,
they should continue to be sold until inventories at
all levels are depleted. The following year, these same
part numbers will be published in the Classification
Listing as "0 Superseded by".

New Item In Stock
New Item Not In Stock (Order When Announced)

...

0 19'6 DANA CORPORATION

DANA DANA CORPORATION
TOLEDO. OHIO 43692
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Another method of keeping catalogs up-to-date is to keep a file by date of

changes made. If your store uses this type of calendar,system, you should

check every day for changes. You should then make the changes to,k4eli your

catalogs and price lists up-to-date. Some warehouses or wholesalers make

use of an inventory clerk. One of the inventory clerk's jobs is changing

and recording superseded parts numbers. If you find that you don't have a part

that a customer wants, check, for a superseded number. If the store you work in

has an inventory clerk also check with that person to see if the part required

has been given a new number.

W4

Up-to-date catalogs and price lists are a must. They affect profit, sales, the

store's investment and help control Inventory.

r
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

S If
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUES1.3NS.

1. Why must catalogs be kept up-to-date?

2. What does the word "superseded" mean when referring to part numbers?

3. What is an "effective date" on a price list?

.

4. How does the manufacturerihelp the parts store to keep catalogs up-to-date?
k

5. How is !a master set of catalogs used to keep catalogs up-to-date?

28
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Self Assessment
Answers

I. Keeping the catalog up-to-date helps the parts counter worker locate

parts quickly and charge the customer the correct price for the parts.,

2. It means that the part has been replaced by another part with ? -w

number.

3. The date that the new price goes into effect.

4. By publishing new and up-to-date catalogs and price lists and distributing

them to jobbers.

5. By keeping the master set up-to-date and comparing the other catalogs to

it, they also can be kept up-to-date.

2 9
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

A ig 0
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

Visit an auto parts store and ask to speak to the worker who keeps the catalogs

up-to-date. Ask them the following questions and take notes on their answers.

1. When were the last price changes made?

2. When are catalog,changes usually made in the store?

3. How often are changes from the manufacturer received?

I

30
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Job S
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

I. Obtain some out-of-date catalogs from a parts store. Compare them with

catalogs in-use at present. Make a 11Jc of the chinges that you-find.

2. Visit a parts store and ask to see a current price list. Check the effec-

tive date of the list. How many days, weeks or months old was the list.

Take notes on your findings.'

3. Visit a parts store and observe a parts counter worker. Does he or she

appear to be careful when looking up the parts and prices. How long is

spent; on the average,with a customer. Does he or she take the tlme to

be sure numbers and prices are accurate? Write a brief report on your

observations.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
As !orient

WRITE AN-ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. List three ways manufacturers can help with indexing and filing problems
of jobbers.

2. Why do warehouse distributors and jobbers want advance notice of price
changes?

3. Name three ways a jobber can be more successful in ''eepirig catalogs up-to-date.

4. Whatis a calendar method of up-dating catalogs?

5. How often are catalogs checked when a master set is kept?

6. What are the duties of the inventory clerk in regard to catalog up-dating? 4

;2
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7. Explain how using old or out-of-date catalogs affect stores' profits?

1
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Compiles and publithes new parts listings and price sheets as soon as,the

information is available. Also distributes new lists to jobbers and stores

concerned in advance of the effective date. And print sufficient quantities

,of the change sheets to give to everyohe who needs them.

2. So they can charge the correct prices and place orders for needed inventory

in advance of price increases.

3. a. Maintain a regular schedule for doing catalog up-dating.

b. Set up a procedure that insures that up-dates are inserted.

u. Assign an individual worker to do specific up-dating jobs.

4. The date is recorded when charges are made and catalogs can be checked

by date to see,if needed changeS have been made or shguld be made.

5. Every three months if possible. Most do it once a year. The average is

every 6 months.

6. Receiving the catalog up-dates and placing them into the catalog. Also

removing any out-of-date material from the catalog.

7. A store could be buying parts at new up-dated higher prices and then

P.ling them at old lower prices. No store will stay in business long

if they do this.
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INTERPRETING CUSTOMER NEEDS

4,

r

e

..70

.

Goal:

The student will learn techniques that

parts counter workers use to find the

correct part for the customer.

'45

Performance Indicators:
The student will successfully complete

the Self Assessment, the Assignments,

the Job Sheet and a Post Assessment. .

37
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

mo
as you complete it.

%

1. Read the Goal and.Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you Will_learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

pis an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. Studrthe vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important` for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. . Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have ste.ied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self ASsessment Aiswer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Do the Job sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed, on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

8. Take the Pott Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have, completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

36
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

duction

It is the parts counter worker's job to make sure the customer buys the

correct part. This is not as easy as it sounds. In the automotive industry,

because of the many different types of engines made for'tfie same model car,
,

there could be as many as 10 different choicesjor-the same part. It is up

to you to-make sure the customer gets the oneothat will fit his or her particu-

la'r vehicle. The parts counter worker must ask the customer the right ques-

tions and gather information to find the right section to the parts catalogs.

More questions are usually needed to find the right part of the many:listed

in each section.

<1.

Techniques for locating the appropriate catalog will be covered in another
40.

Module.

37
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Vocabulary
e

O

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. 'Stt.dy

these words and meanings. When you have ledrned them, ask your teacher'to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

DISPLACEMENT--Refers to the size of an engine.and is listed in cubic inches%

(C.I.) For example,a 327 cubic inch engine is called a "327."

YEAR--Date vehicle was manufactured.

CLE-- Anything used for moving or'carrying people (e.g. car, truck, tractor,

torcycle).

MAKE--Name_of the vetiicle (e.g. Ford, Chevrolet, ,ate.).

A'

MODEL--Refers to body style ,such a5 2-door, 4-door, statibri wagon, etc.

38
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Supplementary
References

I V 1 t..110,0

1. Countermans Handbook. Auomotive Service TAistry Assoc.

2. The Inside Salesman. NAPA.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

It is important that the parts counter worker give each customer the best

possible service. This includes making sure that the correct parts are sup-,

plied and sold. The only way to be sure you are selling the correct part

is to ask the customer the right questions. The customer must upply the

answers. The following ltst of questions might be asked:

I. What year is the vehicle?

2. What make is the vehicle?

3. What model is the vehicle?

4. Whatpart`do you need?

With the above questions answered:the parts counter worker has an idea of

where to begin looking for the part in the catalogs.

Because of limited space some common words are abbreviated, or shortened in the

parts catalogs. If You do not understand an abbreviation always ask your super-

visor or another parts worker. You cannot be expected to know t'Aem all and you

nay guess -incorrectly. You will be surprised how quickly you will learn them.

sme ::::Immon abbreviations used in Figure A are' listed below, together with what

they mean.

AC = Air Conditioner
fi

Alt. = Alternator

Comp = Compressor

Exc. = Except

W/ ='With

Wit = Without

W-WO = With or without

Once/you have found the correct section in the catalog, more information will

be needed. Suppose the customer needs a fan belt for a 1979 Chrysler LeBaron.

4O' 42



CHRYSLER

CORDOBAConfirmed

RADIATOR HOSE
UPPER HOSE

yiAR MODEL
LOWER HOSE

Cursed Flex Cursed

1979 V-8 318 Eng w/o AC . CH463 M90
w/AC 421975 M92
w-w/o AC . . . . C11637 By-Pus

V-8 360 Eng. w-w/o AC CI1975 M92
CH637 By-Pass

79-78 V-8 400, 440 Eng.
w-w/o AC -404539 M37

78-75 'V-8 318 Eng w/o AP, 011463 M37
w/AC . . . . . . 401975 M91
w-w/o AC CH637 By-Pus

V-8 360 Eng w-w/o AC 011975 M91

CH780

CH780

CH780
CH780
CH780

CH780

Flex

CHRYSLERLEBARON

BELTS
YEAR MODEL

BELT

NO

1980 "6" 223 Eng.Fan & Aft. (Exc. 100 Amp. Alt.) ALL 13575
Power Steering ALL 15310
Ak Pomp w/e AC 15415
Comp. 8 Air Pump w/AC 15550

V-0 311 Eng.fan & Alt (Exc. 100 Amp. Alt.)
w/o AC ; 15475

Alt. & Comp. (Exc. 1 0 0 Amp Alt I . . ..... wIAC *15570
Fan & P o w e r Steering . . . . . . . w/AC 15450
Fan& Air Pump w1AC 15485

1979 "(r 225 Eng.Fan & Alt. (Exc. 100 Amp. Alt) ...ALL 15675
Fae & Alt (w/108 1111 Alt) ALL 15505
Peiw Sheds! w/e AC 153119

AfillintP. wit AC 1540
w/AC 1b395Power Steering .

Comp

7'9-78 V -1318, MO Eng.fan & Aft. (Exc. 100 Amp.
15545

w AC 1547$
Mt filer (w /100 Amp. Alt.) w/o/M 15115
8. .. ., .. "0641g, Wilk Pomp . ALL 154110

as. tom Aft.) Wen 15310
41 & Air Pomp (tor 00 Amp. Mt.). w/ AC 15415

!Niter Steering, We Mr Pump (Exc. 100 Amp.,

Fan & Power Stud*" w/e Ale Pump (w/100wAlopi.! 153"
AIL)

Alt) . . . , ' w/e AC 11450
Alt. & Comp. (Exc. 100 Amp. Alt ) . . .. . w/AC '15545
Att. P Comp (w/100 Amp. Alt.) wIAC 15585
2an 1 :"'Ntier Steering, o!o Air Pump w/AC 15450
Fan & Air Pump

1078 "8' 225 ;n;. --.Fyn & Alt. (Exc. 100 Amp. Alt.) .. DU. 1155755

(KM 4me Alt fan & in ALL 10915
' Power :tiering. w/o Alt Pm. ALL 15310

Power Steering. w/Ak Popp w/e AC 15891
Air Pomp w/a AC 141105

Comp 6 Idler w/AC 1;5659555

Power Steering & Mr Pump

1477 V-8 318 Eng. --.(an & Alt. (Esc, 10181kgm. AIL).....

whitC 15475

wle Ait Pump (Exc. 100 tom. Aft.)Pswor
AC

*156$5

(100 Amp_ Ale leMt. & Idler

Steering Wok 15370
w/o Air Pomp(14111Amp,i1) Fool Power

Steering w1s40 15450
(Exc. 100 Amp. AIL) Cot& Alr Pomp what 15370
(w/100 Amp. Aft.) Fon &Air Pomp
(14 360 Exc. 100 Amp. Alt.) Fan & Mr Pump AC..

15410

. ., 131110
w/Air PumpFan & Power M

W
alkin /ALL 15410

(Exc 100 Amp. Alt.) Alt. & Comp IOC 15545
(100 Amp. Alt ) Alt. & Comp. . . . . . . . w/AC *15585
whir PumpFan & Power Steering . . . . w/AC 15450
Fan & Air Pump . w/AC 15460

CHRYSLER

LEBARONContinuod

RADIATOR NOSE
UPPER HOSE LOWER HOSE

YEAR MODEL Curved Flex Curved

1980 "6" 225 Eng. w-w/o AC CH974
SW% By -Pass

V-8 318 Eng. w-w/o AC CH463 1436

CH637 By-Pass
1979 "6" 225 Eng. w-w/o AC CH974

%x3 By-Pass
V-8 318 Eng. w/o AC . C11463 1490

w/AC "411975 1492
w-w/o AC CH637 By-Pass

V-8 360 fag. w-w/o AC CH975 1492

C14637 By-Pass
1978 "6" 225 Eng. who AC . CH744 M06

w/AC CH974
w-w/o AC %x31/2 By -Pass

V-8 318 Eng. who AC . 011463 M37
w/AC ..... . 11975 1491
w-w/o AC CH637 By-Pass

V-8 360 Eng. W-w /o AC CH975 M91
1917 V-8 318 Eng. w/o AC . 11463 M37

w/AC . . . . . CH975 M91
w-w/o AC . . , CH637 By-Pass

CH637 By-Pass

Flax

CH792

011483. 1133

CH792

014403 M33
014403 M33

CH483 1433

CH792
CH792

CH483 1433

C11483 1533

014483 M33
CH780
C11780

CITATION (See Chevrolet Citation

CITROEN

BELTS
YEAR KM

BELT

NO

44 1511. UM DS21 Pallas, 11111, MU To
747-07%1 F1 et F & Aft. ALL 15375
Atter 747 (311141111er F & Alt ALL 15311
PY/Sf Stsering--Pusp ALL 15315

1114 Attain 11-1111 ALL 15310
8041 Aml 11-4t. ALL L332
$143 Pai 8 (Oar 943)lea ML 15300
0511 0$10.00144, ICI Pallas, 1019. 111191 (111 Ser

Were 10411Fso li See ALL '.15370
All after 1141la. & Gen ALL 15310
1184. Pump ALL .152N

5342 Awl 6 Wer 1-531 --Can AU. 15310

CLASSIC (Se. American Motors
Standard)

COLT (See Dodge Colt)

COMET (Se. Mercury Comet)

CONCORD (See American Motors
Concord) .

CONTINENIAL (See Lincoln
Standard)

CORDOBA (See Chrysler Cordoba)
'Two Required (Install matched pairs) 'tikes Amuse dillelmater UM nth Nolliked 1-45

r
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(See Fig. A) To be sure you are giving the customer the correct fan belt,

you will have to ask the following questions:

1. What size is the engine?

2. What equipment is.on the engine? (Such as air conditioning,

or power steering)

3. Does the engine have any heavy duty equipment, such as a

larger fan or radiator?

4. Is the car equipped with a standard or an automatic trans-

mission.
c,

If the customer replies that he or she has a 6-cylinder 225 engine with power

steering, but without an air conditior,-, you would look along the line that

said "Power Steering W/0 h0 (under-the 1979 "6" 225 Eng. section)

and see that the correct part number would be 15390. (Refer back to Figure A.)

If there is a symbol (such ,Is *) next to a part number in a catalug, this means

there is a note (called a foot-note) about that part at the bottom of the page.

Always read the notes when they concern a part you are about to sell, because
9

they will give you more important information. For an example look at Figure

A :fain. In the Chrysler-LeBarbn be section there is an asterisk (*) next to

part number 15570. Looking at the foot of the page for the same symbol (the *),

you will read next to it that the cust.mer will need two belts. Certainly

important news for you and your customer.
,

Look at the second example of a parts catalog page in Figure B. (See Figure B.

or the next page.) Notice how many different sizes of engines are made in the

same year. Look at the differflt valve seal sets that are used and the differ-

ent engines the seals fit.

Look at the headings aL the top of Figure B. These tell yoq what information

is ,ontained in each co!bmn. It gives YEAR, NO. of CYL. (number of cylinders),

ENC,INE, the VALVE SEAT SET and the.VAlVE SEAL TOOL.

The tool is necessary to install the valve seals. If a customer needs valve

seals for a 1964 Chevrolet Truck you will need to ask him. or her how many cylinders

the engine has and what size the'engine is. Without this:information you will

not be able to identify the correct part. If the customer replies that he or she

hai a "4 cyclinder, 153" you will look at the first line under the sub-heading
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NO

YTAR OF

CYL

ENGINE VALVE SEAL SET VALVE SEAL TOOL

CHEVROLET PASSENGER (Continued)

1962 69 8 371 (Replaceable Wive Guide) VS-28

1958_61 8 348 VS-4

1967 73 350 (Single Valve Spring) = VS-2

1967-13 350 (Double Valve Spring) _ l VS-24

1967-73 8 350 (Replaceable Valve Guidel I VS-28.

1965.70 -`8 396 (Single Valve Spring) VS-4

1965 70 8 3)6 (Double Valve Spring) , VS-21

1970-73 8 400 (2 bbl carb ) (Single Valve Spring) -1- VS-2

1970-73 8 400 (2 bbl carb ) (Double Valve Spring) VS-24

1970 73 8 402 (Turbo-let 400/4 bbl carb ) (Single Valve Spring) VS-4

1970-73 8 402 (turbo -Jet 400/4 bbl carb ) (Double Valve Spring) VS-21

1961-65 41 ( Ingle alve Spring) I V-S--4

1961 65 8 409 (Double Valve Spring) VS-21

1966 69 8 42/ (Single Valve Spring) VS-4

1966 69 8 42/ (Double Valve Spring) VS-21

1910-13 g 454 (Single Valve Spring) VS-4

1970 73 8 -1D4 (Double Valve Spring) VS-21

8

8

1963-65 ! 4

1960 b

1961-63 L6
1964 65 ; 6

1963 61 I.
193T53 1 6
1963-69 6

194162 6

1966-73 6

1454-62 6-7261- 4--
73 6 292

19r.#=. 72 6 '401, 401M

1965'3 6 1478. 478M

S '435 tc,ngle Valve

19DD-57 _1 8 265 (Replaceable Valve Guide)

195167 -I 8 283 (Single Valve Spring)

I9.`..7 67 8 283 (Replaceable Valve Guide)

19S8-73 8 307 (Single Valve Spring)

1968.73 8 307 (Replaceable Valve Guide)

VtT-1611
VST-2012

VST-1811

VST-1711

-VST:1611
VST:2012

V Sr-1712

VST-1811

VST-1711

VST-2012

VST-1712

-VST-

VST-1712

V.S012
VST-1712

15T-2012
VST-1712

1283 307. 321, 350 (Single Valve Spring)

'283, 307, 327, 350 (Double Valve Spring)

[283, 307, 327, 350 (Replaceable Valve Guide)

153

140

145

164

194

216

230
-235
2`)0

1962-68 8 327 (Single Valve Spring)

1962-68 8 327 (Replaceable' Valve Guide)

1958.65 8

CHEVROLET MARINE ENGINES

VS-2

VS-24

VS-28

VST-1811

VST-1711

VST-1611

CHEVROLET TRUCKS

-1

VS-2 (l,? Set)

VS-26

VST-1811

Not Required

1969 /3 8 350 (Single Valve Spring)
196943 8 350 (Replaceable Valve Guide)

196640 8 396
19/0 13 8 1400 (2 bbl carb)
19`10 73 8 202 (Turbo Jet 400/4 bbt carb)L

45

VS-26

VS-26
VS-1

VS-1

VS 1

VS 1

VS-1

VS-1

Not Required
Not Required-
VST-1811

Not Required
VST-1811

Not Required
VST-1811

Not Required

VS 1 VST-1811

VS-15 VST-2012.
VST-20A14

VST-2012.
VST-20A14

VS 2 1 VST 1811

VS-2? z
VS-2 VST--1811

VS ?8- VST-1611

VS -2 VST-1811

VS-28 VST-1611

VS -2 VST-1811

VT-2 V ST-1611

VS-4-

VS-2 VST-1811

VS 28 VST-1611

VS-4 Not Required
VST-1/111

VS-4 IT 12



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
-e t

QUESTIONS NUMBER 1 AND 2 ARE FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF'POSSIBLE ANSWERS. SELECT

THE ANSWER WHICH ANSWERS THE QUESTION CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE LETTER IN THE

BLANK PROVIDED.

1. How do you find out what the customer needs?

a. by guessing

b. by asking the customer questions

c. by asking another parts counter worker questions

2. If you sell a customer the wrong part, what is likely to happen?

a. your boss will be pleased with your work,

b. the customer will problably always shop at your store

c. the customer will be irritated, will blame yOu, and will probably,

not shop at your store next time

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

3. What are the following abbreviations short, for?

.a. Alt.

b. W/0

c. AC

d. W-W/0

e. Exc.

4. When should you ask for the vehicle engine size?

45



5. When should you ask the customer if the engine has special equipment?



IIyNI V I 6.04.0"4... 6.6./111 OO 4.

Self Assessment
Answers

1. b

2. c

3. a. alternator'

b. without

c. air conditioning

d. with or without

e. except

4. Whenever the part you are looking for has many different variations,

depending on the size of the engine.

5. When the catalog shows that parts are different for those engines that

have special equipment.

47
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A ig
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

Role Playing.

Pretend that you are a parts counter worker and have another student play

the role of a customer. (Both look at Figure A.) Have the "customer" pretend

he or she.needsa fan belt for a Crysler LeBaron. Let the "customer" choose

which year, model, and optional equipment they have. (The student playing

the customer should jot this down, together with the part number of the

fan belt that they think would fit. They should not tell you which car

they have chosen.) You should then,ask the "customer" questions to find

the right fan belt for the car. Did you both come up with the same part

number?.

Now reverse roles with you now playing the customer; and pretend you need

a fan belt for a different year and model of Chrysler LeBaron.

2. Obtain a parts catalog (auto parts stores often have out-of-date ones) and

lobk at parts for various engines or. transmissions. How many different

transmissions and models of engines does Chevrolet sell.

3. Find two footnotes ih your catalog. Write down what the footnotes say

and why you think they were necessary.
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Job _;heet

STUDY FIGURE B CAREFULLY AND ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. How many different seal sets are shown on the page?

2. What seal set is required for a 1972 Chevrolet 402 passenger car with a

single-valve spring?

3. If the engine in question has a double-valve spring,would it use the same

seal set? How do you know?

49
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Po t
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. Look at Figure A. What is the part number of the belt required to drive

a 1978, 360 C.I., with power steering and a 100-Amp Alternator, but without

an air pump or air conditioning (AC)?

2. Where would you find belt information about a Colt? (Figure A)

3. What does the symbol mean next to the Radiator,Hose part #CH463?

4. How many belts are required for a Chrysler LeBaron 1979 V/8, 318, alt.

and comp. W/ 100-amp alt.? What is the number of the belts required?

(Figure A)

5. What seal set is required for a 1964-292-Chevrolet engine? (Figure B)

6. What seal Set is required for a 1964, 327, W/ single valve spacing?

(Figure B)
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

P

1. 15450

2. Under Dodge Colt

3. Three belts required (install in matched sets)

4. 2, 15585

5. VS-1

6. VS-2
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HANDLING MONEY CORRECTLY

Goal:

The student will be able to identify the

principles of handling money correctly

and will practice those principles.

0

52

Performance Indicators:

The student will complete a Self

Assessment, an Assignment, a Job Sheet,

and a Post Assessment, and will practice

counting out change. The student will

also become proficient in the use of a

cash register and an adding machine or

calcdlator.
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Study Guide
iimmxErwlmmost

c7

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

Z. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

'This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction'. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of th^ parts counter trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you ante words and their meanings. ,

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take.the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-
.

0

self that you have learned the material you hive studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on.the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly;

re-study the Ir4ormation section or ask your teacher for help..

6. Do the assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

4

7. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listedon the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. your teacher will grade it for you.
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000

Money collected in your str for a sale of merchandise should be rung up on

a cash register immediately. The invoice should be dated, the sale amount

wrjtten in, and the invoice should be signed. This assures that'the sale'is

completed and the money received. The cash register receipt is made out and

marked. Sometimes a "Paid" stamp is used on the customer's copy of the invoice

and no c.J1 register receipt is given.

Money that is collected for a sale of merchandise belongs'tO the employer.

Honesty is very important: Improper handling of money, 'especially cash, could

cause you to lase your job.

9
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Vocabulary

,70

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

CASH DROPMoney taken out of the cash drawer tha is more than you need to

make change. Money taken by manager to put in safe.

SURPLUS CASH--Money that is more than you started with; money taken in by

sales; more money than necessary to run your 'cash register.

CASH DRAWER--The drawer that can be lifted easily fro a cash register; it

has divisions for bills and change.

sa
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Supplementary
References

I. Counterman's Handbook. Automotive Service Industry Association.

2. The Inside Salesman. NAPA.

3. Auto Parts Counter Worker. University of Texas.
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Information

If you, handle money collected for the sale of merchandise in the parts store,

you need to know a few things in addition to the duties of supplying parts

to customers:

* How to operate a cash register and adding machine or calculator

* The method of giving a receipt to the customer for money received

* The.policy of your store on receiving checks

* How to "close out" the cash register and balance the [Tierney

* The method of discounts used and how to figure them for your store

* If you must collect a sales tax, how the tax is figured and how it

is recorded on a sales receipt

If the sale is large or involves several different items and prices, use a

calculator or adding machine to be sure you are accurate. Do this before

using the cash register tape.

If your firm has rules on check receiving (accepting checks from customers),

follow them. Sometimes only the manager or a senior employee will be able

to receive checks. Whatever the policy is, follow it.

The cash register drawer you use will probably start with $25, which is used

to rii( change: one $10 bill', two $5 bills, five dollars in quarters, dimes

nicks... and pennies. (Fifty-cent pieces are,seldom used. If you receive

some be sure to place them where they will not be mixed with other coins.)

Coins come in paper rolls: pennies-,50-to a roll; nickles--$2 to a roll;

dimes--$5 _to-a-rooll, and quarters in $20 rolls.

Large bills (twenties, fifties, etc.) and checks should be placed in the
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compartment beneath the cash drawer. Ifyou take in a large amount of money

(above the cash you started the day with), ask the manager or person in charge

to remove some. He or.she will record the amount and give you a receipt for

it. FCR SECURITY REASONS (DANGER OF THEFT) LARGE AMOUNTS OF CASH SHOULD

NOT BE KEPT IN THE CASH REGISTER. Never turn away from, on leave, the cash

register with the drawer open. It is a temptation for someone to steal.

To be accurate in handling money, you should always count back change from

a cash sale. For example, if a sale totals $12.99 and the customer ,fives you

a $20 bill, you should:

1. Liy the $20 bill on the shelf above thecash drawer. This prevents

confusion about the size of the bill the customer gave you.

2. Remove money from the drawer to make change: one,penny, two $1 bills,

'one $5 bill.

3. As you hand back the change, count it out aloud as you place It in

the customer's hald. ("Thirteen," give the customer the penny;

"fourteen, fifteen," give the customer the two $1 bills, one at a

time; then give the customer the $5 bill and say, "and twenty.

Thank you.")

4. Be sure to give the customer a receipt or stamp the invoice "PAID,"

whichever is your store's policy.

5. Place the $20 bill in the register.

To prevent mistakes, employees will arrange bills in the cash drawer so they

all face the same way. Be sure bills and coins are in the correct spaces for

their denominations. This prevents mistakes and gives the worker a good

idea of the amount of money taken in.

At the end of the day, the total of the cash register tape should be equal to

the amount of cash and checks you took it, plus any receipts for cash drops,

minus the money you started the day with (to make change).

Always keep in mind that the money in the cash register belongs to the

employer; honesty is of great importance. If you are dismissed for stealing

dishonesty, your chances of getting a job anywhere will be ver" slim.

Stealing from an employer is almost certain cause for immediate dismissal.
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Self
Assessment

C

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What does the counter worker do so the customer can prove he or she paid

the bill?

2. How much coney is in the cash register at the beginning of each day?

3. What should be done with checks?

.,

4. Where are checks and large bills placed?

5. Why does the counter worker count out change to customers?

59
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Self Assessment
Answers

I. Gives the customer the cash register receipt and/or stamps the invoice

"PAID.
II

2. Usually $25 in small bills and change.

,

3. Follow store pblicy On check cashing.

4. In the compartment beneath cash drawer.

5. For accuracy and to avoid mistakes.
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Assign t 1

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

Practice counting out change by simulating sales of different amounts. Use

money or play money to develop skill.
/
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COMPLETE TWO OF THE FOLLOWING THREE TASKS.

1. Leprn to operate a cash register.

2. Learn to operate an adding machine.

or

3. Learn to operate a calculator.

It is important that a counter worker be able to use these machines quickly and

P accurately. Practice until you can!
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Post
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. Why is a cash drop necessary during the working day?

2. 'Why are large bills and checks put in the compartment under the cash

drawer? _

3. How can you help prevent theft from your cash drawer?

4. Why is honesty important?

5. How much money is in a roll of cparters? Dimes?
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

t
1. To remove large amount of cash from the cash drawer, for security reasons.

2. For security reasons.

3. Place large bills below drawer, never leave cash register drawer open or

unattended.

4. Money belongs to firm or business; you lre subject to immediate dismissal

for dishonesty or theft.

5. Quarters $20 to a roll.

Dimes $5 to a roll.

e
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1
)

"SELLING: GETTING THE JOB DONE"

4

Goal:

Student will be able to identify good

sales:attit4des.

Performance Indicators:

The student will complete a Self

Assessment, an Assignment, a Job Sheet

and a Post Assessnient, and will observe

and'practice sales techniques.
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Study Guid
In order to finish:this module, do the followlg tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

0

ice_ Read the Goal and Performance'Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

NN.

'Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell yoewhy module 4

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3.* 'Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary'words are important for a good

understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary, ask

your teacher'to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. 'Study the Information.section. This, section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for yo'w toprove to Your-

self'that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Apswer Sheet, whitch is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If yqu scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask'your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the.instUctions at' the top of the

Assigntent page.

7. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the:Ab-Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to You..

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam o-your teacher after you

havecompleted it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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htroduction

I

4

One of the most challenging jobs of a parts counter worker i selling: Good

skills can lead to a better job in the parts sales field.

Selling ability is important to yOur store's success and your abili to serve

your customers: The,knowledge of products, store policies, people a pro-,

ce4ures is very important. Selling goes beyond just supplying the parts your

customer wants. Selling customers the related items, as well as ipment and

supplies necessary to do the job, is another important part of your 'lob as parts

Counter worker.

)

Having the ability to persuade people-to buy is known as selling. A sales-
_

person knows how to use attention, interest'and principles of salesmanship to

lead customers to buy.
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Vocabulary
.411

7

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. f:.`udy

these words dnd meanings. When you have learned theni, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

,r
RELATED ITEMS- arts, supplies, products or equipment and special tools w'iich

a customer can (or would) use to do the job easier, better, or faster anc:

cheaper.

INFLUENCE - -The ability to produce effects without ucP of force or authority.

SALESMANSHIP- -The ability or skill of selling.

ATTITUDE--A manner that shows how people accept or look at something, how they

may feel about a job.

ATTRIBUTES - -A characteristic or quality that someone has, kindness, friendliness.

The ability to sell is an attribute. An attribute can be developed.

8
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Supplementary
Referelices

1. Letterman, Elmer G. The Sale Begins When the Customer-Says "No." 1953.
Manor Bucks.

2. Lochley, Lawrence C. Cases in Marketing. Allyn 1964.

3. Berton, Pierre. The Big Sell. Knysf 1963.
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information

Every person who walks to the counter or comes in the store is a possible sale.

How do you turn it into a real sale?

1. You should try to create a favorable impression with every customer

you meet. Starting off with a friendly greeting is a good start.

Remember, the first impression you give to a customer can be a lasting

one, and it should be a GOOD one.

2. Follow the opening greeting with a question like "How can I help you?"

or something that shows you are willing and ready to help.

3. A little social talk about the weather is fine, but don't over-do it.

Too much chit chat wastes the customer's time, and there may be other

customers waiting.

4. Greet customers at the counter IMMEDIATELY, even if you aren't able

to wait on them right away. To be recognized is important to the

customers. They know you have seen them and will get to their r. As

as soon as you can.

5. Good sales people are good LISTENERS. Good listening is one part

of good selling. A good salesperson can Ilse things the customer says

as a way to know what the customer needs. It also alerts you to things

that the customer may need to complete the job.

6. Give the customer you are serving your IMMEDIATE, UNDIVIDED attention.

It's a good way to train yourself to become a good listener. Try some

of these when you listen to a customer:

a. Do you detect any helplessness, hesitance, impatience on the part

of the custorer?

b. Wait until the customer finishes talking; don't interrupt with

questions of your own.

c. If the customer doesn't give you enough information, ask questions

when he or she is finished. Ask in a friendly manner. Don't

talk "down" to a customer or be impatient.

r
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d. Write notes as you listen; you can refer to them later and you

won't need to ask unnecessary questions.

e. Don't silently judge a person. You shouldn't judge whether a

customer is 'dirty," "sloppy," or "cheap." Judging someone blocks

your ability to listen.

f. Avoid any reference to race, religion, nationality or color; this

could damage relations, lose a sale and lose customers. Also, you

might hear from your boss and lose your job!

An aid to listening ;s learning when and what questions to ask.

1. Ask for complete information. You need make, model, year, component

part number, etc.

2. What kind of problem does the customer have?

3. What does the customer want?

4. What other items ;related parts) does the customer need?

You should understand t;.2 customer and be aware of the job he or she is

doing. What other parts or products might be required? Think of his or her

job in terms of your knowledge. If the customer is grinding valves on an

engine, you should be thinking of what related parts might be needed, and

suggest them. Carburetor timing chain, new valves, and many other items

might be needed for the job. Write some of these on your notes. If a customer's

needs aren't clear to you, ask other parts counter workers for help.

Suggest and sell related items that will benefit the customer. Things that

save time and money may be important to the customer. If it means he or she

can do a better job and make more profit, say so. If it makes a better job

for your customer's customer, it is sure to make a customer for you.

Don't "oversell" customers. Don't persuade them to buy items or products

they .ly don't need or can't afford. This is "overselling" and can cause

hard feelings on the part of the customer. If customers leave the store and

say to themselves, "I didn't need all this stuff; that salesperson really

got to me! I've been had!", you probably won't see them again.

It is important that you have a good atWude toward your job. You should be

loyal to your store; don't talk badly about the place, not to anyone. If
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you don't have respect and loyalty for your job, quit it and find another.

Be pleasant and work with fellow workers. Cooperation with them will make

your work more pleasant and your job easier.

Develop the following attitudes:

1. Be interested in the job of selling.

2. Learn as much as possible about the wholesaling business.

3. Keep Up-to-date with catalogs, parts, equipment, products, supplies

and manufacturer's lines.

4. Increase your knowledge of "ehicles, equipment and related automotive

supplies and products.

5. Learn from eery selling experience.

Try to apply the following principles of selling to your job. Selling sounds

like a difficult thing to do, but it really isn't.

* Get the attention of the customer. Your questions, your merchandising

displays and product pamphlets are all means of getting the prospective

buyer's attention.

* Find out what the customer needs and create some interest in a

particular product or part. Stop "selling" and let the customer,

ask questions.

* Believe in the product. It's a good way toco.vince the customer if

you are already convinced that a product wifl do what it says it will.

* Appeal to the customer's sense of pride in work and need for profits.

* Make it easy for the customer to buy. Once the customer is convinced

he or si" needs the part, mention the store's po.;icy on discounts,

charging, credit, etc. This may make it easier for the customer to buy.

* for any sales order in a positive way. Ask, "Can we send this

along with your\order?" or "May we put this on your account?"

* Your sense of timing about when to close the sale is important. If

there is a pause or hesitation, say, "Shall I write this up now or

were there some ether things you needed toJayi" Taking action

completes the sale.
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Self
Assessment

/

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What are the steps of a sales process?

2. What would be related items for a valve grind; list 3 items.
...

3. What attributes should you develop to become a better sales person?

o
'4. What are some thing, to remember about becoming a better listener?
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Getting attention, promoting interest in product or parts, benefits of

sales to customer, creating a desire to buy, taking final step (action)

to selling. _

2. Valves, timing chain, gaskets.

3. Interest in your job, loyalty, knowledge of products and customers, keep

up-to-date, learn from experience.

4. Listen, don't interrupt, ask questions or make statements that lead the

customer to ask questions, make statements after the customer finishes

talking.
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Assignment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

Visit a parts store and observe a "sales" parts counter worker in action.

Listen and learn.

1. Write a brief report on your visit. Write about things such as sales

techniques used. We're hints on selling you've learned about used in

situations you observed? List the hints. Give the report to your

instructor.
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Job sh 0

r

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

I. Team up with a classmate. One of you will be the prospective customer,

the other will be the sales counter worker.

a. Use steps and hints on selling.

b. Be a good listener.

c. Ask questions.

2. Reverse roles and simulate "sales resistance" or 1-eluctance to buy."

3. List statements and questions you use to make selling easier for you to do.
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Post
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. What are related items'?

2. What is a greeting to use when a customer waTks into your store?

,/

3. What do you do if you find the customer wants something you never heard of

before?

4. What attitude should you have toward your store?

5. How can you make the selling job easier?

77,
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Instructor
Post Assessmenx Answers

I. Items a customer may need to speed up the job, do it better or make more

profit.

2. "Hello , how can L. help you?"

3. Ask for a co-worker's help or ask sales manager for assistance.

4. Loyalty, pride in product, pride in merchandise you sell.

5. Develop sales attributes, be knowledgeable about parts and products, keep

up-to-date on catalogs and prices.

l8
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SALESMANSHIP

Goal:
The student will identify the steps in-17'

handling the customer orders in a satis-

factory manner.

79

Performance Indicators:
The student will understand the fine

principles necessary for developing a

good sales attitude by completing a

Self Assessment, an Assignment,' a Job

Sheet and a Post Assessment,

SO 9
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Study Gui e 1

.

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item o f

as you complete it. I

1. ' Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on'the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and .

how you,willshow you've learned it.

2. Read le Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the partS.counter trade."

3. Study the Information section. This section_011give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

4. . Take the Self Assessmelt exam. This is A test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

J".. on the page following' the Self Assessment. If you soored,poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your, teacher for help.

5: Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructiont at the top of the

Assignment-page.

6. - 'DO the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will,help you develop skills which

-will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Y -teacher will grade it for you.
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ntrodudion- 4

The main duty of the parts counter worker is to sell the merchandise and ser-

vices that the store has for sale. It is a difficult job.

There are more than 130 million cars and trucks on the nation's highways. These

vehicles each contain more than 15,000 parts. Besides all the cars and trucks,

there are millions of stationary pieces of equipment like small engines, lawn-

mowers, outboard motors and the tools and equipment needed to repair them.

In addition to knowing.the.technical and mechanical end of the auto parts busi-

ness, the parts counter worker must be able to handle customers in a prompt and

cheerful manner.

The ability to develop an understanding of human relatiOns will help a parts

counter worker be a success.

8 1
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j

Supplements:all
References

I. Counterman's Nandbook. Automotive Service Industry Association.

2. Auto Parts Counter Worker. University of Texas.

3. fhe Inside Salesman. Naticrial Automotive Parts Association.
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Information
4

Making a profit and balancing the stock is part of the work that goes on

betwee e store and the parts counter worker. Mueh time and effort may

b spent in getting the customer into the store to buy parts. The sale

might not be made if the customer not properly served by 46 parts counter

worker.

Think of yourself as a customer. You would not want to be served by someone

in dirty or messy clothes. Remember, you are behind the counter and you

represent the store. Your speech, your attitude and your knowledge tell the

customer the good and bad points of you and your store.

Believe in your job and your product. As a parts counter worker you are a

saleSperson, and if you don't believe, you are merely uehind the counter,

not selling. You might as well be one of the fixtures.

The first step to becoming a good salesperson is to develop a good, who:_some,

proper attitude. You must have the proper attitude about yourself, your

jab, your business organization, your product and your customer. A proper

s,!lling attitude is based on several principles.

* Do not just take customer orders. "Waiting on customers" is a bPJ phrase

and you should forget it. Your real job is to serve and insist the customer

in every way. Some parts counter workers just wait for the customer to tell

them what they need. Customers should go out of the store knowing they

bought the right product and the right services, accessories and all that is

needed to do the job properly.

* Discover the personal satisfaction of selling. A persor, reels good when
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s-he has helped another person. Selling is the challenge of helping
ne Oe.

* It helps to have a genuine interest in a customer's needs and problems. A
person needs assistance when his or her car won't run as it should. Part
of your job is to advise and assist in helping the customer solve th' problem.
Try not to say, "Sorry, we don't have the part," or "Sorry, I can't help_-
you." If you are interested enough

to_telp_solve---the-prOblem, you will
_prob_ably makea- friend, and win a customer for your business.

* Another i 9ortant point is to sell quality to the Customer. The owner
of G vehicle wants what is best for that vehicle. A large investment is
made for a car or truck and the owner expects quality performance from it.
When you sell a product or provide a service, be sure to tell the customer
it is a quality product which can be relied on.

*Customers judge business by the appearance. You wouldn't want to go into
a store that is messy, or has junk on the floor and counters in a sloppy
arrangement. Messy clothes, grease-smeared invoices and dirty parts add
up to a sloppy attitude by the store. Personal cleanliness and an orderly,
clean, well-run store helps build the customer's confidence.

* Greeting the customer is the first step in the sale of any part. C,11ing
the customer by name shows a good interest and a desire to serve. A riendly
smile shows your greeting is sincere.

* Determine the customer's wants and needs. Ask questions to get all the
Facts. YOP Ifhowledge of the vehicle and your catalog helps the customer.
If parts neeued are not in stock, they may have been replaced by another
part. A new might be unfamiliar to the customer. Explain how the part
works or how to install it. Give advice if special tool, or other equipment
is needed to install it. Get clues about problems by asking the rustomer
questions.

* You may hay to demonstrate how a product performs. Show the customer
so he or she can judge the quality and performance. You may have to learn
how t) perform such a demonstration beforehand in order to do it corrprtly.
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Show any advertising brochures and literature you may have and any facts in

charts or tables. Let the customers see, so they can-judge. Remove the part

from the box to be sure that no mistake has been made in packaging. If the

customer objects to size, price, terms, delivery, credit, trade-in allowances,

or any other reason for buying, you have a real test of sales ability.

* Do not talk the customer into buying something that is not needed. You

snould never "high pre sure" your custome. into buying something. Sales resistance

means that there is ;ome question in the customer's mind. listen to him or

her, they may be telling you their wants and needs, but you aren't listening.

* Objections to price may be overcome by pointing out quality, reliability

and long-life of the product. Explain credit terms and store policies on

credit and discounts.

* If the customer objicts to brand names, show guarantees of quality and

performance. Take time'to explain anything they do not understand.

* Fill the order quickly and accurately. When the order is ready, assure the

customers of their correct choice and thank them for the business. If properly

°treated, the customer will be back for repeat business.

A lot of the parts counter sales are handled over the telepi)ne. Courtesy and

frier-fliness are the main parts of good telephone m. iners. Sometimes the

cot. er worker is interrupted at the sales counter, by the telephone. Use

g( d judgment in determining Cio must wait.

Rules or good telephone use can be an asset to your sales ability if followed

properly:

1.) Voice is the only clue to your personality. Prompt, friendly,

courteous service is a must.

2.) Answer promptly in a business-like manner. Identify the place of

business and give your name. You then may offer service by asking,

"May I help you?"

3.) Use the same techniques and attitudes you would use if you were

selling the customer in person.
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4.) Write down requests, repeat_the information aloud so you are sure

it is correct.
. i

5.) Check catalog and parts inventory if time permits. If it doesn't,

loc up the necessary parts and prices and call the customer back.

6.) Close the phone conversation courteously and hang up gently.

If you promise a phone customer you will call back, do so. If another

customer is at the counter, call first, then serve the counter customer.

Remember, first come, first served. Explain to the ::.4unter customen that

you'll be right with him or her, make sure you call quickly and be as brief

as possible.

,
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Self
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. Describe howyou should handle customers.

2. What attitude should the customer have when leaving the store?

3. What is meant by "knowing your products and services?"

4. What things cause the customer to resist buying?

5. How can you increase customers' desire for the product?
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. friendly, courteous greeting. Willingness to serve. Clean appearance.

Good attitude. Pride in yourself, your business, your product.

2. The correct product or part was purchased, the pricewas correct, the customer

was tre..ted in a friendly courteous manner, and not sold something he or

she didn't need.

3. You shquld know your product lines, their. advantages in price, quality and

warranty. Services your store can provide and how they can help the

customer.

4 Price, discount, allowance for old part, lack of knowledge of product or

brand.

5. Show off brand or product. Compare with like brands or product. Advantage

of price or discount. Ease of installation or use.

0Ci
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r.

I

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

1, List five principles necessary for an aggressive sales attitude.

2. Name six things you can do to develop pleasant relations with your customers.

3. List services that may be offered by an auto parts store.

it

,
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Job Sh t

4

4

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

1. Set up "role playing" with other students. One student takes the role of

the parts counter worker, the otherstuderft takes the role of a prospective

customer. Reverse roles and simulate problems and sales resistance. How

'do you overcome the problems?

2. "Role play" by acting out a telephone order between customer and parts store

worker. Takc orders and "scll" over the telephone. Don't forget the tele-

phone rules.

90
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WRITE AN ANSWER TO THIfatOWING-WESTIONS.

I. What,are the five principles for developing an aggressive sales attitude?

2. Who is responsible for changing your attitudes?

2

Name 6 things you can do to develop pleasant relations with your customers.
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Instructof
Post Assessment Answert

1. A. Sell, don't be an order-taker.

B. ,Discovqr the personal satisfaction of selling.

C. -Develop a genuine interest in customer needs and problems.

D. Sell quality to the customer.

E. Develop a good appearance.

2. You are.; Develop a proper attitude toward yourself, your job, your business

organization, your product and your customer. i

It.

3. Handle customers promptly, efficiently. Be cleen'and neatly dressed. Greet

-customers with a foiendly smile, by name, if possible. Believe in the'pro-
,

-duct you sell and be able to demonstrate its use. Know products and services

ti your-store can offer. Be helpful, sell don't just take orders. Make sugges-

tions and assist customer in every way. Be:sure customer leaves the store

,pleased with the purchase, the price, product and service was what was needed.
0
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.PICKING MERCHANDISE

"MAJOR SUPPLIERS"

I-

1

Goal:
The student will be able to identify the

differences between a major supplier

and lesser -known suppliers, apd will

identify advantages and disadvantages of

each..

I

Performance Inollicatcmnseil

The student will deme4trate An under-
/ ,

standing of tl subject by completing

a Self Assessment, an Assignment, a

Job Sheet and Post Assessment.

O
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dy Guide-
011 .

in order to,fibiOv.this module,- do

as yolic041.064C'

r

following tasks. Check each item of

o

'..

1. Read bee-Goal and Performrce Didi ators on.the,cover of the module.)c
, . 1 ,

This will tell you what you will.,. 1 arfn by studying the module, and

-how yOu will show you2ve learned it.

an

2. . Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts,counter trade.

3. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-
.

tion,you need' understand the subject.

4. Takethe Self As essment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

selfIthat you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the'answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re- study the Information section or'ask your teacher for help.

5. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assirment page.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will 3e helpful to you.

.

/

7. Take P')e.Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you hive completed it. Your teacher will T ..e it for yogi.

/
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ntroduction

Picking _p_art.. hat a, _suppia-jor-supplyc-ompani-es has -betbadvanteges

and disadvantages. The well- trained parts counter worker will recognize the

name of major suppliers and lsO what goods; materials and parts they supply.

The beginning parts counter worker should learn the names of major suppliers

font e store or parts department in .hick he or she works. Some major suppliers

arelv 11 known: Delco-Reny, Motor raft. But there are mgnv others. The major
V .

sup 040(^s are often nation-wide, gut may only supply a certain area.
l

1

The counter worker e aware of major suppliers and the products they

supply in ord: to give the customer the best service possible.

I
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Supplementary
References

D

1. Parts Catalogs. (All manufacturers and years.)

2.' Parts Jobbers Daily Order Sheet.

)6
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

!.iformation

Picking parts for the auto parts stare customer is one of the,counter worker's

biggest and most important jobs. The choice of the supplier can sometimes

make sure the customer is satisfied and completcly happy. The wrong choice

can mean a very unhappy customer, one which you prqbably won't see again:

There are several suppliers available for each different part, product,

all suppliesend materials. Some suppliers are what are known as "major"

suppliers, others, less known, are not.

FollOwing are some of the reasons that major suppliers are chosen over lesser-

known .suppliers:,,

A. Availability. The major companies keep large inventories in local

warehouses--within a few hours of even the most remote parts store.

Sometimes only a phone call-is needed to have the necessary parts on

their wa".

2. Pri .. Many of; the major suppliers give a discount above the normal

discount if,you buy inquantity (or even buy items that are not usually

carried in your inventory).

3. Merchandising. Major suppliers will furnish--at no charge--displiys

of their products. Also, salespeople fdr the supplier may call on

the store, showing nei stock, possibly even taking orders and handling

all the paperwork. SoMetimes, they even go so far as to put the stock

on your shelves, label and price it for your store!

4. Guarantees and Warranties. If a part fails, the major supplier will

take the part back and replace it with a new one (if it'is within

warranty time). Sometimes, the-major.supplier have a policy that

will pay the customer for his or her labor if the part fails.-

All of these things should be taken into consideration when picking parts

1.00



for your customer.

The smaller parts supplier may-also have the.advantages that have been listed.

The service might be just,as good; it might even be on a personal basis. z.

Customers that come into your store may have already used parts and supplies

from the lesser known cOmpny. If they have been satisfied, they might want

to get parts and Supplies from a company they know they can trust.

If it comes to a choice bdiweeA* a Major supplier and.a lesser-known company,

all other things being equal, ask the customer irhe or she has a preference.

Some customers will want and use only one brand or "make" of parts. If you

substitute a part, it might -be oilestioned. Be prepared to'tell why you chose

One brand over another. If there is any question then, always point out

some advantages (and disadvantages) for the choice. Maybe the customer

doesn't know the price advantage or the quality or guarantees. Let the

customer decide: The customer, aeter,a11,,will use the part or product.

99
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEAHNING".SYST-EMS

0

...

e

AI

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.

, -.

I. What are the advantages of using a major supplier?

A i

2. List any advantages of a lesser-known company over a major supplier

1

'3. "List 3 major suppliers.

,

-100 102
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS.

Self Assessment
Answers

1. Price,, availability, warranties, guarantees, merchandising.

2. Service might be better, more personalized,if it's a local company.

Customer might prefer it over a major supplier.

3. A-C, Delco-Reny, Motorcraft.

1o1'
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Assi
.

, .
4

t>

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

9

I. Study the daily order sheet. List the names of companies you,know.

2. . Are the companies you listed majorsuppliers?

3. List names you are not familiar with. Find out if 'they are Major suppliers.

-:-

4. Hov.'would. you learn what companies supply what parts-and products?

Give the Assignment page to your teacher when you're finished.

a

..

g

v
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COMPLETE.THE FOLLOWING TASKS:

ti

Visit a local parts store and ask to see the daily parts ordersheet. Does

it loot like the one in this module?

. List the major suppliers.

2. Dolthe major suppl,fs listed by the parts store person match up with

the list you made on the assigriment sheet?
.

'3. Ask the names of some of the-smaller companies the part store deals with. '

Why does the store use them?

C

40.
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st
Assessment

a

a

.1., i 4 s 4.
4.

...

. .
4

/ 1. .What. are the advantages of buying parts from a' major) supplier?

I

1

2. How can a major supplie help sales 'in your store?

a

4.4
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*Instructor .

Post Assessment Answers

1. Prices may be lower because of large volume buying.

.- 4k .

2. Sales people tfail on your store. Major company, helps merchandising by

providing displays and promotions.

,;)

a
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PIC1ING MERCHANDISE

"WAREHOUSE"

t

Goal:

Student will become familiar with parts

picking n regional warehou'se.

106

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrate, knowledge

of the subject by successfully comple-

ting a Self Assessment, an Assignment,

and, a Post Assessment.

108
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Study Guide

In order to finiSh thlt module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it'.

'1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.
c =

This will tell, you what youwill learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've larned it.

2. Read the Iftroduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary 'section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that yod have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7 Take the Polt Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

107 10.9
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Introduction

The operation of the regional warehouse is an iroortant part of the auto parts

industry. Its purpose is tc supply .the jobbers (the parts retailers) with

supplies and parts. The warehouse can keep enough parts on hand to make'almost

any parts available to the jobber's customers without a long delay. Parts are

available on a will all basis and can be obtained in just a few hours after

ordering. This is a valuable service to the'small jobber. It means that the

small jobber doesn't have to have large inventory, yet can still provide customers

with the parts they want.

)
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study
these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to
quiz you on the words and their meanings.

CORE--A part that is returned by the customer when a replacement part is pur-
chased. Cores are rebuilt or remanufactured by the factory. Cores are

such items as brake, shoes, fuel pumps, water pumps, generators, starters,

alternators and many others.

WILL CALL--Means person ordering part will come to the warehouse to pick up

the parts.

DEFECTIVE PART--Part that was found to be broken after it was bought.

9
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Supplementary
References

111116
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Auto Parts Counter Worker. University of Texas.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
e

0

The supplier to the auto parts jobber in most cases is the regional warehouse.

The warehOuse buys large amounts, of parts,, supplies, equipment and merchandise

directly from the Manufacturer. These are stored in'the warehouse and sold

in smaller amounts to. the local parts jobbers._ The parts jobbers then sell

the parts to their customers.

Thi's is-a valuable service for the parts store. It makes it.possible for

the parts store to have availible a lot of parts that would be economically

impossible for.a.small store to keep in stock and carry in their inventory

for a long time. When a parts store doesn't have an item in stock, or has

sold'out of the port, it's possible to get it from the' warehouse in Only a v-

few hours.

The average warehouse is very large, varying in'size from 45,000 square feet

to over 160,000 square feet of floo1- space. Some are two and three stories

high.

Another valuable service that the warehouse performs is to buy cores, old

parts that are re-buildaleori'd ,also parts that are obsolete or returned by

a customer because they were defective (broken or assembled wrong). Regional

or area warehouses also stock a huge supply of exhaust system parts. This

requires a large area for storage and the small parts jobber could not carry

even a small selection of the many thousands of exhaust.system,parts that

are available.

The parts picker's only job in the warehouse is to pick parts. Order takers

411
take down the orders fiver the,phone. The part numbers and the quantity

I



ordered are typed into a computer and the computer subtracts the,part from the

inventory and types out the invoice, plus other copies of,the order. The

parts-order forms ,are distributed to various places in the warehouse. Parts

pickers receive the orders and begin to gather the parts listed on the

orders.

The
,warehouse is laid out in rows and aisles. The parts are all numbered--

from the front of the warehouse toward the ream The smallest numbers-are-

located at the front. Parts pickers begin with the largest numbers (' the

. rear of the w rehouse) and work their way toward the front. Pickers may use

hand baskets, push carts, dollies or electric vehicles to carry the parts in.

(The type of parts carrierused depends on the size'of the order.)

Parts pickers in the warehouses work various shifts. One crew comes early,

usually 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The night crew, which works until around

midnight, has one job, mainly: to re-stock the shelves with new parts.

Unlike parts pickers in retail stores, pickers in the warehouse do not need

to work with catalogs or spend time looking up numbers. They pick parts

according to the numbers on their parts orders.

The warehouse parts picker must learn the warehouse layout in order to be

accurate and fast in picking parts.

112
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Self
Assessment

---

.S.

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
L

I. Who buys the parts held in the regional warehouse?

2 What advantage is a warehouse to a small parts store?
i

3. What are-the duties of warehouse parts pickers?

4. Where does a parts picker get the part numbers?

5. Do warehouse parts pickers use catalogs?

13
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MIINIIMM=M

Self Assessment
Answers

1. Local jobbers (independent parts stores

2. The Warehouse has a larger Anventory'of parts available to the parts jobber

On short term notice. ihe warehouse will buy back cores.

3. Fibd the correct parts for the customer as quickly as possible.

4. From the parts order invoice.

5. no.

14
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1

Assignment

COMPLETE THE ASSIGNMENT BELOW.
O.

I. Visit a local parts warehouse and write a brief report about'how it

operates. What are the differences between it anu the example given in

the module?

115
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p

Pot
Assessment

0

WRITE AN ANSWcR TO ThE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

o

I. Why do parts pickers work various hours?
,-

2. Why,would a parts jobber use the warehouse?

1 1 6
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1

. Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

Q

a

,
-,

,,.-

1. So that there will aiway; be someone. at the warehouse whenever any stores

are:open. So that customer orders can be filled AS quickly as possible.

2. When they do not have a part one of their' customers wants to buy. Buying

:from the warehouse means their customer will not wait the long periods of

time it would take to obtain parts from the factory or the manufacturer.

1 1 7
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PICKING MERCHANDISE

"SMALL STORES"

Goal'

The student'will be able to identify
7."

the steps involved in "picking

merchandise."'

;'18

Performance Indicators:

The student will demonstMate knowledge

of the-Subjtct:ty -successful ly comple-

ting the Self Assessment, the Assignment

and the *Post Assessment.

ti
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Study Guide
In order to'finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

I. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how-you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why thtmodule

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information-section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

,. Take the Self AssesSment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on theSelf Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on Lie page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re -study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

4

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.,

119
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I

ntroduction

Picking merchandise means to remove the articles from --stock and sell or other-,
wise ship to customers whoare buying the items. Items must be linated in .the,

store, selected ana written up on an invoice before they are sold to the

customer who orders them.

I
Items-that are heavy or bulky may require special handling, such as using a

hand cart, forklift truck, dolly cart or other moving equipment. Some articles

that.are numerous but small might require boxing or placing in cartons. All

articles and supplies should be checked and double checked against the customer's.

order to insure that they 8re exactly what the customer ordered.

2 0
I
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k

Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding Df the trade. Study

'these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on. the words and their meanings.

INVENTORY--A record,of the amount of each part or item in stock in the store.

1 2 1
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Supplementary
`References

I. 'Counterman's Handbook. Automotive.Service Industry Association.

`2. The Inside Salesman.' National Automotive Parts Association.

3. Auto Parts Counter Worker. University Texas.
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Information

Picking merchandise is an important part of the auto parts counter worker's

job. To do the picking correctly, a few important steps should be ,fol7owed:

1. Be sure you understand what the customer'wants..

2. Write down on a piece of paper what item or items are requested.

3. If you're on the telephone, repeat back to tne customer what you

have written down as his or her order:

4. Before you start looking for a part, be sure you have all information

required for the vehicle: model, yeari make, engine size,. etc.--every-

thing that 'ould make locating the correct part easier.

5. Don't hold the cL5tomeron the phone too long. If necessary, call back

after you've looked up the part. If the customer is in the store, you

can ask him or her for information as you look up the part in the

catalog.

6. Once you have the part number and location in your store, the sale

or delivery may take place. This is the actual "picking" of parts.

7. Transfer part numbers from your scratch paper to the invoice; Look

up the price on, threorrect price sheet and complete the invoice

as required by your store.

8. If several items are being picked at one time for a customer, put them

.n a box or bag. If the parts are large or bulky, a cart, such as

those found in supermarkets, might make picking parts easier and faster.

If any parts or items requested by the customer are not in stock on your shelVes

at that time, inform the customer as soon as possible. Make some plan that

the customer can agree to to get and/or deliver the parts that are not in stock.

(Refer to Picking Merchandise: "Special Order Parts.")

23
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After the parts are delivered to the customer or otherwise "sold," give a copy

of the invoice to the inventory clerk so that the items can be removed from

the inventor; list. If that is also.part of your job, be sure to check on how

many items are.left in stock to see if re-ordering is necessary.

SUMMARY

Always double-dheck with the customer that you have understood what he or she

wants. BE ACCURATE.

Find out all the necessary details--all their needs, what, type cif vehicle, etc.

Look up the part number in the correct catalog. Write,it down on a pike of

paper.

Find the part in the store and remove it from the shelf ("picking the part").

Take it to the counter: look up the price and write up an invoice. Fill out

the invoice as required by your particular store.

24
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Self
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. Why write part names and numbers on scratch paper fire . ather than using

an invoice?

2. When do you get information about the vehicle?

3. If a rticular brand name is not available, what can you do?

4. What important step should be done after the part is delivered or "sot d"

to a customer?

5. If your customer is on the telephone and it seems that it might take you

a long time to find out if you have the,part they need'in stock, what should

you do?

25
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Self Assessment
Answers

glism~xwwww.awwwismillela

I. It is important to do this so you don't waste an invoice. If you write on

scratch paper'you don't have to remember the part name or number and if

changes or corrections need to be made you can do it easily and the invoice

will be nest and accurate. If the part isn't in stock you can refer to the

scratch paper note when ordering the part for the customer.

2. As soon as the customer tells you what part is required, find out all the

information necessary to pick the correct part.

3. Ask the customer if another brand is satisfactory. Sometimes some price

differences make other brand names more economical and therefore more

attractive for the customer to purchase.

4. Item should be removed from inventory.

5. Suggest to the customer that you call him or her back when you have located

the part. (Make sure you have the telephone number.)

1 2 6
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Assignment

s

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

Visit a small parts store and t,:". with parts counter workers. How do they

do picking of parts?

,127
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Post
A_ e

WRITE THE ANSWERS IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.

Write down the steps for "picking merchandise."

. Vt J
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°Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1: Be sure you understand what it is the customer wants.

2. Repeat back what the customer has requested.

3. Write part name and number on scratch paper. (To be transferred to invoice

lafer.)

4. Be sure you have information about vehicle, model, year, make, engine size;

etc.

5. Dont' delay customer unnecessarily.

6. Pick parts from shelf.

7. Transfer information, part name, number to invoice and price out item

from price lists.

8. If parts aren't in stock, make some plan to obtain them for customer.

1 2 9
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PICKING MERCHANDISE

"SPECIAL ORDER PARTS"".

-,

A

-z7

Goad:

The student will understand what it

mans to "special order" parts.

A

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrate knowledge

cif the subject by successfully complet-

ing a Self Assessment, an Assignment

and a- Post Assessment.
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Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabu.dry,

ask your teacher to quit you cn the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that You have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self' Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information-section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction

It often happens that parts which the customer wants to buy are not readily

available. It might also be true that the part required by the customer is

not usually stocked by the parts jobber and therefore not in the store's'

inventory for picking.

It is then necessary to order the part just for that customer.

132 134
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important fora good, understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you O'n the words and their meanings.

BUY OUT - -A term which means going 'to a competitor to obtain parts required by

your customer. This can be done on a short profit margin or could be

Acme on an exchange basis. For example, youneed a part at short notice

and it is either not available at the warehouse or the warehouse is

closed.9 You could then get the part from a competitor with the agreement

that it would be replaced in 24 hours.

'33
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Info tion
4

In the course of operating a partsa.ore, customers will often come into .

the store and ask for parts that you cannot pick from the inventory in stock.

It then becomes necessary to try to find the parts for the customer.

There are several ways to do this. You should try to find out if the part

needed is on your inventory cards or has been put in the "obsolete" file.

If the part is no longer stocked er is out of stock, you can do several

things to get it.

1. Call other parts jobbers who you think ht have the part and

"buy out."

2. Make a special order and obtain-the part From your supplying warehoUse.

3. Make up a special order and order the fart directly from the factory

or manufacturer. 0 if

4. If you get 2 or 3 requests for the same item, it might be to your

advantage to stock the part in your inventory. This proVides service

to the customer, and you can then pick the palts muib easier and faster.

Most parts stores keep a daily sheet of "want" parts ld may also include a

space for special order parts. (See next page.)

It is usually necessary, whenever parts are-speciallbrdered,'tliat the customer

pay for the part or parts in advance. Some stores require the, total price

of'the items, plus any postage or shipping charges. You shoUld at le st get

a large percentage of the price of the item (a deposit) before specia

ordering. Getting paid in advance for special, ordering is good busines),

because:

134 136
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1. If the customer has had to pay for the part, he or she is more likely

to pick/it up and you won't be left with a special part that you

probably won't be able to sell to anyone else.

2. If you have to return the part the customer doesn't pick up or

decides isn-'t needed, you will have to pay shipping charges both

ways, and also may have to pay a penalty for returning or non-
.

acceptance. /.

When special ordering parts, you should always find out how long you will have

to wait to receive it for your customer. Be sure to inform the customer of.

the time it will take. It may make it necessary for him or her to go elsewhere

to find it.

You should try to pick parts for customers in the quickest time for them.

It helps their businesses and will mean increased business for you be,..ause

of the good service you can deliver.



Self
A

INDIVIDUALIZEb LEARNING SYSTEMS

t
WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What does it mean to pick ,ts by "special order?"

2. What should you do if you get repeated requests for parts you have been

special ordering?

3. What is a daily want list?

4. Why should you advise th3 customer of the approximate delay in receiving

a special order part?

137
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Self Assessment
answers

I. Parts aren't available to-pick from stock. It's necessary to order parts

from somewhere else.

2. Consider whether it would be profitable to,stock the part,

3. List of parts asked for by customers or needed by you for your inventory.

4. Your customer might not want to wait that long and maybe would like to

try elsewhere to get the part. It is a nice courtesy to the customer

and saves future misunderstanding and frustration.

38
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SI

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

1. Visit a parts store and find out what items they have "special ordered"

in the past few days. List them and how long it will be before they !

receive the part.

2. Ask if a deposit is required for special order parts.

139
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Post
Assessment

.1011.

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. Why is it not profitable to "buy out?"

2. Why is a deposit necessary for special order parts?

3. List places you can "special order" parts from.

40
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

NIL

1. Profit margin is small or profit is lost.

2. To pay for possible shipping charges and perhaps loss of sale. If customer
has money tied up in the part he or she is more likely to pick it up and
you won't be left with a part you can't sell.

3.° warehouse, factory, manufacturer.

1 4 1



PICKING MERCHANDISE

"HARD-TO-GET" PARTS
r

1

Goal:

. The student will be able to identify

hard-to-get parts and will determine

how they may be obtained.

142

1

Performance Indicators:

The student will complete a Self

Assessment, an Assignment and a Post

Assessment.
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Eludy Guid
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The IntrodUction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. -After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give'you the informa-

-tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Asseisment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which, is

on the page following the Self Assessment: If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

143. .146
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Introduction

Every parts jobber and wholesaler, and especially the parts counter'worker,

who faces the customers everyday, will often be asked to locate "hard-to-get"

parts. Parts that are for older cars and trucks or import cars usually fall

into this type of picking parts.

rhe parts counter worker, in an effort to give good customer service, will

\make every attempt to get the parts.

;44
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Vocabulary,
r

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

HARD -,TO -GET- -Parts that are not listed in regular parts catalogs and are not

usually found in stock.

MANUFACTURER--The "big four" are Ford Motor Company, General Motors, Chrysler
4
Corporation, American Motors Company; others are imports such as Datsun,

Volkswagen, Toyota, etc.

DEALER -- Manufacturer's outlet; the dealers sell new vehicles and have'a service

and parts department.

a
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Supplementary
References

0

I. Hollander Interchange Book. Hollander Co. (any year)
\

2. Manufacturer's Parts Manuals. (any year)

0

; 46
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Information

Often the customer who comes into the parts store is looking for a part that

falls into the area of "hard to get." The parts counter worker will quickly

learn what the real definition of hard-to.let-parts is when it is'discovered

that:

1. Parts catalogs don't list the part.

2". Parts .atalogs do not go.back to that year.

3. No parts catalo; even lists the make and model of vehicle.

4. The parts jobber's warehouse or supplier also has no listing for the

part.

What the parts counter worker does next defines the difference between a,, parts

counter worker and a parts "clerk." There are several different'things to do

that might- help locate the part:

1. Some car manufacturers maintain an inventory of what are khown as
ye

"obsolete" or 'but -of-stock" Parts. These parts are usually for
0

older models of care and trucks that may date back as far as the

first years that they were built.

//
The first step is tp call the manufacturer's dealer in your area.

Ask the 'dealer's parts counter worker if the part is listed in the

dealer's-parts books.. Usually, these parts must be ordered; you

should tell your customer of the delay. (The parts counter worker

and the dealer parts department will usually require payment-in-full,

plus the postage or freight charges, before the parts are ordered.)

2. Find out if your rebuilders c ld rebuild or re-manufacture your

customer's parts'on a special order. Again, you should find out

the amount of time and char s involved and collect the money in

advance.

147
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3. Call local automotive salvage compapies to try to locate a part-that

can be used. The salvage dealers have boOks which list parts that

interehange. (Interchangeable parts are parts from one ty0c or make

of vehicle which can be used on another type or make of vehicle. The

parts might-not'be identical in shape or size, but can still be used.)

4. Call other major suppliers-- suppliers that you do not buy from regularly.

It might be necessary to call other parts jobbers in your areas. They
,i0°

possibly --n either have the part or know where one is available.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
A

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. Define "hard-to-get" parts.

2. -Why_try to get the parts that are "hard to get" for the customer?

3. Define "obsolete' parts.

: 4 9
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Self Assessment
Answers

,

..,

1. Parts not carried in inventory; not listed in current parts catalogs;

not readily available in warehouse or jobber's supplier's inventory.

2. It is a service for the customer and builds goodwill and repeat customer

business.

3. Parts that are for older cars, very seldom asked for, or parts that very

seldom fail, so don't need to be replaced.

.50.
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Assignment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

I. Call a dealer and'ask if obsolete or out-of-date vehicles parts are avail-

able through their parts department.

2. Contact a local parts jobber and find out what out-of-date or hard-to-get

parts he or she has located or attempted to locate. List these parts and

the source, used in attempting to get the parts.

Give the list to your instructor.

51
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PostAs s et
WRITEcAN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What are 4 steps you would take to loca..e "hard-to-get" parts?

. Why try to locate "hard-to-get parts?

3. What could an automotive salvage company do that might help you get the

part?

152
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°Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. a. Call dealer or manufacturer's parts department.

b. Have a rebuilder rebuild or remanufacture the part on a special order.

c. Try to obtain a used part.

d. Locate part through another jobber or jobber's supplier.

e. You can build customer, goodwill and repeat business.

3. They might have an interchangeable part, from another make or model, that

would work.- They might have a part in better condition (not broken; etc.)

that could be rebuilt.

1 5 3
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SHIPPING

S

Goal:

The student will learn the procedures

for shipping merchandise.

154
a

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrate knowledge of

the subject by successfully completing

the Self Assessment, the Assignment,

the Job Sheet and the Post Assessment.
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Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off
as you complete"it.

'1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.
This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and how
you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module
is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a
good understanding of the trade.- After you have studied the vocabulary,
ask your teacher to quiz you on the, words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the,informa:-

tion you need to understand t'v subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-__

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is
(.4on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher ft,. help.

Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the
Assignment page.

7. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.
The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which
will be helpful to you.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you
have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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ion

Many times parts and merchandise sold by the jobber has to go to distant

places. This makes it necessary for the material to be packed, labeled and

shipped.

If the merchandise is not properly handled, the parts, materials and items may be

damaged or lost in shipping. Much time is lost. Customers far away cannot

complain directly to you, but they lose time and money and are very often "lost"

to you as customers.

Proper packing
)

and labeling is very important.: The choice of the carrier used

to deliver the part will depend upon the customer's preference, or your store's

policy.

9

1 5 6
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

LABEL--A piece of paper on which you write the name and address of person

the shipment is being sent to.

PACKING SLIP - -A( list of items in a shipment of merchandise. If there is more.

than one package to an order it is usually plated on or in one package

that is Aesignated "contains packing slip."

ROUTING--Method of sending material, type of motor carrier or method of ship-

ment (e.g. UPS, U.S. Mail).

C.O.D.Collect on delivery. Means price of item and all shippiqg'charges,

will be collected from person who receives the merchandise.

CONSIGNEE--Person the merchandise is shipped to.

CONSIGNOR -- Person who sends merchandise.

SHIPPER--Person or store wht, is sending merchandise to another.

DESTINATION - -The placeowhere a part is being sent to. The address the package

will arrive at.

SHIPMEN1--One or more packages shipped by one shipper at one time to one

consignee at one address with one receipt.

157 160
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Supplementary
References

st.

.1...11

A.
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4.

, 1. Countermans Handbook. Automotive Service Industry Association.

2. Auto Parts Counter Worker. University of Texas.
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Information

0

There are several steps in the shipping of merchandise.

The goods must be packed, the package or packages must be labeled, a packing

slip must be enclosed, the invoice and a "notice of arrival" must be sent, and

the shipment must be routed using the most appropriate carrier.

When packing merchandise for shipment, select a container strong enough to

protect whatever type of materials are'being sent. Before -you start packing

things in the boxes or cartons that you have selected, you should have a,

checklist and descriptior of each part to be packed., Get each part on the

list from the stockroom and place all parts to be packed close to' where you

will actually do the packing. This saves time and a lot of unnecessary steps.

As soon as you put a part in the container, check it off-on the list once

again to be sure that all parts are packed.

After everything on the list is in the container, put packing material in and

around the parts. This material may be shredded paper, styrofoam pellets or

something else. Pack the contents as firmly and compactly as possible. If

the articles to be shipped completely fill-the container, packing material or

filler may not be ne ed. '

When the packing is comple ut the packing slip in the box or glue or tape

it to the outside of the package. Address the box or carton before you

close it, so you don't send it to the wrong person. If you are shipping more

than one box or container to_the same customer, send only one packing slip.

Be sure to mark which carton contains the packing slip. You should write or

stamp clearly on the outside "PACKING SLIP ENCLOSED." It As helpful to the

customer to label cartons "1 of 3," "2 of 3," etc., if you are sending several

,
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to the same customer. This way, the customer will know when he or she has

received all of the packages.

The invoice should be written before the packages are shipped. _You can put

the invoice, in a separate envelcpe and fasten it to the carton. It's better

to sendthe invoice with the shipment.

,

The packages are now ready to be taken to the transportation company. The

customer usually tells the counter worker which routing should be used when-

the--order is-placed. If the customer doesn't tell you how to send it, it's

up to you to choose. You should choose the fastest, yet least expensive

way. Your organization will probably have a policy on shipping.

O

Shipping by motor bus is the fastest and most convenient way. 'Don't guess

about the routing; call the bus line's office for information about delivery,

packaging regulations and requirements.-' (See following page.) Here are some

general regulations to follow when shipping by motor bus:

1. A shipment is one or.more-packages shipped at one time to one customer.

2. A consignee is the pekon you send the merchandise to.

3. Shipments can, be sent pre-paid or C.O.D.

4. Shipments can be made to any station on the company's schedule.

5. Packages should be able to stand up to normal handling (stacking,

strapping or rubbing against other baggage, being dropped).

6! Fragile items should be marked "Fragile-- Handle with Care," or words

to that effect.

7. The name and address of the consignee should be plainly written or

printed on'all packages.

8. Some items- cannot be shipped by bus because they are dangerous or

haiardous. Some of these are: acid, wet batteries, gases in cylinders,

paint thinner and some paints.

A "notice of arrival" is sent by mail unless some other arrangements have

been made. Notice can also be given by phone. Any charges for making this

notice should be included in shipping costs.

A shipment that is unclaimed or refused must-stay with the bus company until

the sender tells them what should be done. Usually, the bus company sends

a-no.tice to: the sender, followed by another notice if nothing is done within
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2 weeks. NThe merchandise will not be returned to the sender unless the sender

gives instrutions to do so. If the shipment is returned to the sender, all

shipping charges will be charged to the sender.

C.0.0. means this: the price of the merchandise and the shipping charges

are collected by the bus company when the merchandise is delivered to the

firm that is supposed to receive it. Usually, when the shipment is C.O.D.

it cannot be opened or inspected until it is paid for. If the sender wants

to allow inspection tax the person receiving it, a notice must be given by

marking on the outside of the package "INSPECTION ALLOWED." Inspection must

be done while an agent of the bus compar, :s present.

Sometimes it may be easy to send parts by U.S. Mail. Check on the rates, fees,

and package restrictions as to size and weight with your local U.S. Post Office.

There are 4 classes of mail in the U.S.: s..-st, second, third and fourth. Each

class may have some special handling. Most auto parts are shipped by third

or fourth class mail.

411
Third class mail consists of mailable merchandise weighing up to 15

ounces. Speedometer parts and other small items are examples of parts

you would mail by third class.

Fourth class mail or parcel post mail would be used for paclur,:es that

weigh more than 15 ounces. This mail must not exceed certain weight and

size limits.

Fourth class or parcel post packages that a mailed at a first class post

office for delivery to another first class post office in the contin' Lal

United States are subject to the following restrictions: 4

1. Weight limit: 40 lbs.

2. Size limit: 84 inches in length and girth combined.

Fourth class packages maileo dt a second class post office for delivery to

another second class post office in the continental United States are subject

to the following restrictions:
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1. Weight limit: 70 lbs.

2. Size limit: 100 inches length and girth combined.

(In measuring a parcel, the length is the greatest distance in a straight

line between the ends; the girth is the distance around the parcel (package)

at its thickest part).

Packages should never be deposited in a mailbox. They should be taken to

the Post Office for mailing.

The C.O.D. service is an ideal way to ship when the shipper does not want to

extend credit, or when the customer does not want to pay in advance. The

sender must pay the postage and C.O.D. fee. The sender may then' include the

postage and C.O.D. fee in the price of the artic-e. C.O.D. forms are

available at the post office.

C.O.D. TAG
SMPfl* INSTIESSTNINE

RIA. TAO OUT COAT.
int TILT ENTER
C D AMOUNT 114

INO0 N DON IS WORDS
"CASH ONLT- MUST

SE ENTERED ON
ST.1UCT/ON LINE AND
CHECKED ON
NONNI RSCSIPT

CON-

MR IS NOT AU-Of
THORIZED TO AC-
CEPT CHECK
REMOVE SACKING
AND PLACE ENTIRE
FORA. OVER ADDRESS
LABEL

STIMAPYOURLI IRCEL SERVICE *wpm NUMBER HERE

DRIVER. DETAI. iG emu AsAI.

010f' '1MM
re-
certecr ape, . Jun
SIGNATURE MUST es
ENTERED ON IN-
STRUCTION LINE
UPON ACCEPTANCE
Of CUSTOMER
CHECK

hISd Porn, WE
vIR MI MN IMP

NAME

STREET

E CITY

DATE

-
1

STATE

C.O.D.
AMOUNT

DOLLARS CENTS

/ SALES MEMO NO --1

Oe' *VIS

..1

.1 fourth V.

O
CITY STATE TiZIP

CONSIGNEE RECEIPT

DATE RECEIVED

RECEIVED SY



Shipping by motor freight plays an important role in the automotive parts

business. Motor freight carries parts to several locations before the parts

are delivered to the jobbers' warehouse. Parts are usually first sent to

a regional warehouse; from there to a central warehouse. The central warehouse

distributor then ships to service distributors. From the service distributors,

parts are shipped to the jobber. Each of these ship in large enough quantities

'Lc send by motor freight.

(The jobber is the local wholesaler; jobbers sell parts to garages, mechanics,

service departments and fleet account. When these sales are not made across

the counter or are not picked up, the jobber uses their [garage, mechanics', etc.]

local delivery facilities to deliver the parts.)

Motor freight service is used by retail stores to send parts to their customers.

It is also used to send cores back to the wholesaler, and to return damaged

items, incorrect items, and items that are over - supplied.

UPS (United Parcel Service) is one of the biggest shippers of merchandise.

UPS ships by truck, plane, ship or boat, and train. UPS provides pick-up

and delivery Service by motor truck in almost all cities and towns in the

United States. When UPS picks up a shipment, a receipt is filled out in

triplicate (3 copies); the original is left with the shipper. The consignee

signs the second copy when the shipment arrives. A third copy remains with

the con'.gnee and the second copy is kept by UPS. (See following page for UPS
form.)



CUSTOMER COUNTER

- SHIPPING RECORD

WALLACE BUSINESS FORMS. INC

REED FI:76% (PLEASE USE STAMP OR PRINT)
NAME Hun

STRUT

CITYL STATE ZM

M-sL 6.7N

UPS COPY - WHITE
SHIPPER COPY -- CANARY

United Parcel Service

FOR UPS USE ONLY

scssoE SEND TO ADDRESS C.O.O.
AMOUNT

DECLARED
Vf LUE

UPS
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CUSTOMER
COUNTER

I I
f DATE TRANS

CHARGES
AMOUNT TYPE

COD
STREET

drY STATE ZIP

945 PKG.

COD
STREET -

EX.
VAL.

CITY STATE ZIP , . 945 PKG.
NAME $

coo
rREET

EX.
VAL.

cITY STATE ZIP

945 PKEL

NAME

COD
STREET

945

EX.
VAL.

PKG.

CITY STATE YIP
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COD
STREET

EX.
VAL.

CRY STATE ZIP

945 PKG.

SHIPPER COMPLETE AU. INFORMATION SHOWN ABOVE
1,

TOTAL
CHARGES

A DUPLICATE ADDRESS LABEL MUST BE ENCLOSED 01 6..a1 PACKAGE LISTEDABOVEilMillr
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VALUE FOR MR SUNK-, SHIPMENTS IS $1.000 AND THE MAXIMUM CARRIER LIABILITY IS SIAM CLAIMS NOT MADE TO
CANNER WITHIN II MONTHS OF SHIPMENT DATE ARE WAIVED. CUSTOMER'S CHECK ACCEPTED AT SHIPPER'S RISK
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED ON C.O.D. TAO.

-

Thank You For Using

United Parcel ServiceATION PROMED SyUMTM) FARM SF,RwOE CO. (DELL GREENWICH OFFICE PARK. BUILDING OPEariroWrrcoNN C AS MR MIGHT FONWAtIGER NO 31
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UPS allows shipments by C.O.D. The money for express service and merchandise

(invoice amount) is collected by the UPS carrier and sent to the shipper.

Air express is available in some cities; pick-up and delivery, as well as C.O.D.

is also possible. All packages are insured by the shipper.

4

c
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

S if
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. If the customer doesn't tell you how to ship the merchandise, how should

yoU do it?

2. What is the fasteA and most convenient way to ship auto parts?

3. Which classes of the U.S. Mail are used most frequently to ship auto parts?

4. Why should zip codes be used?

5. Where are motor freight shipping services most often used in auto parts?
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEAHNING SYbi EMS

Self Assessment
Answers

1. Fastest and most economical way.

2. By motor bus (e.g. Greyhound)

3. 3rd or 4th class

4. Speeds up the delivery of mail.

5. setting parts from the distributor to the warehouses and f.rom there to the

`jobbers.

a

168
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

1. Visit a. parts store and ask what motor freight services they use.

2., Visit a bus line and obtain their freight rates.

3. How would you route a large carton to a remote town that is not served

by bus lines?

169
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job Sheet

I

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

1

I. Obtain some blank UPS forms and practice filling them out.

2. Explain the routing of the invoice.

3. How do you get your money from a UPS C.O.D. carton?

4. How are refused or unclaimed shipments handl,d by UPS?

1 7 0

/ 174
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessment

1

"-
WRITE AN ANSWEVFORTHE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

\

I. What qualific tions must a package container meet?

2. What must you have ready before you start packing?

4111
3. What method is used to get the packing slip to the customer?.

4. How are Packages numbered so the customer will knowif they have received

all the ipment? Assume there are 3 packages in the shipment.

5. Define a shipment.

171.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

, 1

nstructor
Post Assessment Answers

.f.' Strength, large enough to hold all of shipment. Meet U.S. postal regulatio s

as to size and weight if the U.S. mail is to be used.

2. Checklist of merchandise, items to be shipped from stock,'filler if needed,

labels, packing slip, invoice.

3. Tt can be placed in one of the containers and label the container "packing

ip enclosed," orit may be glued to the outside of the carton and labeled.

4. 1 of 3, 2 of.3, 3 of 3.

5. A shipment consists of one or more packages shipped by one shipper at one

time to one censigree at one address with one receipt.

172
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MN.

PRICING ITEMS FOR SALE

Goal:

The student will earn and practice the

technique for pricing sale parts and

will understand price lists.

173

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrate knowledge

of the subject by successfully complet-

ing the Self Assessment, Assignment,

Job Sheet, and Post Alsessment.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNIMG SYSTEMS

Study Guid rP
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

ds you complete it.

1. Read tie Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell-you what you will learn by studying tne module, and how

you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introuuction. The introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a good

understanding of the tradu. After you have studied the vocabulary, ask

your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need t,! understand the subject.

Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self line:: you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the'page followtng the Self Assessment. Ifyou scored poorly,

re-study the Inforiation section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the-Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

Dc the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

Tne tasks lister. on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

Take the Post,Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed:it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

174
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction

The-proper and correct use of an-Impo tant part-of-the-paTts

counter worker's job. The price lists are to be used whenever you make a sale

or accept an item for return.

Don't depend on your memos There are too many different prices and the prices

change frequently. Look up the price each t;ale a sale is made.

175
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good inderstanding of the trade. Study
these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to
clu.z you on the words and their meanings.

JOBBER--Parts store that sells parts made by many different parts manufacturers.

WHOLESALE -- Buyiny at a low price to sell at retail.

111
RETAIL- -Price paid by customer who uses part.

NET--TE m used to indicate below retail.

116
101110...



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS
11MMINm,

Supplementary
References

----

Parts Pr ic Lists from various manufacturers.

2. Counterman's Handbook. Automotive Service Industry Assoc.

3. Auto Parts Counterworker. University of Texas.

..,........

177
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
_ .

The new parts counter worker w411 find there are many suggested prices listed

for each part. The price schedule you us.- will depend on which kind of cus-

tomer is buying the part. In some businesses the manufacturer furnishes only

a suggested list price to the wholesaler or retailer. Discounts for different

types of customers are then figured from these price lists. In the parts

business it is a common practice for the manufacturer to provide the added

service of computing and then printing some discounts On the price lists they

provide.
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[here are six suggested prices used by parts stores. The price charged for a

part will depend on who you are selling to or buying from. figure 1 shows a

price cheet with the three Jost common prices'listed in columns to the right

of the part number.

Below ore the six prices with an explanation of each.

I. Suggested List Price--This is what a service station or garage

would charge its customers.

2. Suggested Trade Net--This is uSeu when pricing parts to_ customers_

who are not connected with the trade. In other words, a customer

who is buying parts for his or her own use, or installation on

his own vehicle.,

3. Suggested Dealer Net--This is what customers who are working in

the trade pay for their parts. Customer', such as workers in

gare?cs, body repair shops, service stations and others who buy t

parts for resale to their customers.

The suggested dealer net price is also used in another way. Suppose another

parts store or jobber has a-customer request for a part it doesn't have. The

parts person can ask another store to sell him or her the part. In this instance

the price charged is usually 10' or 157 below the suggested Dealer Net (depending

on each store's policy).

Parts are also "borrowed," especially on Saturdays when parts manufacturer out-

lets and warehouse's are closed. In such a borrowing arrangement, parti "borrowed"

rn Saturday are replaced on Monday when the warehouses are open again. This is

another way of providing your customer with service.

4. Stocking Jobber Net--What the parts store pays for the parts from

its representative outlet, supplier, or warehouse.

5: Regular Jobber Net--What any parts store pays a warehouse or distri-

butor. It is a further reduction in price below the stocking

jobber net.

6. Fleet Dealer Net--This price is usually 10 to 15% above regular

Jobber net. This price is used for customers that have large

operationS with many ve;licles, but are not in the repair business.

Fleet dealers use the parts they buy for repairs and maintenance

to their- own fleet of vehicles. An example might be a 'freight

hauling company or a delivery company.
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In order to know what price to charge a customer you will have to find out

whether the customer is another jobber, a fleet dealer, a garage worker, or someone

who wants 3 part for their own car. Make sure you are using the proper price

sheet for the customer's classification and that the price list is up -to -date.

Price lists are confidential; they should not be readily 'available for parts

customers to look at. Ynu can see from the illustration in Figure 1 that

some price lists are not shown. The reason is to keep the jobber's cost of

stocking the item confidentia'. The parts counter worker should not Lt_e,14parts.,

customers these confidential prices.

Be careful when quoting prices to customers. Be sure to use the correct list

fo the customer you are dealing with. Be very careful when quoting prices

over the telephone.

. Manufacturers' catalogs and price sheets come in many forms. It is important

for the parts counterworker to become familiar with the information they contain.

Fast, efficient and accurate service depends on how well you use the catalogs

a.1.1 price lists. However, you must take enough time to read the catalogs and

price lists correctly. It helps to use d straightedge to read across columns,

especially when the numbers are close together Follow vertical-ruled lines

when they are available.

Price lists are confidential information. Many errors can result when price

Sheets are improperly used. A price list must be kept up-to-date by replacing.

the old one with the latest version. Failure to do so penalizes your customers

and your firm. If incorrect prices are charged the customer becomes unhappy.

Your firm may lose the profits due from the sale if you use a price that is too

low, and you may lose customers if you use a price that is tco high.

(
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Assessment

WRITE AN AN$WEII TO THE 101 LOWING QUESTIONS.

I. List 2 errors made when using price sheets.

2. What precautions should be usedehen quoting prices?

3. Why should price lists be confidential?

4. What is the difference between stocking jobber net and regular jobber net?

5. Explain how suggested dealer net is used between jobbers.

1. 8 1

al
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

sing uut-of---date price lists and using wrong column for customer.

2. Know the customer and which price he or she should pay. Read price list

accurately. Be sure price list is the current one

ri
,

3. So other customers won't know what others pay and what the store's profit is.

4. Regular jobber net is a lower price.

5. To sell between jobbers or "borrow" parts.

4

I b2
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignment

o

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

1. Refer to Figure 1. Explain the difference between suggestea list net and

suggested dealer net. What does this amount represent?

2. Refer to Figure 1, under the heading "screws." What does (order in multiples

of 10 pcs. only) mean?

3. Visit a parts jobber worker and ask him or her how often Catalogs and price

lists must be changed to keep them up-to-date. Write a brief paragraph

about your interview.

183
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iNDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

f

1. Refer to Figu're 1. What is the price of part #5R-126 to a walk-in customer.

2. Refer to Figure 1. What is the price of part #3R499A to a lOcal garage?

N.

3. What.price will a service station charge the customer for a 1R885A air

hose?

4. How much profit will the service, station owner make from the sale of a 4R967

to a customer? (Hint: Thd service station owner will pay the suggested .

,.

Paler Net price for the part. He or she will sell it for the suggested List

Net price.)

4.

5. Refer t Figure 1. How much do you' charge another jobber for a air horn

assembly #1R961A.

(_

L
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

i-iost
Assessment --d/

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. How much does a 13R237 cost a garage's customer? (Fig. -2)

2. How much does a l'iR31 cost Smith's garage? (.Fig. 2)

3. What is the suggested trade net for a 25R-72-65A? (Fig. 3)

4. What is suggested dealer net for a 25R-475-16AS? (Fig. 3)

5. What precautions Can you use when reading across columns?



NI Ift. val* INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

iln str u cto r
Post Assessment Answers

1. $17.40

2. $4.80

3. $1.74

4. $10.47

5. Use a straightedge.

c

/
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OPERATING A MICPOFICHE READER

I

.

Student will be able to demonstrate how

microfiche systems work and explain why

they are useful in the autocRarts

.industEy.

A

1-8 8

Performance Indicators:

The student will successfully complete

the Self Assessment, the Assignments;

the Job Sheet and the Post Assevment.

ce
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS ,

study Guide
In prder to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.
O

Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will shoW you've learned it.

4

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell yeu why the module

is an important part of the parts' counter trade,

3. Study the Vocabulary section.' Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have stidied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

Aion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. Thi' is a test for you to prove to your-__
self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the-answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self*Assessment. If you scored poorly

are study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions,at the top of the

Assignment-page. 4

7. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet'will help you develop skills which

,will be helpful to you.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have'completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

1 8 9
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction 0

Figure 1 shows you a photograph of a microfiche 'reader. It looks a lot like

--A-television set, but it is a muchsiwpler machine.' It is used to read micro-

fiches. What is a.microfiche? 'Micro" means small, and "fiChe" (said feesh)

means readable card. These postcard-size-plastic cards (see Figure 2 for an

example) contain photographs of catalog pages. The photographs are reduced

-:to such a small size that each microfiche can contain photographs of.2,000

pages of information. This means that the information ntained in shelves

and shelves of catalogs or books can be stored in an 8 1 " X 11" filefolder

--if it is placed on microfiches. The microfiche reader machine is needed

because the writing on each microfiche is too small to read,eXcept for the

heading.. When a microfiche is placed in the microfiche reader, it appears on:

the screen enlarged to a size that is readable.

The systediwai orginally mada for the Department of Defense so they could store'

all their 10-digit part numbers in a small space. It is now being used by .

more and more .businesses--from libraries to auto part stores. Anywhere, in fact,

where people want to search through a lot of information quickly: The informa-

tion on fiches can,be numbers or llustration's or anything else that could be

normally printed or typed.

190
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t

Suppleinentod9
References

National Cash Rejister Operating Guide fOr Microfiche

e
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Vocabular9

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When'you haye learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.,

\
OPERATOR'S MANUAL--A book that tells you how to work a machine or piece of

eqUipment.

TROUBLE SHOOTING- -Ways to find out:what has caused something to break down.

DIGIT- -Any number from 0 to 9.

GRIDRows-of straight lines, half going across the page, the other half up-

and down the page. When the 1.-ines cross each other, they form equal

squares, or spaces, like the lines on graph paper.

FOCUS - -To adjust tht distance between an-Object and a lens until a clear

'image of the object is produced on the screen.

193
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEkIS

Information

Next time you are in an auto parts store that does not us a microfiche system,

..look at the amount of counter space used for catalog storm Rft tn the et

catalogs a parts worker will have to refer to are 4 feet wide! And larger

stores will have a set of catalogs for each parts worker. When parts and

information. is recorded on microfiches instead, it takes less time to look up

the right part number and much less space is required. The machines are usually

mounted in a convenient place where all the store employets can use them.

The microfiches, of just fiches, are kept near the microfiche readers. There

is a title across the top of each fiche to tell you what information the card

contains. Each parts store Will arrange the. fiches in the order it finds the

most convenient.

Once you have,located the:fiche you think contains information on the part yoU

want to find, the next step is to place the fiche in the microfiche reader so

that you can read it. You mill see from the illustration in Figure 1 that-,

thjere are only a few contf'ols on the-microfiche reader: The^viewing screen,
. _

ON-OFF switch, and the focus knob are the most important.

Here's how you would'operate the microfiche reader: (Refer back to Figure 1

as you read each step)

GLAbb

MICROFIC1-te.
C.AKIKI ^At-

7

TIT L. C.-
ibTrli 101
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1. PuT1 the microfiche carrier carriage toward you until upper

glass plate (called microfiche carrier) opens-automatically.

2. Slide the microfiche (right side up and title strip toward
-

you) between the glass plates and position against the back

edge.

3. Set ON-OFF swatch to ON., This switch will automatically

turn on a cooling fan to keep the machine cool.

4. Push carrier back into tne reader until a picture appears

centered on the viewing screen. .

, 5. Turn -ftptus control' knob, clockwise Or courterclockwis9 until.

-the picture is sha'p.

6. Move carrier back and forth or side to side until the page

you want is displayed on the screen.

The microfidhe reader,is a delicate machine and should always be handled

carefully. -Microfiches are expensive and should always be returned to their

paper holders whet you have finished using them to keep them clean and prevent

them from being scratched.

Anything you need to know abopt the microfiche reader can be found in the

manufacturer's-operator's manual. Follow the manufacturer's methods for

correct cleaning of carrier glass, mirrors, lens and screen, to avoid damaging

these parts. The'operator's manuals will also c. is detailed tnstructicns for

replacing broken parts. -Always follow the instructions carefully. Most manu-

als also contain a troubleshooting section to help you fix any problems that

y=ou might have with the machine.
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NbIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS.

Self
AssEssrnent

LISTED BELOW ARE QUESTIONS OR STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE

ANSWERS OR COMPLETIONS.., SELECTTHE ANSWER OR COMPLETION WHICH ANSWERS THE

QUESTP1N OR COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY 6ND PLACE THE LETTER IN THE

BLANK . VIDED.

MP'

1. Microfiche readers are used

a. to watch some cartoons

b. to read.a microfiche

c. totaki a photograph

2. Microfiche:

a. don't have to be looked afterbecause they are free,

b. make goodpost,:ards

c. should be handled carefUlly because the business has to pay

for them

3. What information' would be on-the fiches in an auto parrs store?

a. pictures of other parts stores

b. information normally foundin auto parts catalogs

c. names of all the books in the local library

4. Why would a parts store want to use a microfiche system, rather than

catalogs?

a. because microfiche systems are fi-ee

b, because microfiche systems take up less space than catalogs and

are quicker to use

c. because they want to watch T.V..whle they work

1 9 6
a,
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING. SYSTEMS 4.

Self Assessment
Answers

:

1. b

2. c

3. b

4. b

1.
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IND14IDUALIZED LEARNING .SYSTEMS

Assignment
.

COMPLETE THE ASSIGNMENTS BELQW.

1. Obtain a microfiche machine and practice. using-it:
. .

40.

2. Visit, a shop or store that us-ea .-aitrofiche, observe its use and Write,a

small paragraph on how it i used in the plate- you visit.

.1

e.

, .
. .

3. Compare a catalog with a microfiche. Write a brief paragraph on. how much

is on the microfiche compared with 1 catalog and then compared with 2

catalogs.

198
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job Sheet

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

1. Visit a parts store and see how the micrcfiche is used. Write a report

on the number of fiches use and how they compare to the number of catalogs

used?

3

2. Obtain a microfiche machine and use to look up 25=parts. Look at 10

illustrations or pictures and use them to Thcate parts.

3. Use the grid to locate 10 specific areas on the fiche, list them as you

find them.

199
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4. What businesses in your area are not now using a microfiche but could

benefit from using one?

i

er

.4.

4

6

c

A.,
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Asse

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. Why was the microfiche viewer developed?

2. How is a part number located on the, fiche?

3. Describe the care needed for the microfiche machine.

4. Ex'plain how the fiche is placed into the machine for viewing.

201



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. To reduce the amount of space required to store all the Department of

Defense's 10-digit part numbers.

2. Use grid and pointer to locate area and then scan for particular part

number or object.

. Wash exterior with mild soap and water, dry with lint free cloth. Surface

dust and dirt can be removed with vacuum or dust, brush.

4. a. Pull out carrier until upper glass raises.

b. Insert fiche right side up and label out.

c. Push carrier back into viewer.

d. Turn ON-OFF switch to ON.

e. Adjust focus and scan.

U-
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INVENTORY CONTROL

Q

Goal:
The student will be able to explain why

physical inventory is important.

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrate knowledge

of the subject by successfully complet-

ing the Self Assessment, an Assignment, a
,

Job Sheet and the Post Assessment.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study GuidE
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it;

I., Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will'learn by studying the module, and how

you will show you've learned.

2: Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important partof the parts counter trade.
#

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you,have studied thOcvocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information-section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to underitand the subject.

5. Take the Self,Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

arswers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful you.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

21)4
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INDIVIDUALIZED. LEARNING SYSTEMS

ntroduction

Because of, the increasing volume of parts anPthe growth of the parts service

industry:inventory control becomes more and more important. Ten years ago

the average parts jobber was using about 50,000 part numbers. Today the number

is more thin twice that amount and cbntinues to grow every year. Inventory

demands attention of the parts store owner and a system for controlling the

parts inventory. The parts store owner has to make sure that parts sales

grow and that oarts.turnover is enough to make a fair profit in return for

the investment.

205
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

OC(kb IW9

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

PHYSICAL INVENTORY--Parts are counted one by one and physically handled duhng

the counting; gives an accurate cqunt of parts on hand. Done to find out

the dollar value for tax purposes.

UNIT PACKAGES--Several items of one particular part in one package. (Such as

10 bolts, or 10 screws, in one package.)

TURNOVERAmountoUparts sold and replaced with same part to sell again.

PERPETUAL INVENTORY--Control kept from records of sales and receipts.

COMPUTER -- TERMINAL - -A machine with a T.V. screen and a typewriter keyboard

which lets a person communicate with a computer.

206
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Supplementary
References

L. Counterman's Handbook. Automotive Service Industry Association.

2. Auto Parts Counter Worker. University of Texas.

3.' The Inside Salesman. National Automotive Parts Association..
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bon

There are two general methods of inventory control.

1. Physical inventory for controlling stock.

2. A perpetual inventory, or continual inventory.

Physical Inventory Control

Every business takes a physical inventory at leait once a year. Some businesses

take onp every 6 months or every month. A physical inventory takes an accurate

count of all stock on hand. The real purpose is to determine-the correct amount

of stock on hand so that its value can be figured to see if a profit has been

made. A physical inventory is also necessary if taxes must be paid on the stock

on hand. In some areas, a tax is paid yearly based on the dollar value of the

stock in the store.

A definite system should be used in the inventory process to prevent mistakes

and give an,accurate count of parts actually on hand. 'Before an inventory is'

teen all parts siwuld be in their proper place. Everything should be binned.

Parts counter workers count the parts in each bin, put them into a container and

count them back into the bin again. This gives a double check to insure an accu-

rate count. Parts should be counted from one bin into another as parts might be

mixed or a duplicate Count made.

Some parts are packed in unit packages. Each package contains a certain number

of a particular part. Counter workers should count the number of items, not

the number of packages. If a bin has two full packages of 10 bolts each and

25 bolts loose,then each bolt is counted individually: (45 bolts) not'4 1/2

packages. Each package should also be checked to see if it is full. If the

package seal is broken and shows evidence of having been opened, it should be

reopened and each piece counted.
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1

Physical inventory is also used to do the following:

L To check the-condition of the parts in stock. This' information

is va1,3ble and helps determine the dollar value of the stock.

2. It is'a method of determining turnover--the percentage of parts

sold and then replaced in a given time period.

3. It is a way to tell which parts sell faster than others and

uncovers the amount of obsolete parts in stock.

4: It reveals-part&-that have been replaced (superseded).

5. It shows whether or not all merchandise is accounted for.

perpetual jilventory Control

The perpetual inventory control system is a continual inventory system that.

uses sales andbuvinq record.). Information on inventory cards or stock cards

is gathered from records of sales. ThEse records may be in the form'of invoices

or credit meibs of returns by customers. If it is kept up to date,-this system

tells exactly the amount of parts on hand at all times. From these records, you

can tell what parts to order and how many of each ttem is needed for stock. It

shows when a part shoulxilie added or when the number of items on hand increased.

It also shows parts that have not sold well or have become obsolete and should

no longer be kept in stock. The stock card shows the location of the part.

When a perpetual inventory system is being started; a physical inventory must be

made so that an accurate count of parts on hand can be .made. This information

is recorded on the cards aid other physical inventories are taken occasionally

to see it the cards are accurate. Errors made on the cards can show the number

of parts on hand incorrectly. Physical inventories are taken at the end of the_

,year for accounting and tax purposes.

If a part is Ordered ft should be written on the stock card. List. the date,

order number and quantity ordered. This prevents duplication of orders.

Incoming shipments, or parts returned by customers should be listed on the stock

card. The date, invoice number and quantity should be entered and the balande

of the order (if any) should be shown. Be sure to add to the balance on order

any shortages of shipments and the number on back order. As items are received,

the total back order should be reduced. The, stock control person can then see

how many units of an item are on order, in transit, or back ordered. The total

number received should be-added to balance on hand.
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The figure in the balance column shows how many are in stock.' This information

is used to deterMine how many to Order and when to order parts.

A

Each day a record is made from sales sliRs of the total number of each item

sold.a,The date, quantity sold and balance on hang should be recorded.

Maximum and minimum numbers to be kgpiaon hand should be established for each

item.

By ordering when' the minimum number is reached, a shortage of an item may be

prevented. The amount ordered should not exceed the difference between the

balance on hand-and the maximumikept in stock. The maximum and minimum figures'

should never be considered permanent. They should,be checked occasionally.

against the stock turnover. The turnover rate may tell that quantities kept

On hand should be increased or decreased.

One way to decipe on how many of each part to keep in stock is-to refill; to the

National Automotive Parts,Association (NAPA) classification system.

NAPA founded their parts classification system many-years'ago. They also

pioneered the first obsolescence program in the aftermarket. A common mistake.

often made today is thinking that classification and obsolescence are the same

thing and that, is not true. The NAPA systems use over 90,000 parts numbers.

Each number is received every year by a central classification staff. They

work with manufacturers to determine a classification rating of each part number.

Sa)es figures are gathered from all over the United States. Sales figures from

manufacturers and sales trends are analyzed by computers. The application of

each number is studied and compared with the number of vehicles running from

figures obtained from Det-lit. The nature of the part itself i,s taken into

consideration -= how often it is replaced and the average age of the item when

it is replated. After all these factors are considered on each part number,, the

final determihation as to its- -clastificition is then the human judgment of

NAPA Classification Director. The classification ratings which are assigned

each nbmber are as follows:

"D" classification: 'Designed)as a minimum stock item for trading areas with

car and truck registration Of up to 6,Ob0 (in other words, any place with 6,000

cars and trucks on the road).
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"C" classifidation: 'A combination of "D" and "C" numbers, constitutes the

minimum stock for trading areas with cars and trucks over 6,000 and less than

13,000.

'(assification: Comb*ning "D" and "C" as well as "B" numbers, relates to

car and truck markets of over 13,000 up to 31,000.

"A" classification: Naturally includes "0", "C" and "B" as well as "A"; is

put together for car and truck registrations of over 31,000.

It mightbe noted here that these jobber classifications are conservative base

stocks. This affords,the jobber a system for controlling hts invntory. Without

a systematic approaCh to inventory a'jobber would be guessing constantly and this

usually results in an inadeqUate inventory turnover. The NAPA jobber can be

reasonably certain that every'number in his or her basic classification "A",

"B", "C" or "0" should be stocked for,hts or her tradirfg area. From this
.

base they can build their inventory to meet the demands of their own trading

area.

The NAPA system is one metho&of knowing what to orderf and what basic level

of stock to keep on hand. There are other systems available to jobbers who

are not NAPA jobbers.

When information is received that a number has been
)

superseded by another number,

the new number should-be placed.on the card above the old one, Leave the old

card in the file. Make a new card.with a new number. The recent, number should

be filed in numerial oraer.

SoMe inventory cards provide a space for giVing the locatiOnof the stock item.

They show the aisle, section, and bin numbers where each type of article is

located. For new parts counter workers this infor'mation saves time in locating

merchandise. Saving time speeds up service to customer:, and helps fellow

employees.

One of the most recent methods of stock inventory control involves the use of

(-computers. Basic stock inventory figures are stored in the computer. To find

out if a part is in stock the parts counter worker types in the part number on

a computer terminal and asks the computer if th6 part is in stock. The computer
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ipan be programmed to give inventory on hand, location, whdn to reorder and
4

other data that might be helpful for stock inventory control,

Other computerized systems use computers tied to printing machines (priAers)

that do the invoice or billing work and remove the item from'stock by computer.

In this case,the use,of.hand sorting and marking inventory cards is eliminated.

Mare systems and better, taster methods are being developed. The beginning

parts counter worker should become aware of these systems and how they work.

Knowledge of all phases of the parts .sales industry makes you a better parts

counter worker and a more valuable employee.
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Self
A s melt

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. What is the purpose of taking a physical inventory?

2. What job should you complete before taking a physical inventory?

3. How are items in unit packages counted?

C

4. What causes an inventory control card to show an incorrect number of items

on hand?

5. What sales informAion should be recorded at the end of each day?

215
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. a. To get an accurate count of all, parts and merchandise on hand..

b. 'When the value is computed, a store can determine if a profl-t is being

made.

c. For tax purposes.

2. Make sure all parts are in proper location.

3. Each unit is counted. Packages that.have been opened should be reopened

and their contents counted.

4. Errors in posting, sales not removed from card, new stock received but

not added to inventory card, returned items, not added to stock, quantity

received not correctly entered on cards.

5. Record from sales slips the total number of items sold,date,quantity

sold and balance on hand.
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Assignment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

Find examples of inventory control cards. Study and compare them. Wtite down

which cards you find more useful than others and why.

42
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lb,

.Job She t
6

4

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASK.

Visit 2 or more parts stores:

I. What type of inventory control is used?

2. Who does the actual posting on' inventory cards?

3. How many different items are in stock (how many cards.are there)?

ow recently has a physical inventory been taken?

5. Does any store in your area use a computerized parts inventory control
system? Write a paragraph about the system. What is it called, advantages
and disadvantages over the inventory card system, etc.?
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WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What is the purpose of knowing exactly how much stock is on hand?

2.' Name 6 things a physical inventory shows.

3. Where does information on the inventory control system cards come from?

4. Why should a physical inventory be taken when a perpetual inventory system

is being used?

5. When should the first entry be made on an inventory control card?

6. Give 5.things an up-to-date perpetual inventory card shows.
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7. How do the inventory control cards help new employees locate items?

8. Suppose a stock number is replaced (superseded) by a new number. How is

this handled oil the inventory ,control cards?

220
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

......

=1.111=1111111

1. Turnover rate is known and profit can be figured.

2. a. accurate count of all parts in stock.

b. condition of stock is known. ,

c. amount of turnover is known.

d. which items move faster than others.

e. uncovers obsolete stock items.

f. reveals parts that have been replaced or superseded.

3. Receiving parts (bills of lading), sales slips, invoices, items returned

to store by customers, physical inventory.

4. To start off with an accurate count and see if the cart- are correct.

5. When parts are received.

6. a., amount of stock on hand it all times.

b. amount of each item to order.

c. location of each item.

d. when to add or when to stop carrying item in stock.

e. number of items in stock or on back order.

7. Location of items is usually recorded on inventory control cards.

8. A new card with the new number is made out and the new card filed in

numerical order. The card with the old number is left in the system

but across the top of the card you should write "superseded by part #
ss

and give the number of the new part. This way someone else Using the system

will know exactly what happened.
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RECEIVING MERCHANDISE

Goal:

The student will be able to explain how

to check merchandise when it is received

and how to handle shortages and damaged

items.

222

Performance Indicators:

The student will demonstrate knowledge

of the subject by successfully complet-

ting a Self Assessment, an Assignment,

a Job Sheet and a Post Assessment.
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Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following,tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

- Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will leirn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The'Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of,the.parts counter trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of.the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz-you'on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. .This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer,Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. , Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to ycm.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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uct
Accepting a shipment of merchandise froma transporting company'is one of

duties of parts counter workers. Merchandise is usually shipped parts

store by motor freight, railway express, bus or U.S. Mail. The way it is

shipped, packaged and handled depends largely on the urgency or need for a

quick delivery, the size and bulk of the order, and the distance from the

point of delivery to the dealer.

6.
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understands of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask you teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

MERCHANDISE -- Goods, parts, products.

BIN--General term, refers to several kinds of containers for providing storage

for merchandise. Can be made of wood, steel, metal, etc. Some have

adjustable spaces and shelves.

SHIPPING RECEIPT - -A piece of paper listing quantity, description weight, and

cost of shipping items delivered by a transportation company. Name of

.company, shipper, person to whom merchandise is shipped is also listed on

this receipt.

PACKING SLIP--A piece of paper listing articles included in a rockage or in a

number of packages. Also gives number and description of each type of

article included. Found inside package or packages.

INVOICE -- Similar to packing slip: in addition to parts numbers and discriptions,

it shows the price of each item and cost of shipment. Invoices are sent

with goods when they are delivered or they are sent in the mail.

ORDER--Written request to ship merchandise.

BACK ORDERPart of order not made at present time, will be delivered later.

PREPAID SHIPMENT--Shipping charges are paid by the shipper before goods are

sent.
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C.O.D. CASH ON DELIVERY--Shipping charges are paid at time goods Are delivered

paid by person receiving them.

BILL OF LADING--Piece of paper that accompanies merchandise when it is trans-

ferred from shipper to transportation company. Contains complete number

and description of packages shipped and shipping instructions.
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Supplementary
References

.

1. Counterman's Handbook. Automotive Service Industry Association.

- 2. Auto Pafts Counter Worker. University of Texas.
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Inform tion
'The first important step to be taken by the person receiving and checking a

shipment is to check the type of cartons and how many cartons there are. This

should be checked with the number and types of packages listed on the bills

of lading or the shippin receipt.

When checkini, be sure to look at the addresses on all the cartons or packages.

This is.to make-sure that-they are all addressed to your company. (Sometimes

packages that belong to another company will be left at your place of business'

by mistake.) Other times packages that are supposed to be-left for 4 my be

sent to another company. Such mistakes cause delay and confusion Ind can be

avoided if the people responsible for checking and receiving merchandise do

their jobs correctly.

Handle incoming merchandise efficiently. The shipping receipt or bill of

lading should not be signed until packages have been checked and accounted for.

Details oi'broken cartons or damaged items and any shortageS should be written

on the shipping receipt or bill of lading.

After tt-f shipping receipt or bill of lading has been s7gned, the transportation

company has proof that the merchandise has been received in full and in good

order, unless damages and shortages have been noted cn the shipping receipt.

If a shippingreceipt shows the, company should receive 10 packages and only 8

are delivered, a rote stating '"only 8 received" should be made on all cooies

of the shipping receipt._ If some oackages have been damaged or broken open so

things might fall out, this should also be writteb on the shipping receipt when

the papers are signed. If there are any damages:or shortages,'have the driver

or represente:ve of the shipping company sign the papers after you have written

your notes on them. This confirms the shortages and damages as they were noted.
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If loss or damage is seen when the packages are opened, the local representa-

t've of the transportation company should be informed and the items set aside

so inspection can be made. Ilso, the shipper should be notified so they can

file a claim against the transportation company.

If the shipping charges were paid by your company, the perJri receiving the

merchandise should notify the person in the company responsible for filing

and settling claims.

4

After packages and cartons are received and checked, the individual 'hems

should be checked. A "packing slip" is usually enclosed in one of t a packages

in the shipment, and it -will be marked on fie outside "lking slip enclosed,"

,..,Stme companies put a separate packing slip'in each package: The package con-'

taining the packing slip should be opened first-and other packages shoulo be

arranged'and opened in numerical order so listed by numbert(bri the packing slip.

Open each box and check each item on the packing slip for quantity and type of

merchandise. Check all contents of all packages until the entire shipment is

checked against the packing slip. Any shortages or incorrect items found should

be noted on the packing slip. The person in charge of claims shculd be notified

so the company the goods were bought from can be told.

When unpacking items, each item should be tagged with the correct number. If it

is not tagged correctly or tagged with a number different from the numbering

system used by your company, the numbers should be changed at this time.

Sometimes items received have been changed in construction or design. This means

the part you ordered has been superseded (or replaced) by a new part. It will

have a new number and it should be binned separately. Notations are then made

beside the old part numbers and on the bins that the part has been superseded

by a new item.

Save all carts and packing until the incoming items. have all been checked.

This prevents losing or accidentally throwing away small parts the packing

materials.

ny error found between the quantity of items in packages and the quantity listed

on the packing slip should be listed. Write down the part name aid number and
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how many were ordered and how many were actually received. This information

should be sent to the company who sold the merchandise, so adjustments can be

made.

Some common tools are necessary for opening packages and crates. Some of the

most tommon tools are crate openers, claw hammers, nail pullers, wire cutters

and carton knives. A chisel, screwdriver and pliers are also handy to have.

Nailed wooden crates or cases should be opened with a claw hammer and crat,?.

opener. A nail puller can be helpful after a hammer has been used to loosen

the nails.

Some companie.s use metal bands or wire to tie and bind shipping cartons. Some

of these bindings are under pressure;a pair of wire cutters should be used to

cut the band or Stand to one side when cutting wires or bands; they may

fly out when cut and can cause injuries.

When cartons are taped shut, they may be opened with a carton knife or other

sharp instrument cut along 3 sides of le carton. Be sure not to cut too deep,

so that you don't damage the contents.

C .1s and packages that are glued together may be-cut along three edges.

Again, be careful not to cut too deeply so that items in the pa&age won't be

damaged.

Summary

Here are nine steps tc take, after you have signed the shipping receipt or

bill of lading.

1. Open packages carefully. Get help with larger bulky packages.

Use the proper tools.

2. Put flammable'packing material in safe place, guard against fire.

3. Group same type of items togethe-.

4. Count items, check against packing slip and purchase order.

5. Make a note of any overages, shortages, or damaged items.

6. Make a note of any back-ordered items.

7. Note any differences in items on purchase order and items in

packages. Record and report changes.
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8. Note any "special order" items.

410 9. After complete checking, sign and dale the necessary forms.

231
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' Self
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.

I. List at least 3 things you should check when receiving merdhandise.

2. How should glued cartons be opened?

3. How should crates with metal bands or wires be opened?

4. What is a "bill of lading"?

5. What is a bin?

6. What is a packing slip?

v
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6

_

Self Assessment
Answers

X

1. Damages, shortages, overages.

2. Cut on three sides with carton knife (don't cut too de4ply).

3. Cut with wire cutters, stand to one side.

4. List of items given to transportation company by the shipper.

5. Spaces provided for storing merchandise. Can be made of wood, steel,

adjustable spaces or shelves.

6. Lists items contained in packages or cartons,
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A ignment
"

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT%

I. Visit a parts store; go into the receiving area and ask to see various forms

--labels, tags, bills of lading, shipping invoices, price labels.

2. With a copy of the "checking merchandise list of 9 items," check off the

items as the store. follows- its regular procedure. How closely does the

store follow the list of 9 points?
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41/=,...1.=.1

t
DO ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

1. Visit a parts store or jobber, assist in opening various packages and

crates. Describe how this was done and what tools were used.

2. Compare d packing slip with the contents of a carton or package. vote

overages or shortages. Any damaged items?

3. Visit a transportation company, talk with the representative; ask him or

her to'describe the job and show you what a "bill of lading" looks like.

Write a brief report of your visit.
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Post

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED.

1. Describe the proper method of opening a wooden crate.

2. What should be done with merchandise after the cartons have been opened?

3. What is an invoice?

4. What is a "back order"?

4

5. How can merchandise be sent from manufacturer to seller?

6. Where is the packing slip located on incoming Orders?
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7. What is a superseded item?

8. How should superseded items be binned?

9. Name 3 factors to consider in detirmining the way an order is shipped.

10. What are bins?
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. Use a claw hammer,or nail puller. Use wedging or prying motion. Pull
nails. Store flammable packing carefully, guard against tire.

2. Checked and counted carefully. Check for breakage or damage. 'Note any
on packing slip. Moved to area for stocking.

. Lists all parts by number, description, and price.

42 Part of order that wasn't filled, to be filled at later time.

5. Motor freight, motor bus, railway, parcel post.

6. In one of the packages usually marked "packing slip enclosed."

7. Item that has been changed in design or construction, and has,been replaced
ti

by a new item. Usually has a new part number.

8. Separate from old items. Old items sold first. Notation made that it is
a superseded item.

9. Size, bulk, weight, number of cartons or crates.

10. Storage spaces for parts. Made of wood or, steel and usually adjustable.

5
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STOCKING--STOCK TURNOVER

Gag
Student will understand stack investment

and turnover.

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrate an under-

standing of problem solving in stock

control and sales by successfully

completing a Self Assessment, an Assignment;

a Job Sheet and a Post Assessment.
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Study Guid
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each itemroff

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

e

2. Read the Introduction. TheIntroduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. , Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words Are-important for a

good understanding of the trade. After. 'mit have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. Tiffs section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.
le

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

*
self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Sel %f %ssessment Answer Sheet, which is
.,

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re -study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Do the'Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will.help you develop skills which

will be elpful to you.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give he exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your :teacher will grade it for you.
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The main 'function of the parts store is to supply parts, services arid equip-

ment. to thetcUstomers. A balanced and adequate supply of stock must be kept

on hand to sell. Money must be spent for stock that will return enough money

for the store to make a profit after paying overhead and any other expenses.

U
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Vocabulary
MIIIMMINIIF

t

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these Words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

I

BALANCED F-OCKParts in enough variety and enough quantity that they sell

quickly, with no parts remaining on the shelves for many months.

INVENTORY--Parts, supplies, materials kept on hand.

OBSOLETE ITEMParts no-longer in demand by customers.

OVERSTOCKINGToo many of some items so that it takes too long to sell-them.

Ties up money that could be used for more variety.

SEASONAL ,INFLUENCFParts bought and sold during certain times of the year

For exampl, antifreeze and tire chains are popular items in the winter

only.

TURNOVER- -The number of times stock is sold and replaced.

4
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Supplementary
References

I. Auto Parts Counterman. District Ed. Manual, University of Texas.

2. Inside Salesman. NAPA.

3. Auto Parts Counterworker. University of Texas.
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Information
Some control of inventory must be made. Increased turnover may lower the cost

of stocking; however, the more frequently small amounts are ordered and picked

up the higher the store's cost is. It may be that doing business in that manner

may be worse than having a slower turnover.

To make the best profit for the store the rate of turnover and the cost to stock

the parts must be compared. having a fast turnover must be balanced against the

cost. Buying small amounts will mean a faster turnover. But small amounts often

cost mpre than larger amounts. The goal is to buy at a price as low as possible

and to turnover as fast as possible.

Figure 1 is a bar graph that shows how much it costs to buy and stock parts and

the profit at various rates of turnover. (See illustration on next page.)

Column A shows that by buying a large amount of stock, the cost to buy the parts

is very low. But costs to keep such a large amount of parts in the store until

they all sell becomes very high and profit is therefore less. This column

represents 1 year's turnover. This means it takes a year to sell all the stock

bought.

Column C shows t'iat turnover of stock 4 times a year is the most profitable. As

the rate of turnover increases there is a steady reduction in the cost of stocking.

But once we start to buy stock in really small quantities the costs to buy start

to go up. If we look at bar "D" note then that because the cost to buy parts is

high profits again go down. Profits will always go down as the cost to stock

goes up or as the cost to buy goes up.

Notice that the profit in bbfh of the extremes (A and F) is about the same.

Examine bar "A" and bar "F" closely. Which,is the most profitable? With only a

single turnover each year there is always stock to sell. With 15 turnovers every
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Year the stock might be short and not enough of some items so that generally all

sales might be reduced.

If a N. cost $100 and did not sell, it did not return any profit. Also it

might have cost the store money because in some states there is an inventory tax.

As much as $10 may be charged'the store for the inventory tax on that item. If

the $100 cost of the part would have been in the bank, interest would have been

paid and some profit earned.

Finally if the part that cost $100 was finally sold for $120 a year later, the

profit is not really $20. The reason is that it costs money to keep the part

that long. Don't forget, too, that other expenses have to come out of the sale

of that part Salaries, overhead, rent, etc. As much as 25% of the gross sales

might have to be deducted. Profit from the sale keeps getting less and less,

the longer the item is in stock.

If all the sales of parts went that slowly, one time a year, the store would not

be able to give good service and might even go out of business.

The end results of all this is simply stated: slow turnover (once a year)

means loss of money and poor service. On the other hand, a faster turnover

(4 times a year) means more money and much better service to the customer.

Supplying the customers' needs, within your store_s ability to buy stock in

enough variety and amounts, has to be balanced with your sales abilities and

efforts to keep an adequate, balanced and salable stock.
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Self
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What is turnover?

2. What makes frequent restocking of items expensive?

3. What is rate of turnover?

4. What is profit?

5. What is an obsolete item?

.
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Number of times items a.e sold ar,s replaced with more.

2. 'Cost to pick up parts, (may have to buy from another competitor). Prices

go up when buying in smaller quantities.,

3. Number of times per year an item is sold and replaced.

4. Money left over from the sale of ari item after the cost of the item over-

head, and other expenses, have been deducted.

5. Part no longer in demand by customers.

2 4
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COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

I. Visit a parts store, find out what makes up overhead. Write a list of

these things and note the amount.

2. Observe items on display--are these seasonal items? Make a list of as

many seasonal items as you can. Arekany out of season. What are they?

3. Visit several different parts, stcres, estimate in dollars what the inventory

amount might be. What, if any, is the rate of inventory tax in your area?

How much tax :s due? (Estimate) 9-

2 4 9254
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Job Sheet

7

COMPLETt THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Based on Figure 1--

I. What is the most profitable column? Why?

2. What is the least profitable column? Why?

3. If store X's stock is represented by column C, and store Y's stock is

represented by column E, which store is making more profit? (Assume

overhead is the same for both stores.)
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Post
A t

t
WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What is stock turnover?

What is the best rate of turnover?

3. What is an obsolete item?

4. List items that are seasonal

5. What makesup a store's investment?

6. Study Figure I. What is the most profitable column for stock buying and

turnover? Why? Does this necessarily mean you make the most money?



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

I. Stock sold and replaced.

2. Lowest cost to buy parts and keep on hand.

3. Parts no longer in demand by customers.

rfr

4. Anti-freeze, tire chains, air conditioning parts, cooling fans, snow tires,.

gasoline additives.

'5. The cost to stock shelves with parts and keep them includes taxes, overhead,

etc.

6. "C" cost to stock is low. Profit is high. Not necessarily. You may be

out-of-stock on items and not be able to provide customers with parts

needed. It might,be necessary to pick up parts from competitors at increased

costs.
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/

Goal:
,,

The student will be able to properly

receive and store parts stock.'

Performance Indicators:
The student will complete a Self

Assessment, an Assignment, a Job Sheet

and a Poit Assessment.
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Study Guide
Iorder to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learneifit.

'2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. .Study the Votabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

'4. _ Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to underAtand the subject.

Take the Self Assessment exam. This iz a test for you to prove to your-

self that*you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers- with the answers on the Self Assessmen4 Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self; Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Informdtion section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed On the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

8. Take the Post Assessthent exam. Give the exam -o your teacher after

you have completed it. Ydur teacher will grade it for you.
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Introduction

$

The auto parts counter worker needs to be fully aware of the method used LA)

accept and store parts and other merchandise. Most stores use very similar

methods to do this.

Largerstoresmay have a "receiving clerk" or "inventory clerk", but in smaller

stores a counter worker will do both jobs and serve customers at the sales

counter, too. The size of the store and the volume of its sales will determine

how much time and how many people will have to do the receiving of the goods to

be sold.

255
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Vocabulary

A
i

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

BINS--A group of metal or wooden `axes or open shelves, usually adjustable in

height and width, for storage of parts, and other goods.

k =

BINNING--To put the parts and other merchandise away in the right place. Those

that belong in bins are put into those bins, those that are hung on hooks

are hung on the right hooks and so on.

2 5 6
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Supplementary
References

1. Counterman's Handbook. Automotive Service Ih...Ary Association.

2. Auto Parts Counter Worker. University of Texas.
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Information

After merchandise has been received and accepted from the delivery person, the

following things must be done:

I. It must be unpacked to give you individual items for sale.

2. The items must be marked with the price and a part,: number.

3. Each item must be put into storage in the right bin or on

the right shelf.

Each store is a little different so you must learn the layout of the shelves

and bins by experience. You will become faster at "binning" once you have

learned the location of the more popular merchandise.

A simple method often used is c group system. In using the group system,

you place related parts in bins grouped in one place in the store.

Most stock rooms use metal bins with adjustable shelves. Gans and shelves can

also be made of wood.

Some stock, such as exhaust pipes and fan belts,1-1 stored on racks that are

made especially for their storage.

The space- and shape of the stockroom determine the layout of the bin arrange-

ment. Bin sections are usually arranged in double rows, back to back. The

rows art 'fried up so they end at the front sales counter. A three foot aisle

is usually provided between the bins. This arrangement gives plenty of working

space without wasting too much floor space.

Most shelving sections of bins contain bins of various shapes and sizes. The

shelving sections are usually 7 feet high, 3 feet wide, and 1 foot deep. This

design makes the stock easy to reach and leaves space above for lighting fixtures.
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The bins are labeled with numbers or letters to help the parts counter workers

find the parts they are lookdinq for. Labeling systems usually show the general

category or type of part, the manufacturer, the price and have a specific code

for each part similar to that of the catalog number. As you learn the labeling

sy::em you will be able to find the part you want more quickly. As you become

familiar with the store you will learn its inventory and where frequently pur-

chased items are located.

Bins and shelves should be kept as clean as possible. Dust, old empty boxes,

papers and trasn create fire and safet.; hazards. It also slows down workers

as they stumble over the garbage in the aisles while getting parts. For the

same reasons.merchandisc should not be allowed to stack up on counters and in

the aisles. Also,some parts can be damaged by exposure to dust and dirt and

then cannot be sold.

When binning parts and supplies, place them at the rear of the bins and move

the older stock up to the front to be sold first. This is called rotating the

stock and should always be practiced. Tnird< of the stock as fruit in a grocery

store. No one wants to buy old fruit and no one wants parts that have worn out

lying on the shelf.

Handle heavy items carefully and get help to lift very heavy items. A hand

truck can be handy for moving stock. Always put the larger and heavier objects

on the truck first, and then the lighter and fragile ones on top. All the parts

in a parts store represent a cash investment for the store owner. Any parts

that are lost or 0 laged by careless handling result in money lost by your

employer.

Care should always be takers when handling parts not to damage them io any way.

Even parts made of durable materials can be scratched or marred and made unsal-

able.

Careful handling of parts is as important as making sure the parts are correctly

stored. Both will enable you as a parts counter worKer to provide your customers

with damage-free parts and fast service.
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Self
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What 2 things do you need to know to be able to efficiently put stock in

bins.

2. How are bins usually arranged?

3. Why are aisles usually 3 ft. wide?

4. What advantages does a 7 foot tall bin give?

5. Why is it important to handle a- darts and merchandise carefully?
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. Knowledge of the bin arrangement and knowledge of the numbering and letter-

ing system.

2. Back to back with 3 foot aisles between them and the ends of the aisles

toward the front sales counter.

3. To provide good working space for moving even bulky items.

4. The top shelves can be reached and it leaves room for good lighting.

5. To avoid waste and loss of money due to damage and breakage of goods.

261
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COMPLETE THE ASSIGNMENTS BELOW.

I. Visit a parts store and note the bin arrangement.

2. Visit a parts store and note the bin numbering and fettering systems. Write

a report about your visit,
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Job Sh t
COMPLETE THE TASKS BELOW.

,
1. Visit a parts store. Draw a floor plan of the parts bin arrangement.

2. On your drawingOabel bins with numbering and letteri j system used.

3. Make a list of the equipment you find that is used for moving heavy

parts and materials.

Find out who does the following jobs.

a. receives merchandise

b. moves heavy parts

c. bins stock

d. cleans aisles, bins, shelves

263
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Post
A IMMII.1_

1

,

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. What factors determinebiqarrangement?

2. How are some bins arranged in order to simplify binning?

.r>

3. Why should dust, trash and other debris be disposed of and kept out of the

aisles?

4. Why should new stock be placed at the rear of the shelf?
IN

5. When using hand trucks to transport items, which parts should be placed

on the bottom?

. List two advantages of putting parts in the proper bins.
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Instructor,
Post Assessment Answers

1. Size and shape of the building and the, parts storage system used.

2. In groups, according to the type of stock.

3. To prevent fires, accidents and damage to parts.

4. So that older parts are sold first before they get shelf worn.

5. Heavy or bulky parts.

6. a. It takes less time to find when a ustmer needs it.

b. It takes less time to put the parts in storage when they are received

at the store.
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-STOCKING

6

Goal:

The student will be able to explain

the importanc of good stocking and

customer service.

266

Performance Indicators:

The student will complete a Self Assessment,

an Assignment, a Job Sheet and a Post

Assessment.
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Study Guide
Irt order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

//

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover pf the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module.

2. Read the Introduction. The introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.

3. Study t: Vocabulary section. Vocabulary wor '4s are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have st udied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their, meanings.

4. Study the Information section.. This section will give-yoy the informa-

tioncyou need to understand the subject.

I

5. Take the Self AsseSsment exam. This is a test for you to, prove. to your- -

self that You.have learned the material you have tudied: :Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer. Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re -study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the $nstructiL at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the Op of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet'will ile)p you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.
.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. .Give The exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher willArade it for you.

il
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS,

Introduction

Customers appreciate coming into a parts store where they can find and purchase

the parts or supplies and equipment that they need. They want to be able to do

this everytime and,because of that attitude on the part of the customers WS

important'for the 'part store to keep the materials that are needed on the

shelves. ThiS requires planning and careful control of inventory and buying

stock.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYST LMS

Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. StAdy

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz yOu on the words and their meanings.

OVERSTOCKED--Too much or too many of an item of merchandise.

COMPETITOR--A store that is also in the businesg-of selling the same part,

_inatLrials and equipment as your store.

WHOLESALER- JOBBER -- Person or business that sells parts to other businesses,

or person in resale (retail) sales business.
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Supplementary
References

I. The Inside Salesman. NAPA

2. Auto Parts Counter Worker. Uni,ersity of Texas.

3. Counterman's Handbook. Automotive Service Industry Association.
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Information

Customers want a "one stop" source where they can buy any automotive part,

supplies or eruipment they need. They want to find an adequate stock, a large

enough quantity to fill their needs, and parts and supplies that are u.p to date.

No one wants to go to 3, 4 or ,maybe more stores in order to find the parts

and supplies needed. The latest part or model should be available.

Selling parts or supplies that are out=pf-date, obsolete or no longer usable

would send the customer to a competitor. If not right away, the next time they

need parts, they will go somewhere else if they were not satisfied completely

with the selling job you did for them. If your customer is a deales,then your

customer also wanLi to give his or her customer the best possible service that

he or she can. They will want the parts to fit correctly and effectively so

that they, :n turn, nave a satisfied customer. They do not want to have a job

held up in their shop or place of business because the parts are not r ilable.

That means that their shop has vehicles taking up space, not making them any

money.

During the time your customer :s waiting on parts, his or her customer's vehicle

is sitting , ,taking up space in his shop. If it is a commercial vehicle, such

as a delivery truck or salesman's car, then the problem increases. Your custom-

er's job is delayed further, compounding the lack of productive work. His or

her shop and his or her customer are bot flOW idle, waitiq on parts that you

san't supply. People get irritated when they are not working bec. tse this

means they are losing money.

The demands of customers are all diffrrent,.but your main purpose is to supply

parts and materials to as many customers as you can. It might not be possible

to satisfy every customer who walks in your door. It might not be poc:':,ihle to

satisfy very customer, everytime, because of several reasons.
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I. Finances tell you how much stock you can shelve.

2. Space may dictate that you have room for only ';lo much stock or

so many items.

3. No store can carry enough of every item to have it on the shelf

ready for sale every time.

4. In remote areas or-stores that are in places where warehouse

stocks are not available for backup, items that are not frequently

_asked for can't be obtained-on---s-tiorttrice 1-such a s in 3 or 4--

flours).

Wholesaler's or part sune owner's finances may be limited, and stock has to be

bought isely. A rule of balanced strck needs to be followed. Store owners and

or the store manager has to keep close account of items in stock. Close

accurate counts of items must be kept so that parts won't be overstocked. By

keeping close, accurate records, overstocking and stocking of items that don't

sell, called slow moving items, can_be avoided.

A record should also be kept of parts that are asked for and can't be,found

in the store's shelves. Items that aren't available for sale result in no

sale. A list of these items should be kept. This is called a "Report of

Lost Sales" and the list should be brought to the attention of the store man-

ager Cr person in tharge of ordering parts. This list can be used by them as

a guide when buying items for stock. A "good" stock buying oractice makes for

a gcr inventory, good sales and improved customer Lervice.
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Self
Assessment

S

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What is the hardest part of stocking?

2. What happens when customers can't find what they want in your store?

3. What problems come up thct prevent your store from satisfying every customer?

4. How do you help prevent lost sales?

5. How do you prevent stock from becomiog obsolete?
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Self Assessment
Answets

1. Keeping inventory of what customers need and trying to anticipate those

needs and quantities to match them.

2. They go somewhere else--to your competitors.

3. Cadt financially stock everything. Lack of space. Remote location or

long distance from warehouse.

4. Write down numbers and items asked for but not stocked. Turn over list

IIto person in charge of ordering, or inventory clerk.

5. Sell old stock first, update numbers and information about parts .that can

be supplemented or used in place of another part.

..,

2/4
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Assignment 0
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

I. List as r.ny things as you can that would help customers to always be

satisfied.

2. -Make a list of things that would assure you of an adequate stock.

3. Write a paragraph on now you would handle a customer who has asked for

part,and you don't have it on the shelf. List steps you would take to

get the customer the parts ho or she needs in the quickest way.

275
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4

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

I. Visit a parts store, ask how they report "lost sales."

2. Find out who is in Gharge of ordering parts.

3. Ask a local parts store where they buy stock. How far away is it? How

much time passes before they can get a part in an emergency?

4. Ask how they avoid "overstocking."

5. Do they have any way to return overstocked or obsolete items to. their

Supplier? Write a paragraph on how this is done.

276
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Pot
Assessment

4

0

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What is the purpose of a "lost sale" report?q

2. Be!ides finances, what else prevents a store from carrying a large inventory?

3. !'ow could out-of-date or obsolete items be disposed of?

4. What is meant by a "one stop" source?

5. Why do.your customers demand prompt,efticient service from you?
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°Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

I. Give it to person in chargeof inventory or buying stock. Item might be

ordered and kept in stock if there is a demand for it.

2. Size of store and shelves, bins and storage areas. Tax laws in some states

on inventory. Need to keep low at times to avoid large tax bill. Location,

distance to supplier or manufacturer.

3. Sold at discount prices;find other firms or businesses that might have

demand for them.

4. Customers can find everything they need in one store, thus only stopping'

once.

5. So they can deliver prompt, efficient service to their customers. They

don't want their shop or place of business tied up for lack of parts.

They lose money when they can't complete a job because of.lack of parts.



RETURNED MERCHANDISE

I

Goal:

4.

Performance Indicators:

The student will be able to identify the ,.The student will demonstrate knowledge

steps involved in accepting and handling of the subject and practice the skill's by

returned merchandise. . completing a Self Assessment, an Assign-

ment, a Job Sheet and a Post Assessment.

...111111r.
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Study Gui
In order to finish'thishodule, do the following tasks. Check each item off as.

you complete it.

.1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the coyer of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

hoW you will show yOu've learned it.

2: Read the Introduction. The introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the parts counter trade.
.

3. Study.the
/

Information section.--This section will give you the infgav''

tiwydu need to understand the subject.

4. Take the Self Assessment exam. Thit is a test for you to prove to yowl=

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answerswith the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which/it

on-the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,:

re-study the Information section or ask your teak er for help.-

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the_top of the

Assignment page.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at-the top of the Job. Sheet.

The tasks, listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which.

will be helpful to you.

7. . Take the Post Assessment exam.' Give the exam to your teacher after ybu

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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Introduction

.41+

Parts or materials'are sometimes returned to the parts store. The parts counter

worker should be familiar with the category df the item and know what should

be done with-it.

Every parts store has its awn prdcedures to handle merchandise that is

returned. The counter worker shopld be familiar with different procedures, but

especially with how it is done irj his or her store. Completing and routing the

paperwork correctly
,

is very important. If it is not done properly, sales and

money might Ile lost.

or,

.

4.,
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Supplementary
References

1. Counterman's Handbook. Aut4otiye Service Industry Association.

2. The Inside Salesman. Nation.k1 Automotive PartsAssociation.

3. Auto / Parts Counter Worker. University of Texas.
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Information.

There aye three major categories into which "returned merchandise" can be

grouped. Each group requires the parts counter worker to handle the parts,

differently.

1. Exchange items

. Automdtive parts jobbers sell rebuilt or re-manufactured units. These parts

are usually less expensive than.new parts. The old parts, however, must be

turned in to the rebuilder so they can,be rebuilt or re-manufactured, too.

If the rebuilder is'to stay in business,-it's up to the parts jobber and

tne parts counter workers to gee that the old parts (called "cores") are

turned in by the customer. A trade-in allowance is usually subtracted from

the cost of the rebuilt parts when they are bought. This encourages the

customer to turn in the old part.

If the cores are not turned in, or if they are not handled, labeled and

inspected properly, the parts jobber will lose money and the rebuilder won't

have a stock of cores to rebuild.

The parts counter worker should inspect the core to find cut:-

* is it complete, ire there missing parts?

* is it the correct core, can it be identified as the exchange part?

* is it in acceptable condition?

Price lists often give the allowance for the core. If the core doesn't

meet the re'uilder's standards, less money may be allowed on the trade-in

value.

The amount of allowance should be entered on the invoice or sales slip

and itemized so the customer knows he or, she has receivd the core allowance.
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The invoice number should be written on the box in which the core is stored.

Often it is the same box rebuilt item came in--the rebuilt item is taken

out, the core is put in. A core tag is attached to the item, if the rebuilder

'requires it. (Some rebuilders.have very strict policies they set for core

exchanges. Be sure you are aware of them and follow them. If you don't,

you lose money for your company and the rebuilder loses the core!)

If your parts store has a special rack or bin for cores, place all cores

in it when the transaction (exchange) is completed.

a

If the exchange item is not acceptable to the rebuilder and you know it, be

sure to explain carefully to the customer why.

2 and 3. Defective items

These items are broken down into two groups:

TS3

A. Parts or products that failed within the warranty or guarantee period.

B. Parts or products that were defective before they were used, or put

into service or operation,

(A). Most manufacturers, rebuilders or mechanics gUarantee or warranty their

`parts, usually for 90 days. That means if the part or product tails.to

perform (work as it should), the manufacturer will replace it. HoweveK

if they part was installed incorrectly, or damaged due to carelessness; then

the guarantee is probably not good.

The specific manufacturer's warranty policies should be fully understood before

adjustments (trade-in allowance change) are'mape'with the customer: (An, example:

Batterles are prO-rated; that means the customer pays only for the used

warranty time. Other electrical items, stch as voltage regulators, switches,

gauges, ett., are not ever guaranteed. The reason is because the customer

may burn out the electrical unit -by inetlect use or improper diagnosis of

a problem.)

Labor claims are not.awarded by manufacturers very'often; the company

involved should have a well- understood an clearly-defined procedure.

(8) Sometithes a part or product fails to work or is found to be defective as
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soon as it is taken frJm the box or package. (The rebuilder or manufacturer -

makes mistakes, too.) If the item is found to be defective in any way

before it was put- into service or use, it should be replaced. The defect

should be noted and the part returned to theosupplier. In these cases, full

warranty is_made and, if necessary, you should go out of your way to see that

your customer is satisfied.

The following steps should be taken when returning a part for warranty:

1. Find out as much, as you can about the part, what failed and why.

2. Find the original sales slip 'or invoice. You')1 need dates, prices,

and other'tnformatior.

3. Find out the supplier's policies and follow them to receive warranty.

4. Label the returned part and place it where it cui be returned to the

supplier. "Old' cores can become obsolete and out-of-date if allowed

to collect dust in some forgotten place in the store.

5. Follow through with the necessary paperwork; a "no charge" or "adjusted._

charge" (when appropriate) should appear on the invoice. Attach any

shipping labels to the part and tag or label parts for easy fdentifi-
,

Cation. List the reasons for return, why part failed or what was

Wrong.

6. Package and label returned parts fOr the'correct supplier.

Some parts found to be defective or which failed during the warranty period

have to be.reiurrTed to the manufacturer for repair. If this is the case, be

sure to tell the customer how much time it will take, what cnarges there will

be, if any, etc.
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INDIVIAALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
At. "essment

WRITE-AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWINt QUESTIONS.

I. Name three categories of returnea merchandise.

. What is the usual warranty period for parts?

. What are the warranty policies?

. Where should mestbe placed after they are received and labeled._

5. What should your attitude be toward a customer who brings in a part that

failed?

286
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Astessment
Answers Iiiiij:-;--

1. a. Failed during w4rant; period.

b. Defective when new or before put into s&-vice..

,Exchange item, "core."

%2. 90 days

-

3. Each manufacturer has its own.

4. Whe ever you store has designated. Be sure rebuilder will pick them up.

5. Do whatever you can within the,policy to satisfy the customer. Keep him,

or her happy.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

*r.

Assignment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

Visit a parts store.

1. See how "cores",,are handled.

2. 'See what'paperwork is involved with a returned part that failed while still

under warranty.

-Write your findings down and hand in to instructor.

Or

288
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Jo Sh t
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS..

Obta'n blank invoices and practice making them out-for:.

1.. warranty

2. -cores

3. refunds

4. credit."



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
nt

, WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What errors can be made when returning. parts for warranty?

2. What procedures are to be followed when a part dust be returned to the manu-

facturer for Narranty repairs?

3. What is the major difference between a warranty pare that failed and a

defective part?

' 4. If cores, are not acceptable by your -store (according to the rebuilder's

standards) wharshould you do?
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*Instructor
Post clisssinerit Answers

1. a. manufacturer's policies which aren't followed can result in no credit

being given for warranty items:,

b. wrong company is sent part.

c. arts labeled wrong.

d. ,defects not clear.

e- reason fOr faiiure not clear.

-2- CustoMer---thould-6e told lime involved and any charges that will be made

tc customer.

(
-

3. Warranty part was=iristalled or placed inuse and ft feled. Defective party

was broken or inoperative before it was installed or ;placed in use.

4. Carefully expiain,to customer what'specific,standards are required for Core

returned for credit and why. Explain how to handle-cores in the future so

that. core Is acceptable and,full refund or allowance can be made.
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MACHINE *HOP AND CUSTOMER SERVILE
,

A

Goal:
The student will be able to iden'ify

Tunction§ and processes of the Auto

--parts store.'s machine shop dperation%
-

---=-

292

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrate knowledge

of the subject by successfully complet-

ting a Self Assessment, an Assignment;

a Job Sheet and a Post Assessment.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEAFiNIN6 isEYSiEMSlr.

1

In order to finish this' module, do-the following tasks. Check each item off

as you,complete it.

1. Readithe kal and Performance Indicators on the. cover of-the module.

This will tell you what you W illlearn by, studying the module, and

h.Ow You,will show you've learned it.'
p

2.' < Read the Introductton. The Introduction will tell yet) why the module
\

is an important paet'of theTarts'counter trade.
.

3. Study the Voc abulary section. Vocabulary words aloe important for a

41
goo4 Understandingof the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4... , 5fUdy theInformation section. This ection will give you. the info-rim-

subject.
-

tion,you need to understand the subject. '
,

dy
5. Take the Self Assessment exam.. This is a fest-for you to prove to your-,

self that you have lea reed the material you have studied. Compare your.

answers' with-the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, whiCh is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored 'poorly,

re-study the Information sectionor-ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. follow the.instructions at the top of.the'

Ass'ignment page.

7. -Do tHe. Job sheet. Follow the instructions at 4he top of the Jnh Sheet.

The tasks Listed pn the Job Sheet will help.yOu develop skills which
*will be helpful to you.

8. Take the Post-Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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INDIVIDIJAU7ED LEAMING SYSTEMS

Introduction
A machine, shop is a necessary service for the auto repair industry. It alsohelps to increase the auto parts store's sales. .

To promote the parts store mact'ine shop business, the auto parts counter workercan encourage customers.to visit the shop to see first-hand what services itcan provide. The well trained auto parts counter person is aware of the machineshop and of the various machines and tools that provide services he or she can4 ,
sell.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYb

Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

MACHINE--A mechanical device for doing some kind of work.

BORING--To put a hole through or in a material with a drill, or to enlarge an

existing hole such as a cylinder in engine block to make it perfectly

round again.

GRIND--Sharpen, shape or smooth with an abrasive wheel or stone.

CRIMP--Press into shape with folds.

TOOL--An implement or instrument held in the hand and used to do a job. Also
4.41

a similar part of a power driven machine.
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Supplementary
References

1. The Inside Salesman. NAPA.

2. Counterman's Handbook.

3. Auto Parts Counterman. University of Texas.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

The 4 major functions of the automotive machine shop are:

1. To accept orders and write up orders for repair.

2. *lake estimates and bids for repair work.

3. Repair and recondition automotive parts.

4. Pick up and deliver.

To learn the different services a machine shop, offers, the parts counterworker

should visit the machine shop of the store he or she works in. Learn as ;Mich

as you can about the services they provide and the capabilities of the machines

they use. Learn what hand tools and hand work is done. This irformation will

also aid you in providing services your customers may need.

The following is a list of tools and equipment usually found in a complete

machine shop. The right side of the list is a list of parts related to the

machine shop tool or operation. Following each Litt is a brief description of

how each tool is used.

Piston Rings and Pin Service

Pin fitting machine

Connecting rod alignment machine

Ring groove cleaner

Top ring groove machine

Bench arbor press

Ourlizer

Piston grinder

Piston pin press

Rod cap grinder

Parts

Pistons

Piston rings

Piston pins

Piston pin bushings

Connecting rods

Rod bearings

Ring 'groove spacers

Gaskets and seals

o2
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Piston and pin 'service involves the following operatidns. Pin fitting,

requires.the use of one or more machines. !lbw pistons require a press,fit.

The connecting rod must also be aligned. In other words, it has to be straight

with the center-line of the piston. Connecting rods that use bushings must

have the bushings replaced andtherihoned or machined so the pin fits precisely.

Sometimes when pistons are re-used, oversize pins cap be installed after the

piston is honed for them.

A ring groove cleaner is a tool used to clean carbon .out of the piston ring

grooves: This must be done before rivi pistion rings are fitted and installed

on the pistons.

A top ringegroove machine removes part ,of the piston ring groove material,

making it wider,and then the installation of a steel,spacer ring brings the

width back to'the correct size again.. Badly -worn piston ring grooves can be

rebuilt in this manner and the piston can be reused.

- A Bench Arbor Press is used to install rod bushings before they are honed.

A Xrurlizer is a machine used to exp d the skirt of the pistOn..to eliminate

piston slap. 'Te machine also leaves m ks in the pjAon that help improve

piston lubrication:

A Piston Grinder is used to resize semi-finished pistons (d semi-finished piston

has not had the final size, ground on, nor is the finish smocth enough for

installation in the engine).

The piston grinder also grinds the piston in an elliptical shape, also known as

"cam ground" pistons. Refinishing a piston in this manner makes it as good as

the one the manufacturer put in the original engine. Oversize pistons are now

available in a finished condition so this operation of the.machipe shop is not

done as much as it used'to be.

Grinding rod caps is necessary in cases where the conne,fing rod has to be

resized:
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Valve and Valve Seat Equipment Valves.

Valve refacing machine

Bench arbor press

Valve seat installation machine

Valve seat grinder

Valve guide knurlizer machine

Valve spring tester'

Heli-coil installation machine

Magnaflux (Crack Detector) machine

Valve guide installing equipment

I

er,

299
304

Valve springs and-locks

11IVP seats

Valve guides

valve shims

Valve lifter

Valve seals

Plish rnds

Rocker' arms

Giskets_and seals

Heli-coil
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o

,efacing machines are-used to grind a neW smooth face oRthe

-I of the valve stem ft also smoothed'off by this machine; Rocker a--c_

reyound with some of these machines when they have special attachm2ni:

seat grinders are used to grind the valve seat and correct the seat ancli-:

th if required. This machine can do the valVe seats on cylinder heads

c, velve seats that are in the cylinder block on some engines.

installation machines cut or machine out the old seat surface so

can be pre:,'ld in place. Some valve seats are not part of the

head or block, but a special ring, and these may be removed in one

a new seat pressed iRto place.

guide reseater enlarges the bore of a valve quick hole so a new guide

,2-,_?ssed into it. This makes ahead or block that doesn't'normally ha.-

-table guides reusable.

10 guide knurlizer reduces the inside diameter of the valve guide. ,A*

is then used to ream the guide back to its normal size. This is done

.rider heads and blocks when the guides are badly worn and not replaceable.

o serves to provide.a better lubrication surface for the valve stem.

ve spring tester tests the spring presiure at the given height. It thc

is weak or bent it will show upon this tester and the spring should

'oil is a steel coil put into a prepared hole. This restores the Ot,

normal size. It is used often on aluminum cylinder heads and cyli

when threads become 'damaged or pulled out.

fluxing is a process of locating cracks in metal. A metallic powder .,

to cover the area to be tested. The metal is then exposed to a magnel

The powder collects in any cracks and makes them easy to see.

0,,ux process is used on iron or steel, while Zyglo is used for aluminum

inaunafluxing and zygloing are patented processes and require special trl
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Cylinder Boring Equipment

Sleeves

cane Sleeve assemhile

:,ker Pistong

rites Piston 'rings

Expansion plugs

ieve equipment Gaskets and seal',

:wie!it is used to rebore and increase the si :c

ts:,d to put the final finish required on ,Le

used to refinish the cylinder walls prior to

t glaze breakers do not remove any material frer,

They just remove the polished surface of the cyl:i

that new Otton rings will seal properly.

6 tool used to remove the ridge worn in the to!:

ridge is alesult of piston ring wear. The ridgo

,ist-on rings will not strike against the ridge anJ

linders it is sometimes necessary to remove the 1'1 !'1,

in be taken out

crankshaft Repair Equipment

`I-. grinder

,:renkshaft grinder

,iitt polisher

Ft straightener

izer

Main rod bearing

Gaskets arid seals

ir equipment, such as crankshaft grinders, arc usc,i

, 1 bearings surfaces on the crankshaft. Ir rhfn

, > ild main bearingS,with the size that will match

Some of this equipment is portable. They ire aU:.-
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caws,whcn the crankshaft is still in the cylin-

with the engine left in the car. A ctanksh

cy belt end is used to polish the bearim;

--zer'is used to bore over-sized or unfiriishei bearlr,

-ce precision fit bearings are generally available.

ny More.

Block Equipment

ridchinc

0 installation equipment

Cams'iafts.

Cam and main hi_!

Gasl.ets

Exwinsion cluqs

Aine is used to machine interior surfaces of cam gr.1

are installed.

Head and Block Resurfacing_

"Ina 9:cichine

Thinci iri6chine

Gaskets

Yock milling machines are used to,ma,:hine the

and cylinder blocks. A milling machine of thii,

aeries of cutting tools on a cutter head. Other

al-e grinders that use a large grinding stone. The

,F;r:s use a coolant to reduce the dust and keep parts

produces a very smooth finish.
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Brake Equipment

Brake relining machine

iveter

;-oe .c grinder

um lathe

rotor lathe

;:rake drum and rotor grinder

Brake shoe

Disc brake pads

Wheel grease seals

Wheel bearings'

Brake parts

Brake hardware

f.,?iiner equipment is used to remove and re-rivet the brake

:hoes. A brake shoe grinder is also used to true up the brake

pd prepare it for'installation on the car.

brake arum lathe is used to refinish the inside of the brake drums

n- hake shoes touch the drum surface. A brake rotor lathe is used t

it-;ISh the surfaces of the brake rotor where the brake disc pads

re ,trface. SoMe brake lathes have attachments so that one machiey

to oo both types of operations. In some cases the brake drum or

rcjrovnd; attachments are available with the brake drum lathe 'V r'

4,1(lons.
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Dynamometer

Engine run-in equipment

A dynamometer is used to test -rein engioes and is found only in the very large

machine shops. They are very expensive and require people to operate them who

are very hiOly trained.

Cleaning and Crack Detecting Equipment

.
Magnaflux

Crack detector

Hot cleaning

Steam cleaner

Cold chemical cleaning tank

Hot or cold pressure washer

Glass bead (cleaning) machine
. -



Cleaning of engine parts is an important part of the machine shop job. Engine

parts must be cleaned so they ma' be ins:iected for wear of damage that might

otherwise be OverlOoked.

-Tank cleaning machines use a mixture.of chemicals and water that is heat

circulated. Tanks are large enough to hold entire cylinn-:'blocks. A cold

chemical tank is not-heated bid uses tpecial chemicals and is used to clean

alloys'such as pistoLs, carburetqrs and aluminum blocks and heads.

A steam cleaner uses a mixture of hot-water end special soap 'Compounds. The°

mixture is forced through a nozzle under high pressOre.

A §lass bead machine forces tiny glass beads-Under higi, pressure through a

nozzle against the piece'to be cleaned. Glass beading is fast and easy to

use. It does not damage the metal'surfaces and leaves a nice finish.

Hydraulic Hose Make-up

Equipment for installing reusable ends Hbses

Crimping machine Hose fittings

Hose cutter Hydraulic fluid

Some machi -ne shop operations have equipment to make up hydraulic hoses, such

as 'those found on tractors, fork lifts and other equipment. The hoses are often

of a specialized nature,and difficult to find replacements'for. This is

a valuable service that the machine shoo can, provide. This is because making up

the hoses (often reusing the same metal fittings) reduces the cost and puts

the.equipment back in operation in a shorter time. Iris usually the hoses that

fail and not the metal fittings on the end.: ,Equipment of this type is usually

capable of crimping the reusable ends. Some metal ends are not-reusable

and these can be readily purchased and permanently crimped on the new hpse.
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Hydraulic Press

Axle shafts

Axle bearings

Axle seals

4'

The hydraulic press is used for many machine shop jobs. It is used.Most often .

for rear axles, to remove and replace axle bearings apd to use in the removing

and replacing of universal joints in drive lines. The press may also be used to

straighten bent parts that must be bent cold. Oast hydraulic presses can exert'

several ton of pressure and this makes them valuable tools where nigh pressurg
t

is needed.

4'

V

Drive Line Service

Lathe Universal joint

Power hacksaw Universal joint'paets

Arc welder Suspension parts

Balancer / Motor and Transmission Mounts

A large floor model type of lathe is necessary for drive line work. It has

to be largd enough to hold drive shafts for proper alignment so that the drive

shaft ends, yokes and stubs may be correctly installed.
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General Machine Shop Tools

Lathe

Drill press

Bench grinder

Bench vise

Air compressor

Overhead chain hoist

O

6
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It DWIDUALIZFD LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self /

sment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.
a

7

I. Why do automotive parts stores have a machine shop as part of their business?
4

2. 'What are some major fUnctions of the machine shop operations?

3. Why are machine shop services advertised and diiplaye4 in the parts counter

area?

4. Why'-should the parts counterworker be familiar with the machine shop and

its operation? 0

5. Refer to the Piston Rings and Pin Service section. List parts you might

sell if a customer has his or her piston pins fitted.

6. Refer to the Crankshaft Repair Equipment section: List parts you might

sell if a customer has his or her crankshaft polished.

%
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

1) Self Assessment
Answers

.. TO provide an additional service to their customers. ustomers usually go

where they can get complete service.

2. a. Accept orders and w'ite up orders for repair.

b. Make estimates and bids for repair wori,

c. Repair and recondition automotive parts.

d Pickup and delivery

3. To make customers aware of services available when they are in the store
. I

for- parts.

4.

4. Ptometes more selling.- Machining and machine services often require,

. related parts,thus increasing sales and services that make more money

for the store.

5. Piston rings, pins; 'ushings, connecting rods, rod bearings, gaskets and

seals.

6. Main and rod bearings, gaskets, and seals.

3o9
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING S. AIMS

Assignment
DO ,ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

1. Visit a parts store and atk to see the machine shop List as many of the

services as you can.

2. Visit a parts store that does not have a machine shop. ASk them if they

provide any machiae shop service and how they are able to do it

N.

O
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job Sheet

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

I. Visit a machine shop, list as marry pieces of equipment as you can recognize

and the operations they perform.

2. List as many of the related parts of,the brake system as youcan that could

be sold by the machine shop.

3. Write a brief observatio: of the various types of equipment the operator

used while you were there.

4. After you have completed the tasks above, cut out the pictures of

machine shop equipment and tools on'the next three pages.and glue

them in their proper location's in the Information section. Spaces

have been left for this purpose. Show your work to your instructor.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Po t
Assessment

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED.

I. --What advantage is it for a parts store to have i machine shop?

2. How is the parts counter worker's job related to the machine shop?

3. How would a partS store that doesn't have a machine shop provide that

service to their customers?

4. HOw can you become familiar with the machine shop operation?

5. What types of machine shop services are gradually not being used very much?

,
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Instructor
Post Assessment. Answers

1. They provide a complete service for their customers and can sell related

parts and service to the Customer.,

2. Make customers aware of services provided and sell related parts.

3. Send it out to another machine shop, risk losing the customer completely.

4. Visit it, ask questions, take customers through and show them operations.

5. Bearing sizing, bearing boring, crankshaft grinding.
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IDENTIFICATION OF SHEET METAL BODY PARTS

Goal:
The student will be able to identify

basic auto body sheet metal parts in a

catalog and locate their part numbers.

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrate knowledge

of the subject by succ ssfu complet-

ing the Self Assessme , the-A ignment,

the Job Sheet, and the st Asse



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

y Guide
In ordeto finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

I. - Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn.by.studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it'.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of, the parts counter trade.

3. Study. the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words'are important for a

good understanding of. the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacherjo quiiyou'on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will'give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you-have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. , Do the Assignment page. Follow. the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Do the Job Sheet. Follow thg instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you firvelop skills which

will be helpful to you.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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Because some area3 of the auto'parts industry involve the repair and replace-
.

ment of the sheet metal body parts, workers trained in that field are required:

In addition, some shops do only body and fender repair and replacement. For

these shops a specialized parts counter worker is required: One who can identify

and supply the sheet metal parts needed.

Auto dealerships, such as General Motors and others, usually have a body and

fender repair shop as part of their service operation. Parts counter workers

trained in body sf)eet meta are sometimes part of the complete parts sales

department. In stores, the body and fender repair shop has a separate and com

plete parts department with parts counter workers.

316
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYS1 EMS

Vocabulary
/

Trade terms are very important for'a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

. quiz you on the words and,their meanings.

MLDG - -Moulding.

RVL--Reveal.

W/S--Windshield.

UPR--Upper.

LWR--Lower.

QTR -- Quarter.

WDO--Window..

BELT--Middle of side of car, also called belt line--for'example "belt line"

moulding or "belt" moulding.

T/GATE--Tail gate. Used in trucks and station wagons.

REQD--Required, such as "2 REQD" would mean 2 items would be needed for that

particular area or job.

CTR--Center.

3 1 ?



DRIP MOULDING OR DRIP .RAIL--The small gutter that keeps moisture or rail from

running into the car when the door is opened.

R.F.--Right front.

L.F.--Left front.

PNL--Panel.

FIN--Finish.

ASS'Y--Assembly.,

R or Rr--Right or right rear.

B/W--Back'window (not RW as that would mean right window not rear window).

BTM--Bottom.

L or Lr--lrAt or left rear.

318
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Supplementary
References

4

I. Parts Catalogs. Various Manufacturers: General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, etc.

2. ,Automobile Body Reconditioning. McGraw"- Hill.

3. Automotive Collision Work. American Technical Society.

(Illustrations taken from existing Auto Parts Manuals for instructional, uses.)

ti
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTIMS

Information

The outside of the automobile is called the car body. This includes the sheet

metal that covers the doors as well as the hood and the trunk 'lid. Auto body

repair sometimes calls for straightening the sheet metal back to its original

shape. Other times, if the damage is too much to make it practical to repair,

. replacement of the parts is then required. That is when the special parts

counter worker who works with sheet metal body parts is needed.

(See Figure 1 on the following page.)

Study Figure L Figure one is a typical page from a Ford Motor ,, dy parts

catalog. Notice that every part, no matter how small or how large has a number.

Some auto body parts are distinctive. That means site parts are only for the

left side of the vehicle, others only for the right side ahu the parts cannot

be interchanged. In other words, a left fender would not be suitable for the

right side. Of course there art some parts that may be suitable or can be used

on either side
its

The left :did right side of the vehicle is always determil,ed as if you were

spatp,', in. the driver's seat facing forward. The rightiside of the car is then
41the side the passenger is seated on.

(See Figure 2 on the page following Figure'l.)

Look at Figure 2. Is the front fender *16006 far the leff, or right side of the

car? Careful study would show it-to be for the right side of this car.

X20
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16005

03408

42220

50283 421424

42700513856
*51192

40110

0 04320

51701

51116

51180

40382

451403

403826

51216

41736

02623

02509

:16514

4

512(1214345001

46506
46652

42312

-- 0466'65470046653
02517
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21161
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42003
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28059

219463
27847
27936

40381

,. sa t.4
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,1AC
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0207044 f'')

S NOT INCLUDED IN SKELETON BODY

REFER TO CH 4SiS GROUP NUM8ER

REFER i^ 4151'..LLusTRATION SEcTtoN 160

22801 28269 28201
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7AD
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46611 V

((di
11213 27895
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27887
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40110

40324

42752
42738

42701

50202

05.

432A48 44890

*175862

40544

28010
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44- 27895
52567

45118
50244

03408

04320

51213

51701
O

O

27840
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58241
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220211

28160

__1
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.0170
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02508 1,44

02042

'--02638 *16A005

*16006
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SECTION 160 FOR DETAILS
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Auto parts counter workers also have to be familiar with the mouldings and

shiny metal parts on the outside of the car. '"These parts are called trim

parts and are accents that make the outside appearance more pleasing to the

eyes and give the car a "dressed up" look. In some cases they also protect

the body from surface scratches.

Study Figures 3 and 4. (Figure 3 below, Figure 4 on the following page.)

These illustrations show various moulding or trim strips, their locations,

names and part numbers. Notice the abbreviations in the part names. It

would require mach more space to write out the entire name. Most manufacturers

use the same abbreviations. Study the abbreviations. If you can't make out

what an abbreviation stands for, look it up in'the vocabulary section of this

module.

1975 MONTE C'.RLO FRONT END MOULDINGS

1. 8.055 MOULDING, Hood PM. 4. 8.132 MOULDING ASSY., Frt. Fdr.
Pr. Edge - 382398 Si. Rr.

2. 8.132 MOULDING UNIT, Frt. 5. 8.132 MOULDING, Fn. Fdr.
Fdr. Si. Up, 6258054 W/H Qpg ... .. . .....3. 8.147 PLATE UNIT, Fn. Fdr. 6. 8.132 MOULDING. U.N. IT, in.
Si. Nanis 6258310 Fdr. Si. Frt.... . .... .

323 3 3 3
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1973 EL CAMINO (IAC-IADEICI)

.1.
2.

10.707
10.093

MLI3G., Dour Belt Reveal
MLOG., W/S Side RINS el

9882795-4
96906674

12. 2.575
2.575

LAMP ASSY.
BEZEL

911691-2
3996969-703. 10.093 MLDG., W/S Upper Rood 9739209 13. 12.116 MLOG. UNIT, Rear w/Opng. 8706531-04. 12.075 MLOG., W/S PIr, Drip-w/Vinvl Roof . 96837984 14. 12.116 MLDG. UNIT, Rear Fender Lower . 87065025. 12.075 MLOG., eof Drip-vr/Yinyl Roof . 9880597.6 15. 12.116 MLDG. UNIT. Front of w/Opno.

6. 12.116 MLDG., PM Fin. Car. Bk. Window 9975552-1 (A O)
)G

87065274
8. 12.116 MUM., Qtr. Belt Revesl-w/Vinyl r 16. 10.352 M F/D Edge Guard . . 1744009-8Roof or Special Two-Tone Paint . . . 9611781-0 17. 12.112 MLDG. UNIT; F/0 Lower (AD) . . 8707758-79. 12.116 MLOG., Fin. Otr. P/W Front 9677627.6 18. 42.112 MLDG. UNIT, F/D UPpei (AD) 7

10. 12.116 MLDG., Fin. Gr. P/W Rear 9675554-3 Lower IACI 8707809
11. 12.940 CAP UNIT-Cltr. PnI. End 9630075-4

Some body and fenderrepairshops also have to work with the interior of the car.

Study the illustrations, Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8,and become familiar with the

interior parts, as they are also part of the body sheet metal parts counter

worker's job.

(See Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 on the fol lowing pages. )

Notice how Figure 5 illustrates the difference between bucket seats (A),

split back seats (B) and bench type seats (C).

The parts counter worker that is a beginning or apprentice worker should study

the parts catalogs that the firm uses and become familidr with sheet metal

body parts, interior parts and mouldings and trim. The complete parts counter

worker should be familiar with all areas of the auto parts industry.

Very few parts jobbers provide sheet metal body parts, only the manufacturer's

dealerships will carry these replacement parts. For this reason these parts
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1973 CHEVELLE INTERIOR TRIM (1AD29-35-37-80)

GM PARTS DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION CHEVROLET-14.000-GROUP 14.1st
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a

'1973 CHEVELLE INTERIOR TRIM (1AD29-3537-80)

1. 10.203 SUNSHADE-Trimmed 36. 11.419 SPRING & FRAME ASSY-F/St Btm
2. 10.219 SUPPORT - Sunshade 36. 14.890 PAD ASSY-R/Sest Btm Wife a
3. 11.381 BUMPER -Frt St Bk Frm 37. 11.610 SPRING & FRAME ASSY-R/Sest Btm
4. 14.630 PANEL-Shroud Side Fin 37. 15.6J6 PAD ASSY-R/Seat Cush
5. 14.640 HEADLINING 38. 11.628 FRAME ASSY-Fldg 2nd Seat Beck
6. 11.120 MOLDING-Gem 81W Um 38. 15.002 PAD ASSY -FIdg 2nd Sant Beck
7. 10.051 MOLDING -Gam W/S Upr 39. 11.610 FRAME ASSY-Fide 2nd Seat Cush
& 14.661 MOLDING-Roof hr Sd Rr a, 39. 15.035 PAD ASSY.-FIdg 2nd Seat Cosy
9. 11.119 MOLDING-Gern QtrWdo fir 40. .A.oso COVER-3rd Seat Beck

10. 15.388 HOOK-Cost 40: 11.373 FOUNDATION-3rd Seat Beck Frmd
11. 14.731 COVER ASSEMBLY -Bdy Lk Fir Abv alt 40. 15.002 PAD ASSY -Fidg 3rd Seat Back
12. 14.661 MOLDING-Roof Ins Si Fri 41. 15.070 COVER-3rd Seat Back
13. 14.730 COVER ASSEMBLY -C/PIr Upr 42. 11.610 FRAME ASSY-Fldg 3rd Seat Btm
14. 15.000 COVER-Itr St 8k 15.036 PAD ASSY-Fide 3rd Seat Cush
15. 14.880 COVER -Fat St Cush -J. 12.195 PANE L-T/Gate Ina Cyr
16. 14.300 COVER-Frt St Bk 44. 14.924 COVER ASSY-P a 0 H/Rst Seat Back
17. 15.000 COVER-Second St Back 46. 14.685 TRIM-F/D Upr
18. 16.035 COVER -Rr St Cush 46. 14.760 TRIM-R/D Upr -
19. 15.035 COVER-2nd St Cush 47. 11.373 FRAME-P & D Seat Back
20. 14.731 PANEL-Body Lk Plr Lwr 47. 14.802 PAD ASSY-LP a 0 Seat Back
21. 15.108 PANEL-ow A/Rst Trim Fin 48. 12.180 MOLDING-Gwn T/Gate Wdo

4.22 12.944 PANEL-WIN evf 49. 11.37.1 PANEL-Fin P a D Seat Beck
23. 16.306 MAT-R/FIr Rub 50. 14.800 PAD-P & D Seat Btm Wires
24. 15.288 MAT -F /Fir Rub 51. 12.180 MOLDING-Fin Back Btm Pir Lwr
25. 12.579 PANE L-Spe Tire Cyr 52. 14.800 COVER ASSY-P a 0 Seat Complete
26. 11.375 COVER-P & 0 St Bk Otr Hp 53. 14.804 BUTTON ASSY-Seet Back Trim
27. 12.180 MOLDING-Fin 8k Body Pir Upr 54. 11.373 PANEL ASSY-F/St Back
X 15.024 TRIM, Pn. Meat To B/W 54. 14.802 PAD ASSY-F/Seat Beck
29. 14.730 COVER ASSY-C/Plr Lwr 55. 14.800 COVER-P a 0 Seat Back
30. 11.119 MOLDING-Gem Ofr Wdo Frt 56. 14.681 PLT NAME-F/0 Trim Pad
31. 14.685 PANEL Trim Fin Fri Or Lwr 57. 11.62! FRAME ASSY-R/Seet Beck
32. 14.750 PANEL-Tr Fin RR Or Low 57. 15.002 PAD-R/Seat Back
33. 14.762 PAO ASSY-R/D Lwr Tr Fin Pnl A /Ret 58. 10.051 ESCUTCHEON-W/S Upr Corn MIdg (57 Style only)
34. 14.762 PAD ASSY-R/0 Lwr Tr Fin Pnl A/nest 59. 15.100 EXTENSION-Spare Tire Cyr Pnl
3& 10.051 MOLDING -Gem W/S Side 60. 12.180 MOLDING -Fin Bk Bdy Opng Upr

14-177
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1975 MONTE CARLO SHEET METAL

GM PARTS DIVISION. GENERAL. MOTORS CORPORATION-CHEVROLET-1 1 A
11.00043ROUP $12
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1975 MONTE CARLO SHEET METAL

1. 8.130 FENDER ASSY., Fn. 34. 1267
2. 8.977 SCREW, Machine- 35. 1.276

(5116" - 18 x 1") 38. 8.977
3. 8.977 SCREW (5116" - 18) 37. 8.977
4. U-NUT 38. 2.585
S. DUCT ASSY., Carb.

Air Intake 40. 2.726
6. 8.1;4 HINGE ASSY., Hood 41. 2.737
7. 8.013 SPRING, Hood Hinge 42, 2.737
8. 8.921 BOLT-Hex. Hd. Mach. 43. 2.725

(3111- .-16 x 1-318 ") 44. 2,726
9. N.S. SHIM 4& 8.977

10. 8.000 HOOD ASSY., Panel 46. 6.921
11. 1.272 BAFFLE, Radiator- 47. 1.264
12. 8.154 SHIELD, Frt. Fdr. 48. 8.977

Sk. Dust 49. 1.269
\13. 8.977 SCREW 50. 1.263

1.270 PANEL. Rad. Upr. Mtg.
U-NUT. 51. 1.266

18:\ 8.043 SPRING. Hood Pop-up 52. 8.900
17. IMO CATCH ASSY., Hood Lock
18. 1.278 SCREW (5/16" - 18 x 13118") 53. 1.266
19. 8.080 STRIKER, Hood Latch 54. 8.977

8.971 SCREW 55. 8.977
21. 8.977' SCREW 56. 8.083
22. 1.277 SHROUD, Rad., Lwr., Upr. 57. 8.900
23. 1.277 EXTENSION, Red. Shroud.

UPI, & Low. 58. 1.287
24. 3.130 CANISTER, Fuel Vapiir
25. 3.310 SUPPORT ASSY., Fuel 59. 8.900

Vapor tanrvister
26. 1.270 SUPPORT ASSY., Rad. Core 60. 1.287
27. 1.219 RADIATOR' 61. 1.263
28. 1.203 CAP ASSY., Radiator W. 8.977
29. 1.270 PAD. Rad. &Ashlar 63. 8.141
30. 8.083 LATCH ASSY.. Hood 64. 8.929
31. 8.083 PLATE ASSY., Hood 05. 8.900

Latch Mtg. 66. 2.333
32. 8.016 SCREW (318" - 16 x 1") 67. 2.335
33. 1.276 SCREW (5116" - 18 x 3/4")

BRACKFT, R11111 Grl.
SCREW (5/16"1- 18 x 314")
SCREW I

SCREW
LAMP ASSY.,; Pk.
& Side Mark.
HOUSING-Frt. Fdr. Hdlmp.
SPRING; Hdlp. Adj.
SCREW ASSY.
HEADLAMP CAPSULE
BEZEL-Headlamp
SCREW 8-19 v. 314")
U-NUT
GRILLE. Rad. Low.
SCREW
U-NUT
PANEL Rad. Gri. to
Frt. Bpr. Fil.
GRILLE ASSY., Rad. Upr.
SCREW, Hx. Hd.
(114" - 14 x 31e)
PANEL ASSY., Frt Header
SCREW
SCREW
U-NUT
SCREW, Hx. Hd.
(114" - 14 x Uri
RETAINER, Frt. Fdr. to
Bpr.
SCREW, Hx. Hd.
(1I4" - 14 x 3/4")
RETAINER, Frt. Fdr. Fil.
FILLER, Frt. Fdr. to Bpr.
SCREW-(5116" - 18)
BRACE, Frt. Fdr.
WASHER-(11132")
NL f', (5116" - 18)
TRAY ASSY., Battery
CLAMP, Battery

MA PARTS DIVISION. GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION-CHEVROLET-11A

32 8"13
33R,

8-221

8.000-GROUP
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.

are called original equipment or dealer items. If an individual needsa sheet
metal part for a vehicle, it must be obtained from a manufacturer's dealer-
ship.

Recently some foreign manufacturers have licensed private companies to produce
fenders for some popular imports and.these

are available in a few jobbers'
inventories.

Most jobbers don't carry sheet metal body parts because a large amount of
space is required for stocking parts for the large number of different modals
and styles.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Assessnir t

C1

A

y

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. Why should auto parts counter workers be familiar with sheet metal body
parts?

p

..2. What is the sheet metal outside ofthe vehicle called?

3. What is another name for mouldings?

4. What is the purpose of a drip rail?

5: Why does a manufacturer's dealership haw. - body-fender shoo as part of its
business?



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

v

Self Assessment
Answers

,

I

1.- The complete parts counter worker should understand all areas of the pkrts
. industry'and some body and fender repair shops"and dealgrships require a

specialized parts counter worker who can work with body. parts.
e

2. The body.

3. Trim.

4_Keep water but of the car when the door is opened:.

5. To make their service to customers complete.

i

0
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`MECHANICS

BODY PANEL SECTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

1. Grille Guard

2. Headlight

3. Radiator Grille

4. Hood Ornament

5. Hood

5. Front Fender

:7. Cowl Ventilator

8. Upper Cowl Panel

9. Roof Panel

10. Drip Molding,

11. Rear Window

12. Deck Lid

13. Taillight

14. Gravel Shield

15. Hub Cap

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

lWheel

Tire

Front Door Hinge Pillar

Rocker ranel Molding

Door Window Ventilator

Belt MOlding

Center Pillar

Door Lock

Door Handle

Door

Rear Door Hinge Pillar

27. Rear Fender
(also knov as quarter panel when
all one piece.

28. Rear -quarter Panel

(also known as quarter panel when
all one pier_')

29. Bumper

332
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignment 0
COMPLETE THE ASSIGNMENT BELOW. WRITE YOUR ANSWERS IN THE SPACE PROVIDED.

1. Study Figure 9.

2. Identify on Figure lO as many parts as you car, remembpr. (Figure 10 is

on the following page.)

3. What do the following abbreviations stand'for?

QTR

FIN

LWR

W/S

MLDG

T/GATE

C1R

PLR

REQD

R or Rr

333
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MECHANICS NAME

DATE

1.

BODY PANEL SECTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

16.

2. 17.

3. 18.

4. 19.

5. 20.

6. 21.

7. 22.

8. 23.

9. 24.

10. 25.

11. 26.

12. 27.

13. 28.

14 29.

15.

334
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job Sheet 0
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Parts catalogs and sheet metal body catalog illustrations have several ways

of showing the parts. Many pictures are external or outside views. Figure

3 is an example of an outside or external view. It is-a 3/4 view; that is,

you can see more than just the side of the vehicle. You can see all of the left

front fender, grille and the top and front of the right front fender.

Figure 4 is an external or outside view, but is a side view as it shows only

one side of the vehicle.

Figure 7 is a combination of 2 types of illustrations an exploded view and a

phantom view. An exploded view shows aiY the parts separated, but in the

approximate position. The dotted lines connecting various parts show how the

parts would be assembled. Some partSare drawn as if they were transparent.

You can see through them and see their approximate relationship to other parts

in the illustrations. Study all the Figures 1 through 7 carefully. Imagine the

vehicle as it would appear if it were real.

A. Study Figures 7 and 8. Look up the following parts. Write down their part

nu' rs. Write down the location numbers in the illustration.

I. Radiatcr lower shroud

2. Hood hinge assembly

3. Hood latch assembly

4. Radiator grille bracket

5. Battery clamp
. .

6. Front fender,retainer

335
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e 7. Headlamp adj. spring

8. Radiator shroud extension

9. Fuel vapor cannister support

10. Headlamp capsule

11. Radiator grille bracket

12. Front fender to bumper filler

13. Battery tray assembly

14. HoOd panel assembly

15. Hood latch striker

16. Front fender shield

17. Lower radiator grille
0

18. Hood pop-up spring

19. -Park and side marker lamp assembly

20. Front fender assembly
1r
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

'Y

PostAs

rJ

WRITE AN ANSWER 70 THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. Where are auto parts counter workers who know sheel metal body parts most

likely to find work?

2. What special skills should the.auto body sheet metal parts counter worker

have?

3. What type of 'illustration is Figure 1?

4. Look at Figure.7. What is the part number for the radiator grille?

5. Look at Figure 4. What do the following abbreviations stand for?

a. MLDG

b. QTR

c. W/S

d. ASS'Y

e. W/S PLR

f. PUL

g. FIN 337
h. BK

347



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

IF Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

. 1. In an auto manufacturer's dealership or independent body and fender repair'

shops.

2. A knowledge of the car body parts names and their location.

3. Exploded view of the upper body of a 1965-66 Thunderbird.

4. 1.266

5. a. moulding

b. quarter

c. windshield

d. assembly

e. windshield pillar

f. panel

g. finish

h. back

.,
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PROMOTIONS, ADVERTISING AND MERCHANDISING

Goal:

The student will Team and be able to

identify W. z.advertising and

merchandising methods.

Performance Indicators:
The student will demonstrate an under-

standing of display methods by complet-

ing a Self Assessment, an Assignment

and a Post Assessment.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the .ever of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and how

you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the partycounter trade.

3. Study the vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a good

understanding of the trade. After'you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the informition section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need'to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to

yourself that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare

your answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which

is on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or asklyour teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. FollOw the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

340
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INDIVIDUA'_IZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Merchandising is 0 means-of drawing in customers and making them want to buy.

The appearance of the store you work in (outside and inside) is a method of

attracting,cusiomers and influencing them to buy.

Your attitqe and the way you treat the customer who has come inside is an

important art of selling and merchandising. Quick, courteous service, friendly

greeting and clean, attractive displays of-merchandise persuade the customers-

to buy 'n,your store.

' The pearance of the inside of your store should tell them you want to serve.

the . Displays should draw attention to parts and merchandise you sell. That

wi 1 increase sales-;

/



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYST EMS

Vocabulary

- Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these wcrds and meanings. When you'have learned them, ask your teacher to quiz

you on the words and their meanings.

MERCHANDISING- -The act of selling, buying or trading wares, goods or commodities..

In this case, parts for cars, trucks, related items and products for serving,

repairing or maintaining vehicles.

ADVERTISING--Inform or give notices- of prices and availab.lity of products.

Tell advantages of one product over another, special prices and sales.

PROMOTIONS--Promoting. For example, a product may be put on display in the

front of the store: Seasonal items such as tire chains in the winter

time, or tires and tune-up parts in the spring. This encourages and gives

ideas to the customer to buy items. Putting items up front or pointing

out items are forms of promotion.

I
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INDIVIDUALIZEP LEARNING SYSTEMS

Supplementary
Reference's

'1. Counterman's Handbook. Automotive Service Industry Association.

2. Auto Parts Counter Worker. University of Texas:

3. The Inside Salesman: NAPA.

' 4 3
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INDIVIDUALIZED
4
LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

Some of your customers may never (or seldom) see the inside of yoUr store.

All of their buying is done by telephones The appearante of your delivery

truck and the courtesy of your delivery driver are important selling and

advertising points for your store. The way you talk-over the telephone and,

the condition of the merchandise when it reaches the customer are selling,

points for your store.

Your store should, of course, be clean, orderly and attractive to customers.

t- Products and displays should draw attention to the products for sale and

help to sell them.

/

Keeping the store attractive takes the cooperation of everyone. You should

pay attention to: .

1. Keeping the store neat. () 1

_,.,..

2. Displaying merchandise properly',

3. Making repairs and re4ainting when necessary.

4. Stocking supplies orderly and neatly on shelves.

Factories and suppliers of parts can provide brochures, pamphlets and displays

for their products. if they are available, use them as an aid to selling

the merchandise.
#

,

Displays, advertising and literature used properly can do several things:

1. Remind customers of what they need.now.

2. Show advantages of a product or part.

3. Create ideas for customers to buy at a later time.

'4. Bring up questions in the customer's mind about the product.

5. Make sales immediately.
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"Point of sale" aids are signs or displays -that tell customers you have

certain items in stock. *Jsually they describe the product's features or

values.

Some customers buy on impulse. They see something on display and it encourages_

them to buy "on the spot." This is called impulse buying. Something about the

display or a low price may encourage them to buy.

Displays of items which are frequently used, low-priced, new or profitable,

or very useful, help to promote impulse buying. Products shown in an attractive

display that encourage "look! pick me up buy me!" help set the buying impulse

in motion. To make displays do abetter selling job, they should be located'

at busy customer locations. Use the windoWs, walls, floor and counters for

displays, but don't clutter and be sure tkeep counter. tops open'.

Items which trigger impulse buying should be located where they can be

easily seen and reached.'
a

1. Place large items of parts or equipment on the floor or in the window.

2. Items like air compressors, battery chargers, floor jacks, etc.

are better i41 the windoWs or on the floor.

3. Smaller items related to them should be placed near them.

4. de sure displays are kept clean and orderly.

5 Replace items that are handled a lot if they begin 10 look stained

or "shop worn."

6. Some displays shou4 reflect seasonal itett--ito's that relate to

the time of year or the weather.

7. Change displays often Don't display Christmas ;me items on the

Fourth of July. Keep.them uprto-date.

8. Use lots'of color, lights and motion to draw attention to displays.

9. Displays lotated on the floor should not block aisles or be so tall

that the counter:worker is hidden from Niew. Tall displays are

better if placed against the.wall or in an out-of-the-way area.

10. Displays jhbuld'be kept full. /'

-11. Displays of a definite theme are effective, if they are directed to

'a particular, type of customer.. Attractive displays of High-perforoonce.

parts, farm and home. equipment or small engine Faits are effective

in reaching special customers.
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12. Hand tools und chemicals must be displayed to he sold. Most parts

ores place hand tools on open racks behind the counter so they can't

be stolen.

13. Watch for new products that have eye-catching appeal. Some parts

stores have a special area marked off for "new items."

14. Dust on displays 4; proof to the customer that the item is not
in demand.

15: Re sore Hicolays are well lighted: Use spot lights to make them

stand out.

'rd. To prevent theft, keep pocket-sized items away from the door. Be Sure

there is a clear view of the storefront from behind the counter. If

necessary, tie or wi ,small items to a peg board.

17. Windows should be kept clean and free from decals.

18. The to / the parts sales counter should be clean. The only things

on the counter should be parts catalogs and a pad to write on. (The

telephone can even be placed on a shelf, handy, but out of sight,

below the counter.)

When the store's business increases, you r,ld ,v use displays and promotions

tc continue to increase the business. Merchandising, rromotions and displays

are the most interesting and challenging parts of a business you can face.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LE-tAHNING SYSTEMS

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. How does a telephone customer form an image of your store?

2. What should the condition of the store tell your customers?

3. Who supplies nearly all o' the ;display material for tnc parts store?

4. Where should impulse items be displayed?

5. What are rules to follow when using window displays?
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

\
Se141ssessment
Answers

1. The way you sound and talk to the customer over the telephone; the appear-

ance of your driver and delivery truck, and "., condition the merchandise

is in when it reaches the buyer.

2. Clean, neat, orderly, up-to-date and attractive displays; clean windows,

cou-teous, friendly, efficient parts counter workers all tell customers

yuu want their business and are there to serv_ ,hem

3. Manufacturer's, wholesalers and suppliers.

4. Near the sales counter, within sight and touch!

5. Display large items and related small items close together. Don't clutter

windows with posters or decals. Use seasonal items appropriate to thF time

of year or climate.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

0

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

I. Visit several parts stores and make a list of impulse displays you see and

the items offered for sale.

2. List seasonal items on display.

3. Visit local parts sterns. Observe window displays. ,.rade them according

to standards you have learned. Share this information with the instructor.

4. List manufacturers who have merchandise on display. List items that are

seasonal, impulse items, spot-buying items.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
ASSE

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED.

I. How does an out-of-own customer form an image of your parts store?

2. Who in the store is responsible for making it a show spot?

3. Name 4 ways the store can be made attractive to customers.

4. List the uses of displays, advertising and product. lite-ature.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

lio

I. Courtesy of sales staff, condition of merchandise, cleanliness of store,

displays, counter-tops.

2. Everyone's cooperation and help is needed.

3. Well lighted, clean,attractive displays, windows not cluttered with decals

or posters, able to walk through aisle without stumbling over, or bumping

into something.

4. Impulse buying, spot buying, reminder to buy in the future, sell related

items. Show features of product, inquiries about products.
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